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ABSTRACT
As of February 2020, women made up approximately ten percent of the overall
veteran population in the United States (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2020,
February). The National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics anticipated an
increase in the number of women veterans to the tune of 18 percent each year, through
2027 (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2017, February). Interestingly, while the
overall veteran population has decreased in recent years, the number of women veterans
has simultaneously increased (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2017, February).
Nonetheless, institutions of higher education have seen an influx in student
veteran enrollments (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, n.d.-b), prompting faculty and
administrators to take inventory of the services provided for the special population.
Meanwhile, research has shown women student veterans tend to adopt the masculine
norms they were taught while enlisted in the military, bringing those ideals to campus as
they matriculate; namely, not asking for help (Herbert, 1998; Baechtold & De Sawal,
2009; DiRamio & Jarvis, 2011; DiRamio, Jarvis, Iverson, Seher & Anderson, 2015;
Armstrong, 2017). This information, in conjunction with years of research showing
positive outcomes associated with faculty-student out-of-class interactions (Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1977, 1978, 1979; Pascarella, 1980; Astin, 1993), justified the need for
additional research.
This descriptive phenomenological study qualitatively explored the help-seeking
behaviors of women student veterans (WSV), with faculty, outside the classroom. Semistructured interviews were conducted with ten WSV during the fall 2019 semester at a
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public land-grant institution in the Southeastern United States. A faculty focus group and
online survey were used to establish trustworthiness, alongside multiple other measures
such as the use of rich, thick descriptions to report findings and inclusion of a thorough
subjectivity statement.
Phenomenological data analysis techniques were used to siphon numerous
meaning units from interview transcripts, which were then transformed into themes and
essential essences. Using the coping resources outlined in Schlossberg’s Transition
Theory (Schlossberg, 1987, 1990, 2011; Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Schlossberg,
Lynch & Chickering, 1989; Anderson et al., 2011) as a foundation, the essences of WSV
help-seeking were aligned with the four S’s: support, self, situation and strategy.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The initial chapter of this dissertation serves as an introduction to concerns
surrounding the help-seeking behaviors of women student veterans (WSV) in academia.
The background of the research study is outlined, along with a brief overview of relevant
literature. The problem and purpose of the study are also demarcated alongside a list of
research questions that guided the study. Philosophical undertones and theory guiding
the research is revealed. Assumptions and delimitations are identified, and a list of key
terms used throughout the study are defined. Lastly, the significance of the study is
discussed.
Background of the Study
Over the past two decades, the United States military has been involved in
numerous conflicts, including Operation Iraqi Freedom (March 2003 – November 2011),
Operation New Dawn (September 2010 – December 2011), and Operation Enduring
Freedom (October 2001 – December 2014) (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, n.d.a). As service members have completed their military obligations, institutions of higher
education have seen an influx in the enrollment of student veterans (U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs, n.d.-b).
As of 2018, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (2018, September 30)
documented nearly one million veterans who had utilized GI Bill education benefits.
This increase in student veteran enrollment was likely indicative of the upsurge in
eligible veterans within the general population. Nevertheless, the escalation of women
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student veterans (WSV) is noteworthy and deserves the attention of education
administrators.
Women make up almost 10% of the overall veteran population in the United
States (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2020, February), and number upward of
250,000 in the southeastern states of Georgia, North/South Carolina, and Tennessee alone
(U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2017, November 2). The National Center for
Veterans Analysis and Statistics (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2017, February)
reported an expected increase in the population of women veterans of roughly 18 percent
annually, through the year 2027. Thus, while the overall veteran population is decreasing
roughly 1.5 percent each year, the number of women veterans is simultaneously
increasing (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2017, February). These increases have
laid, and continue to lay, the foundation for increased enrollments of WSV, at institutions
of higher education.
In 2015, nearly 150,000 women veterans were utilizing education benefits (U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs, 2017, February). As the number of student veterans has
increased, more research has been published regarding their experiences in higher
education. Student veteran transitions (Ackerman & DiRamio, 2009; Rumann &
Hamrick, 2010; Elliott, Gonzalez & Larsen, 2011; Livingston, Havice, Cawthon &
Fleming, 2011; Schiavone & Gentry, 2014; Pellegrino & Hoggan, 2015; Blaauw-Hara,
2016; Gregg, Howell & Shordike, 2016; Armstrong, 2017; Jones, 2017; Williams-Klotz
& Gansemer-Topf, 2017; Lim, Interiano, Nowell, Tkacik & Dahlberg, 2018; Atkinson,
2019), mental health challenges (Smith-Osborne, 2009; Barnard-Brak, Bagby, Jones &
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Sulak, 2011; Widome, et al., 2011; Whiteman, Barry, Mroczek & Wadswroth, 2013;
Campbell & Riggs, 2015; Fortney, et al., 2016), and financial concerns (DiRamio,
Ackerman & Mitchell, 2008; Cook & Kim, 2009; Olsen, Badger & McCuddy, 2014)
have been researched at length. Yet, there are still areas of concern that need to be
addressed.
Several researchers have written about the unwillingness of women veterans to
seek help, generally citing masculine norms and military socialization as underlying
reasons (Baechtold & De Sawal, 2009; DiRamio & Jarvis, 2011; Sander, 2012; DiRamio
et al., 2015; LaLonde, 2016; Patton, Renn, Guido & Quaye, 2016; Armstrong, 2017). For
example, one study evaluated identity re-development as part of the adjustment from
military-life to civilian-life, finding women veterans do not feel a need to seek help in
non-life-threatening situations (Baechtold & De Sawal, 2009). Some years later, a
different study reiterated that point, determining “student veterans either feel
uncomfortable seeking help or do not realize they need help because they learned to solve
life-and-death issues in the military” (Patton et al., 2016, p.244).
Furthermore, discouragement of help-seeking was found to be associated with
masculine norms espoused by the military (DiRamio & Jarvis, 2011). In a study
comparing women and men college students, women were found to have more open
attitudes about psychological help-seeking than men (Komiya, Good & Sherrod, 2000).
But, following military socialization, women veterans adopted conservative attitudes on
help-seeking (DiRamio & Jarvis, 2011). Thus, military service was a catalyst in shifting
women’s attitudes about help-seeking to those similar to men (DiRamio & Jarvis, 2011).
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In 2012, Sander wrote about women veteran’s feelings of needing to constantly
prove themselves and their worth, and the hesitancy of some women to be around males
after being victimized during their time in the service. In the same year, the propensity of
some veterans to dissociate from their veteran identity was unraveled, in Considering
Student Veterans on the Twenty-First-Century College Campus (Vacchi, 2012). Vacchi
(2012) posited if faculty and administrators were unaware of a student’s veteran status,
they would have no reason to look at them in a negative way if help was sought. The
study also emphasized the importance of not looking weak in the eyes of others on
campus, and the difficulty student veterans faced when learning it is okay to ask for help
(Vacchi, 2012). These difficulties aside, the past decade has been pivotal in the evolution
of student veteran services on college campuses; but there is always room for
improvement.
Student veteran help-seeking as a part of the academic and social integration
processes (DiRamio & Jarvis, 2011), along with mental health concerns (Currier,
McDermott & Sims, 2016; Currier, Deiss & McDermott, 2017; Currier, McDermott &
McCormick, 2017) have been addressed in scholarly literature. In the groundbreaking,
Out from the Shadows: Female Student Veterans and Help-Seeking, the impact of
masculine military standards were evaluated in conjunction with behavior of WSV in
higher education (DiRamio et al., 2015). Later, another study was conducted on the
influence of military norms on WSV help-seeking tendencies, using different
methodology (Armstrong, 2017). Additional research has been published on student
veteran attitudes about seeking psychological or academic help, and the effects of combat
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experience on those attitudes (LaLonde, 2016). Most recently, a doctoral dissertation
was published about WSV help-seeking and support services offered through an oncampus veteran service center (Atkinson, 2019).
The culmination of these pieces of academic literature provide a handful of
findings that are relevant to the current study. First, masculine norms taught by the
military impacted the way women student veterans operate in the higher education
environment (DiRamio et al., 2015; Armstrong, 2017). Next, masculine thought
processes detered help-seeking (DiRamio et al., 2015). Combat experience also affected
the likelihood of student veterans asking for help (LaLonde, 2016). Lastly, women
student veteran identities are multifaceted with various influential pieces determining
their likelihood for seeking help (Atkinson, 2019).
Moreover, limited research has been conducted around student veteran helpseeking in academia, but once studies including men are extracted, little information is
left to appropriately support change for women student veterans on campuses. This study
stretches beyond existing inquiries about student services to get at the heart of the
educational experience. By illuminating the help-seeking experiences of WSV, with
faculty, outside the classroom, a gap in educational literature has been filled.
Statement of the Problem
Over the past several years, researchers found WSV were not likely to seek help
(DiRamio et al., 2015). This fact can be related to experiences in male-dominant military
settings, unwillingness to appear weak in the eyes of others, or reluctance to work with
male figureheads (Herbert, 1998), but the propensity of women veterans to conceal their
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veteran status on college campuses left faculty and administrators incapable of initiating
contact (Sander, 2012). Thus, while the general population of women veterans is not
likely to seek help, WSV and oftentimes do not want to be identified, making it
impossible for faculty-student interaction to be initiated by professors.
Military socialization and gender roles were attributed to women veteran’s
reluctance to seek help in the academic arena (Herbert, 1998; Rosen, Knudson &
Fancher, 2003; Vacchi, 2012; Disabled American Veterans, 2014; DiRamio et al., 2015;
Armstrong, 2017; Lachman, 2018). Because of the inherent masculinity associated with
military service (Arkin & Dobrofsky, 1978), women soldiers were expected to embrace
the culture, learn to be one of the guys, and tuck their femininity under their hats (Eager,
2014). Masculinity also encompassed an aversion to help-seeking (Addis & Mahalik,
2003). Thus, women who served in the military and internalized masculine norms were
not likely to seek help when they transitioned into the college student role (DiRamio et
al., 2015; Armstrong, 2017). Furthermore, student veterans did not realize, or
acknowledge, a need for help because they had previously been in life-or-death situations
leading to deflation of urgency in educational matters (Patton et al., 2016). Nevertheless,
academicians and researchers acknowledged women student veterans “will likely not
seek help as other women in college do” (DiRamio et al., 2015, p. 63).
While women veterans had numerous similarities to other women in college,
some notable differences could have driven their need for help. First, the WSV studied
were nontraditional students (DiRamio, et al., 2015). Years of research has shown
nontraditional students had different experiences, and stressors, compared to their 18-21
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year old counterparts (Ford, Northrup & Wiley, 2009; DiRamio et al., 2015; MacDonald,
2018). Nontraditional students were also less likely to graduate than traditional-aged
college students (Markle, 2015), but the most telling information comes from From
Soldier to Student, where student veteran retention and degree completion were reported
as major challenges by 723 institutions in the United States (Cook & Kim, 2009).
The next differentiating factor was WSV who experienced transition issues when
they moved from military service to college-life, which ignited a need for help. Those
transition-related issues ranged from enrollment hurdles (Cook & Kim, 2009), identity
development concerns (Baechtold & De Sawal, 2009), feelings of cultural dissonance
(Arminio, Grabosky & Lang, 2015), and mental health complications (Ackerman,
DiRamio & Garza Mitchell, 2009; Harris, Finn Sumner & Gozales-Prats, 2018) just to
name a few. Aforementioned masculine gender norms women veterans brought to
campus also added strain to the transition process (Alexander, 2014; Arminio et al.,
2015). These studies only skimmed the surface of the bigger help-seeking issue among
WSV. Additional details surrounding the needs of WSV, and their typical responses are
covered in the next chapters.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to aid in
understanding the help-seeking interactions of WSV, with faculty, outside the classroom.
Results of this research will: (1) help inform professionals in higher education of the
issues and needs of WSV, (2) aid in the overall understanding of faculty-student
interaction outside the classroom, with WSV, and (3) heed the call for further research on
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the topic.
Over the past decade, numerous scholars and researchers have called for further
research on WSV. One group acknowledged the increasing number of women veterans
on campuses, calling for “special attention” (DiRamio et al., 2008, p. 96). The following
year, a more explicit call advocated for studying “women veterans’ needs on college
campuses” (Baechtold & De Sawal, 2009, p. 42). Then, the need to include racial, ethnic
and gender diversity in future research on student veterans, with emphasis on WSV, was
suggested (Livingston, 2009).
Recently, one study assessed student veteran participation in high-impact
practices and called for future research with women veterans due to participants’
aspirations for blending in with their non-veteran peers (Kapell, Boersma, DeVita &
Parker, 2017). Another study called for additional research on the intersectionality of
women veteran’s identities, after studying factors that positively and negatively affect
academic success of student veterans (Thompson-Ebanks, Ginn & Valentine, 2017).
Armstrong (2017) suggested additional research on help-seeking behaviors of WSV is
tied most closely with the purpose of this study.
Studying the educational experiences of student veterans has become increasingly
important as a means of providing administrators with the background needed to make
informed decisions on their respective campuses. Administrative decisions, as well as
training for faculty and staff are important in helping create inclusive campus
environments, where student veterans feel comfortable and have the opportunity to
thrive. The fields of student and academic affairs are devoted to making the educational
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experiences of students better, and more worthwhile. Women veterans deserve the same
opportunity to fit in and receive support services afforded to other students. For that to
happen, their experiences needed to be studied so a pipeline of information can be
funneled to current and aspiring administrators.
Meanwhile, recognizing the importance of studying experiences of students
outside the classroom is imperative because of reported benefits to both faculty and
students. Researchers have reported faculty who interact with students outside the
classroom were viewed as being more effective by both students and colleagues, and
show higher rates of job satisfaction (Wilson, Woods & Gaff, 1974).
Nearly all scholarly publications on faculty-student interaction cited the
foundational works of Pascarella and Terenzini (1977, 1978, 1979), Pascarella (1980),
and Astin (1993). These pivotal publications outlined several studies showing
correlations between out-of-class faculty-student interaction and college persistence,
academic integration, and social integration, while also delving into the notion that types
of interactions tend to point to different outcomes.
Implications of faculty-student interaction, on students, has been researched
extensively over the years as well. A quantitative study at two Western universities
found interaction outside the classroom positively affected student motivation, overall
retention, and students’ reports of their overall college experience (Jaasma & Koper,
1999). Several years later, a study at the University of Jordan found out-of-class contact
with professors had a positive influence on student grade point average among
undergraduate nursing students (Al-Hussami, Saleh, Hayajneh, Abdalkader & Mahadeen,
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2011). A more recent study found a positive correlation between out-of-class interactions
with faculty and levels of academic motivation in students (Trolian, Jach, Hanson &
Pascarella, 2016).
In addition to continuing research on faculty-student interactions, it was also
necessary to study student help-seeking with faculty outside the classroom because
conflicting conclusions have been reported. One group of researchers stated, “one-to-one
interactions between students and professors are the norm rather than the exception”
(Rosenthal et al., 2000, p. 319). Later, a study which included almost 3,000 faculty
members from 45 institutions determined faculty have “relatively little contact with
students outside the classroom” (Cox, McIntosh, Terenzini, Reason & Lutovsky Quaye,
2010, p. 783). Therefore, further research needed to be conducted to determine reasons
students typically seek assistance from professors outside the classroom, and what those
interactions entail.
In particular, this study focused on WSV at a public, research institution. While a
significant number of studies have been conducted surrounding experiences of women
veterans attending community and technical colleges, very little research has been
published on comparable experiences at doctoral or research universities (Heitzman &
Somers, 2015). Nonetheless, the few publications focusing on larger, research-focused
universities found women veterans had little, or no interaction with faculty (Livingston et
al., 2011; Armstrong, 2017), or they were noticeably less engaged with faculty (Moltz,
2010; NSSE, 2010a; NSSE, 2010b), but WSV in one study showed a desire for more
mentorship opportunities with faculty (Heitzman & Somers, 2015). Additional research
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was needed to help understand and possibly reconcile these discrepancies.
Research Questions
One primary research question and four sub-questions framed this study. The
primary research question was:
(1)

How do women student veterans describe their help-seeking interactions with
faculty outside the classroom?

The sub-questions were:
(2)

What forms of faculty support do women student veterans recognize as options
for seeking help, outside the classroom?

(3)

What behaviors do women student veterans believe they display when seeking
help from faculty outside the classroom?

(4)

What events, or instances, do women student veterans identify as motivators for
seeking help, from faculty, outside the classroom?

(5)

What strategies do women student veterans believe they utilize when seeking help
from faculty outside the classroom?
Philosophical Framework
My affiliation and beliefs from within the constructivist epistemology helped

shape this study. Constructivism denotes social interaction as the backbone of the
individual’s worldview, placing particular importance on the use of language in
constructing meaning (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Patton, 2002; Creswell & Plano Clark,
2011). Essentially, the women student veterans in the study (constructors) made
meaning of a situation, or phenomenon, within themselves, and used their knowledge to
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construct the appropriate language to convey the phenomenon. Then, with a bottom up
approach, “broad patterns and, ultimately… broad understandings” (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2011, p. 40) were formed through the phenomenological analysis of data.
Women student veterans, at a public research land-grant institution were
interviewed, initiating the process of meaning making. During the interviews, they had
the opportunity to construct their thoughts, surrounding personal help-seeking
experiences with faculty outside the classroom, while simultaneously constructing the
appropriate language to verbalize those thoughts. During data analysis, interactions of
participants with faculty were assessed, engaging the constructivist lens. Furthermore,
because student veteran transitions are postulated to be closely related to the need for
help-seeking, data were interwoven with Schlossberg’s Transition Theory (Schlossberg,
1987, 1990, 2011; Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Schlossberg, Lynch & Chickering,
1989; Anderson et al., 2011).
Overview of Methods
This study took place in fall 2019 at a medium-sized public land-grant university,
with a robust military heritage, in the southeastern United States. Qualitative data were
gathered through one-on-one interviews with ten women student veterans, a single
faculty focus group and an online faculty survey. Twelve datasets were evaluated using
the multi-step phenomenological data analysis techniques described in chapter three, in
an effort to uncover the phenomenon of interest.
As data analysis concluded, 28 themes were grouped to create 11 essential
essences. Those essential essences were then aligned with the four coping resources
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outlined in Schlossberg’s Transition Theory. A complete description of the methods used
can be found in chapter three, and findings in chapter four. In addition, a table
summarizing the results of this study can be found on the last page of chapter four.
Theoretical Framework
Nancy Schlossberg developed the Theory of Adult Transitions over the last
several decades, which aided in explaining the processes individuals encounter when
facing different types of transitions during adulthood (Schlossberg 1981, 1984, 1987,
1990, 2011). Alongside notable scholars like Anderson, Chickering, Goodman, Lynch
and Sargent (Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Schlossberg et al., 1989; Anderson et al.,
2011), she refined and expounded upon three factors initially shown to affect how adults
acclimated to transitions (Schlossberg, 1981). Early literature indicated the
characteristics of the transition, the environment, and the person going through the
transition were most important in determining how an individual assimilated during a
period of change (Schlossberg, 1981). These characteristics were later exemplified and
drawn upon to further outline the nuances of the theory and a transition model was
created.
Before describing the transition model, it seems necessary to outline some of the
main tenets of Schlossberg’s theory. First, a transition was only a transition if the person
who experienced it deemed it a disturbance to their everyday being (Schlossberg, 1984).
As defined by Schlossberg (1984), a transition was “any event or nonevent that result[ed]
in change in relationships, routines, assumptions, and/or roles within the settings of self,
work, family, health and/or economics” (p. 43). Thus, one individual may think of
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driving a car to work as a transition - if they were using public transportation for the last
two years; whereas, another individual would think of driving to work as the norm.
For years, Schlossberg and her colleagues wrote about the differences and
commonalities people experience during periods of transition. Events some people
consider a crisis, others would deem unimportant because every individual experiences
transitions differently (Schlossberg, 1987). Likewise, all adults tend to come off as
confused or preoccupied during transitions, even when the change was sought out
(Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Schlossberg, 1990; Anderson et al., 2011).
Nonetheless, the tenet that appeared most frequently in the literature on
Schlossberg’s theory is around the insignificance of chronological age, in relation to adult
transitions (Schlossberg, 1987, 1990; Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Anderson et al.,
2011). Transition theory does not align with developmental models that propose
individuals progress through stages based solely on age; rather, adult development was
thought to be tied to transitions adults experienced over time (Schlossberg, 1990). In
essence, the Theory of Adult Transitions postulates in order to understand an adult, it is
vital to grasp the transitions that person is experiencing (Schlossberg, 1990). In practical
application, counselors, faculty, student affairs administrators, or others in helping
professions can utilize these tenets to aid in understanding the adults they work with, as
life events are thought to feed the need to seek help (Schlossberg, 1990; Anderson et al.,
2011).
Lastly, transitions are thought to happen over time, with no defined beginning or
end (Schlossberg, 1984, 1990; Schlossberg et al., 1989). This tenet is of vital importance
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in this study, because as precisely stated, “[t]he transition process extends from the first
moment one contemplates returning to school to the time when the experience is
complete and integrated into one’s life” (Schlossberg et al., 1989, p. 15). Thus, WSV
could be experiencing some form of transition during any stage of their academic
experience.
While further nuances of the theory have been published over the last few
decades, Anderson et al. (2011) compiled a comprehensive transition model. Their
writing outlines the theory as a series of three sub-sections: approaching transitions,
utilization of coping resources, and taking charge (Anderson et al., 2011). Each of these
sub-sections is discussed in the next few pages.
Approaching Transitions
The first portion of the model, approaching transitions, aims to (1) identify the
transition as being anticipated, unanticipated, or a nonevent, and (2) determine where the
adult is in the transition process (Anderson et al., 2011). These were identified as either
moving in, moving through, or moving out of the process.
Anticipated transitions are somewhat self-explanatory. These events were
anticipated or planned, providing time for the individual to think through pros and cons,
consider options, and partake in mental role rehearsals (Schlossberg, 1984, 1987, 2011;
Anderson et al., 2011). Likewise, unanticipated transitions were defined as those that
have not been scheduled or foreseen; such as crises or tumultuous situations
(Schlossberg, 1984, 1987, 2011; Anderson et al., 2011). Lastly, nonevent transitions are
events people anticipated would occur, but never did (Schlossberg, 1984, 1987, 2011;
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Anderson et al., 2011). For instance, a 45-year-old single female may have faced a
nonevent transition when she realized her ability to reproduce and establish the family
she always wanted had likely passed. In an earlier publication, Schlossberg (1984) also
identified chronic hassles as a type of transition that remained in a person’s life for a
while, causing a continuous nuisance, but chronic hassles did not appear as a
classification type in more recent publications.
When working with individuals experiencing a transition, it is also essential to
determine where they are in the transition process. Over the years, three stages have been
identified as part of the transition theory: moving in, moving through, and moving out.
These are relatively transparent. Moving in occurs at the beginning of the transition when
an adult is initially starting to experience changes, until things have settled, and a new
routine has been established. In the educational environment, this could begin upon
receipt of an acceptance letter, at new student orientation, the first day of classes, or a
variety of other times.
Moving through the transition includes everything that happens along the way. At
this juncture, the transitioning individual is aware of expectations and has been
indoctrinated. The majority of the work will take place, and the individual will likely
start to feel as if they are part of the bigger whole. While moving through adult learners
may get frustrated with being seen as adult learners, and not simply as students
(Schlossberg et al., 1989).
Lastly, moving out occurs when a person starts looking toward next steps. In
early literature, this stage was called moving on (Schlossberg et al., 1989), and it can be
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intertwined with moving in to the next transition in life. In an educational sense, the most
readily identifiable embodiment of this principle is graduation. Graduation means
closing one chapter and opening the next; hence the reason someone can experience
moving out and moving in simultaneously. Moreover, the way individuals cope while
moving in, moving through, and moving out depend on their ability to utilize the coping
resources outlined in Schlossberg’s Theory of Adult Transitions.
Utilization of Coping Resources
The next sub-section of the model outlines the utilization of coping resources
(Anderson et al., 2011). The four coping resources are often referred to as the 4 S’s:
situation, self, support, and strategies (Schlossberg, 1987, 1990, 2011; Sargent &
Schlossberg, 1988; Schlossberg et al., 1989; Anderson et al., 2011).
By providing a scaffolding of resources or deficits for the individual, these
principles are believed to aid in determining adult levels of readiness for coping during
periods of transition (Schlossberg, 1987, 2011; Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988;
Schlossberg et al., 1989; Anderson et al., 2011). Schlossberg’s Theory of Adult
Transitions (Schlossberg, 1987, 1990, 2011; Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Schlossberg et
al., 1989; Anderson et al., 2011) includes the following coping resources, to aid in
understanding adult levels of readiness for working through transitions as they arise:
Situation.
Situation refers to the timing of the transition, and how the person experiences the
transition. This could include positive or negative feelings about the transition, what
sparked the onset of the transition, or other things in the person’s life that are producing
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stress simultaneously. For example, a student veteran may view deployment during the
academic year as stressful, but if the same individual is working through the recent death
of a parent, cancer diagnosis of a spouse, and fire at their residence, the deployment
might produce an overwhelming inability to cope.
Self.
Self refers to an individual’s beliefs about him or herself regarding their ability to
successfully navigate the transition. These beliefs could be based out of previous
experiences or the person’s ability to be optimistic rather than pessimistic in challenging
circumstances. For instance, a veteran experiencing depression and feelings of
hopelessness may have a more difficult transition into higher education than an optimistic
comrade who previously experienced a successful reintegration after being in the
workforce for several years.
Support.
Support refers to the amount of emotional, financial and/or academic support
someone has during a transition. This support can come from a spouse, family member,
community, church, friend, educational institution, or any number of other sources.
Unfortunately, support can also come in the form of sabotage. An example of support
during a transition would be the husband of a WSV who lost his job and starts trying to
convince her to prioritize her family finances over her educational endeavors. While the
husband is experiencing a transition because of his loss of employment, the wife is also
being thrust into a transition because she is no longer receiving the encouragement she
once had and is being pressured to provide financial stability for her family.
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Strategies.
Strategies refer to actions a person takes to help them through a transition,
including information seeking, direct action, inhibition of action, and intrapsychic
behavior (Anderson et al., 2011). One strategy a student veteran could use to help with
the stress of transitioning is to make sure exercise is a part of their daily routine. Exercise
is thought to release endorphins, which help with reducing stress. Thus, through the
direct action of exercising, the student veteran has employed a strategy to cope with the
stress of their transition.
Taking Charge
The last section of the transition model, taking charge, is a culmination of the two
previous sections. This is the portion of the model where theory meets practice and the
four S’s are used to help manage transitions. Here, “the perspective of the individual
regarding the transition, the context of the transition… and the impact of the transition on
the individual’s life…” merge into a single portrait for utilization (Anderson et al., 2011).
When experiencing a transition, every adult will have some perspective of how
things are going. That appraisal, “…determines the impact of the transition, the
perceived challenges… and the specific needs for coping” (Anderson et al., 2011, p. 44).
In addition, the context of the transition can make a significant difference in how a person
works through challenges. The context of the situation can include a person’s gender,
age, physical location, reason the transition was initiated, etc. In a nutshell, context
answers the questions of who, what, when, where, and why. Lastly, impact is the extent
the transition alters the person’s life. Once these three aspects of the transition are
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understood, recommendations for change can be proposed.
Previous Studies
Numerous studies have been conducted using Schlossberg’s Theory of Adult
Transitions as a framework for evaluating the student veteran population, including
dissertations by Brown (2014), Haecker (2014), Senk (2015), LaLonde (2016), Morales
(2016), Recinos (2016), Armstrong (2017) and Sorensen (2018). Outside the realm of
doctoral writing, however, there are also scholarly publications that have employed
Schlossberg’s framework as a backbone for research.
One of the most cited publications on student veterans is From Combat to
Campus: Voices of Student-Veterans (DiRamio et al., 2008). At the time of publication,
the piece was at the cusp of modern writing about veterans in education. Using
Schlossberg’s theory to guide the study, the authors discussed the importance of
academic advising and faculty-student interactions for transitioning student veterans.
Furthermore, they recognized the importance of continuing to research the student
veteran population, noting, “[a] subgroup of student veterans that deserves special
attention is women” (DiRamio et al., 2008, p. 96).
A couple of years later, another study used a phenomenological design built
around transition theory to study the experiences of veterans returning from war zone
deployments, who subsequently enrolled at institutions of higher education (Rumann &
Hamrick, 2010). This study helped confirm the importance of veterans having supportive
environments, such as veteran student centers, where they can interact comfortably with
other student veterans. Difficulties relating to traditional college students were also
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examined.
In a 2011 article, published by the National Academic Advising Association,
Schlossberg’s theory was used to inform academic advisers of the transition issues
student veterans often face (Ryan, Carlstrom, Hughey & Harris, 2011). Later, the theory
was used to help evaluate institutional services and supports available to student veterans
(Griffin & Gilbert, 2015), and study female student veteran’s college choice and levels of
persistence (Heitzman & Somers, 2015). While these are just a spattering of the
numerous studies that have been published over the past decade using Schlossberg’s
Theory of Adult Transitions, they appear to provide adequate support for the applicability
of the theory to studying WSV.
Current Study
This study also used the coping resources (situation, self, support and strategies)
outlined in Schlossberg’s theory as a theoretical scaffolding. One overarching research
question served as a pillar tying all the coping resources together; while, four additional
questions aligned with each of Schlossberg’s four S’s. This alignment is shown in Table
1.1.
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Table 1.1 Research Question Alignment with Theoretical Framework

Research Question

Schlossberg’s Theory of
Adult Transitions:
Coping Resource

How do women student veterans describe their
help-seeking interactions with faculty outside the
classroom?

Support, Self, Situation
and Strategy

What forms of faculty support do women student
veterans recognize as options for seeking help,
outside the classroom?

Support

What behaviors do women student veterans
believe they display when seeking help from
faculty outside the classroom?

Self

What events, or instances, do women student
veterans identify as motivators for seeking help,
from faculty, outside the classroom?

Situation

What strategies do women student veterans
believe they utilize when seeking help from
faculty outside the classroom?

Strategy

Assumptions and Delimitations
This study was based on three major assumptions, supported by literature in the
field. The first assumption was WSV need help and are interested in seeking help. Based
on the work of Nelson-Le Gall (1985), it could be implied all students need some type of
help. Because of recent studies outlining the difficulties student veterans’ face, when
transitioning into the college environment (Cook & Kim, 2009; DiRamio & Jarvis, 2011),
women student veterans were the focus of this study. In addition, a recent publication,
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The Disappeared Ones: Female Student Veterans at a Four-Year College, acknowledged
the desire WSV have for more interaction with faculty (Heitzman & Somers, 2015).
Thus, not only are they likely to need help, there have been reports showing they are
indeed interested in interacting with faculty and seeking help.
This study was also framed around the assumption that a significant number of
WSV experience some type of hardship during their transition to college or while
enrolled, which caused them to need help. These hardships could be anything from
trying to navigate symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder in the classroom (BarnardBrak et al., 2011; Kraus & Rattray, 2013) to simply needing a campus support system
(DiRamio & Jarvis, 2011; Minnis, Bondi & Rumann, 2013; Barry, Whiteman &
Wadswroth, 2017; Blackwell-Starnes, 2018). Of course, some WSV will not fall into this
category, but the assumption is there will be far more who experience hardships than not.
The final assumption was WSV had access to faculty that were willing to help, if
help was sought. While one longitudinal study uncovered a decline in the amount of time
faculty spent with students between 1972 and 1992, numerous factors could have
contributed to that decline (Milem, Berger & Dey, 2000). The study focused on the
amount of time faculty concentrated on research endeavors, at the expense of other
faculty responsibilities, with no consideration for the vast array of confounding variables
the student population likely contributed. Nevertheless, with the altruistic lens adopted
by many academicians, it seemed hard to believe that students who sought help were
turned away, but no research could be found to fully support that notion.
In addition to the outlined assumptions, there were also a couple of delimitations
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to note in relation to this study. First, only women who served in the United States (US)
military were included. While primarily an issue of availability, including veterans who
served other countries could have skewed the results of this study. Considerations
surrounding political implications of non-democratic societies would have added an
additional level of detail that seemed unnecessary. Furthermore, the military culture and
structure of US axis and ally troops could have directly affected WSV likelihood of
seeking help from faculty.
Additionally, the women whose point of view represented the primary target of
this study were enrolled at an institution of higher education in the southeastern United
States. The state, where the research site is located, has 1.7% more women veterans than
the national average (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2020). Furthermore, only
five states, in the nation, have a higher concentration of women veterans than the state
where this study was conducted (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 2020).
The location of the research was also based on convenience and availability, as
researching women veterans at other institutions would have significantly prolonged this
study. In addition, because of the influx of women student veterans coming into higher
education settings, it was imperative to get this research into the hands of faculty and
administrators as quickly as possible.
Definition of Terms
The terms and acronyms listed below are used throughout this study.
Advanced Individual Training (AIT): a training program where military personnel
acquire the skills and knowledge needed to perform their assigned military occupational
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specialty (U.S. Army, 2019)
Coping: an individual’s response to “stressful environmental stimuli” (Aldwin, 2007, p.
8)
Faculty: any lecturer, non-tenured faculty member, or tenured faculty member; also
referred to as professor or professors; excludes graduate student assistants, teaching
assistants and/or research assistants (Clemson University, 2019)
Help-seeking: the act of “…engaging in information acquisition with others” (NelsonLe Gall, 1981, p. 225)
Nontraditional student: students who meet one of the following criteria: “…at least 25
years old, attend school part-time, work full-time, [are] a veteran, have children, wait at
least one year after high school before entering college, have a GED instead of a high
school diploma, [are] a first-generation student, are enrolled in nondegree programs, or
have reentered a college program” (MacDonald, 2018, p. 159)
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC): a training program offered through
colleges and universities, where students prepare to become officers in the military postgraduation, in exchange for fully-paid tuition (Department of Defense, 2020)
Student veteran: for the purpose of this study, student veterans were: (1) individuals
who had served, or were currently serving, in the military, and (2) were currently enrolled
at an institution of higher education (Vacchi & Berger, 2014)
Transition: “…any event or nonevent that results in change in relationships, routines,
assumptions, and/or roles within the settings of self, work, family, health and/or
economics” (Schlossberg, 1984, p. 43)
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Veteran: someone who previously served in the armed services, for any length of time,
in any branch of the military (Coleman, 2008; Radford, 2009)
Woman Student Veteran (WSV): a student who served in the military and gender
identifies as a woman (Atkinson, 2019)
Significance of the Study
Over the past several years, researchers have started examining WSV in
educational environments, noting they were not likely to seek help (DiRamio et al., 2015;
LaLonde, 2016; Armstrong, 2017). While those studies are thoroughly described in the
literature review, it seems appropriate to distinguish this study from the three most recent,
similar studies. Dissertations by LaLonde (2016), Armstrong (2017) and Atkinson
(2019) are comparable to the current study but have notable differences.
The first study examined help-seeking attitudes of student veterans regarding
academic and psychological services offered on campus (LaLonde, 2016). A quantitative
strategy was employed to study attitudes of nine WSV and 31 men student veterans
(LaLonde, 2016). While the researcher utilized Schlossberg’s Transition Theory as a
scaffolding for the study, and focused on help-seeking, the similarities ended there
(LaLonde, 2016). His research focused on help-seeking attitudes rather than behaviors,
and was not principally interested in interactions between student veterans and faculty
(LaLonde, 2016).
The next study was more closely related. The researcher at a large public
university in the southeast, focused on WSV, using interpretative phenomenological
analysis techniques rather than the descriptive methods used in this study (Armstrong,
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2017). The purpose of the study was to determine whether military experience
influenced willingness to seek help (Armstrong, 2017). Using only three of
Schlossberg’s four coping resources as pillars, WSV were asked to describe their helpseeking interactions with faculty, outside the classroom (Armstrong, 2017).
Most recently, research was published that assessed WSV perceptions of oncampus veteran support services (Atkinson, 2019). There were several differences
between the studies. The most notable difference was the phenomenological case study
methodology versus descriptive phenomenological methodology used here. Next, this
study was built on the foundation of Schlossberg’s Transition Theory; whereas Vacchi’s
Model for Student Veteran Support was used for the 2019 study. Lastly, WSV were
interviewed about their experiences with university staff; whereas, this study focused on
faculty interactions.
Each of the aforementioned studies added to the extant literature on student
veterans as does this study. However, this study is significant because results: (1)
illuminate the role of faculty in the transition experiences of WSV on campus, (2)
emphasize the importance of faculty interactions with WSV, (3) bring awareness to
challenges that cause WSV not to seek help from faculty, (4) influence the transitions and
educational experiences of WSV for years to come, (5) are available to support policy
and programmatic changes to better serve WSV, (6) fill a gap in literature, and (7) open
the door for future research to continue improving the student experience for women
veterans. Ultimately, results of this study benefit the student veteran population,
university faculty and higher education administrators.
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Summary
Over the last several years, the number of women veterans who have enrolled at
institutions of higher education has grown significantly. With that increase, researchers
have assessed the experiences of the subpopulation and concluded women veterans are
not likely to ask for help. With years of research that showed the positive influences of
faculty-student interaction, it seemed important to illuminate this phenomenon. Yet, with
the exception of a handful of publications, no research was found with regard to helpseeking experiences of WSV in learning environments.
This study helps inform professionals in higher education of the issues and needs
of WSV, but the primary purpose of the research was to aid in the overall understanding
of faculty-student interactions, outside the classroom, with women student veterans. The
literature review presented in the next chapter explicates past research on student veterans
and help-seeking.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
A veteran has been defined as someone who previously served in the armed
services, for any length of time, in any branch of the military (Coleman, 2008; Radford,
2009). With this, it can be deduced that student veterans are those who have served in
such a capacity and are enrolled as students in an institution of higher education. These
individuals were the focus of this study.
In this review of literature, information about the experiences of student veterans
in higher education are explored, focusing on women student veterans (WSV). Research
on help-seeking experiences was also reconnoitered thoroughly. Following the literature
review, the conceptual framework outlining this study is presented.
Background
Student veterans are a growing population in today’s colleges and universities,
and with the steady increase in enrollment, administrators have been faced with new and
unique challenges in serving them (Cook & Kim, 2009). Mass amounts of research have
been published regarding the mental and physical health of student veterans on campuses
(Willer & Grossman, 1995; Smith-Osborne, 2009; Barnard-Brak et al., 2011; Elliott et
al., 2011; Ouimette et al., 2011; Rudd, Goulding, & Bryan, 2011; Barry, Whiteman,
Wadswroth & Hitt, 2012; Maguen et al., 2012; Alfred, Hammer & Good, 2014). Studies
were also conducted to assess student veteran transition experiences (DiRamio et al.,
2008; Cook & Kim, 2009; Livingston, 2009; Rumann & Hamrick, 2010; Elliott et al.,
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2011; Livingston et al., 2011; Jones, 2013; Alexander, 2014; Osborne, 2014; Campbell &
Riggs, 2015; Griffin & Gilbert, 2015; Heitzman & Somers, 2015; Armstrong, 2017).
Nonetheless, with many professionals in academia lacking knowledge about the group,
these students still may not receive the types of services they need in order to thrive on
their respective campuses.
Student Veteran Transitions
Researchers determined the transition into an institution of higher learning can be
a crucial time in the life of a student veteran (DiRamio et al., 2008; Cook & Kim, 2009).
Sometimes this shift can mean walking onto campus after returning from deployment
overseas, starting school after working a non-military job, or being enrolled when the
order for deployment comes and subsequently returning after service obligations were
filled. In any case, transitioning to the educational environment from military life, or
civilian life after being in the military, can be quite daunting.
Financial Concerns
One source of stress for transitioning student veterans was finances, and their
concerns were multifaceted. Student veterans often experienced issues with the initial
receipt of veteran education benefits (Griffin & Gilbert, 2015), cancellation of financial
aid (Cook & Kim, 2009; Rumann & Hamrick, 2010), and exhaustion of funding before
degree completion (DeSawal, 2013; Cate, Lyon, Schmellng & Bogue, 2017). A recent
study reported more than half the student veteran participants (n = 5,117) were “selffunded” (Zoli, Maury & Fay, 2017, p. 12). Student veterans were also concerned about
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cancelled classes due to non-payment, the need to take out a loan, and not having money
to purchase textbooks (Johnson, 2009; Griffin & Gilbert, 2015).
Another unanticipated issue for student veterans was the structure and
attentiveness needed to pay monthly bills and keep up a household while enrolled in
school (Garcia, 2017). Being accustomed to earning a full-time salary can also pose
challenges. Student veterans may attempt to work full-time while attending school or try
to make do with what they have in savings. In either case, a certain level of discomfort is
inherent because of the transition from soldier to student. Furthermore, with families
they supported, many student veterans added another layer of complication to an already
stressful transition (Briggs, 2013).
Lack of Understanding from the Educational Community
Although transitioning back into civilian society posed unique challenges for
student veterans, a different set of hurdles arose as they integrated into the world of
higher education (Herrmann et al., 2011). Credit transfer, funding, ability to focus in
classes, choice of major, and learning how to study were a few concerns that plagued
student veterans (Griffin & Gilbert, 2015). Even issues that seemed minuscule to the
traditional college student, such as the timing of courses and seat placement in
classrooms, had the potential to be overwhelming (Rumann & Hamrick, 2010).
As veterans enroll in institutions of higher education, they are met with varying
degrees of awareness and understanding from the entire campus community. While
student veterans generally experienced positive interactions with faculty, administrators
and classmates received mixed reviews (Livingston et al., 2011). Interactions, with non-
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faculty individuals at the institution, were reported to have a more apathetic or indifferent
tone (Livingston et al., 2011).
Three types of campus climates student veterans anticipated, when arriving on
campus were identified as “supportive, ambivalent, and challenging” (Summerlot, Green
& Parker, 2009, p. 73). Some of these conditions can be attributed to lack of awareness
and understanding on the part of the campus community. Non-veteran students needed to
be educated on the nuances that surrounded the student veteran population, which aided
them in developing a more respectful and appreciative attitudes toward the group
(Baechtold & De Sawal, 2009). The types of conversations that needed to take place
were sensitive in nature and conducted in a manner that helped build community and
understanding (Baechtold & De Sawal, 2009).
Rumann and Hamrick (2009) also wrote about trials and tribulations of student
veterans and called for increased awareness of issues affecting the population. In fact,
the consensus was that change in awareness needed to start with training for
administrators, faculty and staff. Griffin and Gilbert stated:
Veterans noted a broad need for administrators to have general knowledge about
veterans and their needs. Student veterans expressed frustration when they felt
they were given inaccurate information, were sent to too many offices, or that
staff did not understand their needs (Griffin & Gilbert, 2015, p. 83).
Likewise, the lack of understanding student veterans received from non-veteran
classmates was a source of frustration (Olsen et al., 2014). Alongside the lack of
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appreciation shown to veterans on campus (Livingston et al., 2011), compounding
complaints have the potential to become substantial concerns.
In an effort to start addressing the lack of understanding and awareness on college
campuses, faculty and staff training, and/or professional development may be a
minimally invasive solution, with potential for enormous impact. Less than half of
colleges and universities with programs for veterans actually provided training for
employees to learn about unique needs of student veterans and employees’ roles in
addressing those needs (Cook & Kim, 2009). Without knowledge of the types of
situations student veterans introduce to the campus setting, or training to help faculty,
staff, administrators and students know how to handle various scenarios, an institution is
not fully prepared to serve student veterans.
Subsequently, without proper background information, veterans saw those in
charge of their success in higher education as unaware or uncaring regarding issues they
faced (Griffin & Gilbert, 2015). This deficit can be quickly and easily addressed, and by
correcting naivety of professionals, the experience of student veterans on campus has the
potential to become significantly more positive.
“Green Zone”, a program developed at Virginia Commonwealth University, is
used to help educate campus communities (Arminio et al., 2015). Similar to the “Safe
Zone” training used to inform individuals about LGBTQ issues, “Green Zone” training
provided non-veteran faculty, staff and administrators with information about the veteran
population (Arminio et al., 2015). The end goal was increased awareness and
understanding on campuses (Arminio et al., 2015). By displaying the “Green Zone”
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symbol, participants let students know they have completed the training and are sensitive
to the student veteran experience (Arminio et al., 2015). In the context of this study, for
example, WSV might have been more apt to have sought help from a faculty member
who displayed the “Green Zone” sticker on their office door.
Help from the Campus Community
As student veterans embark on their educational journeys, university
administrators can show initiative to help with their transitions. It was vital that students
got the information and help they needed from the first moment they stepped foot on
campus; otherwise, the initial experience had the potential to have negatively impacted
their entire collegiate experience (Mikelson & Saunders, 2013). As individuals who were
accustomed to structure, organization, and planning, it was extremely frustrating to
suddenly become part of a system that operated differently (Mangan, 2009). Thus, it was
important that faculty, staff, and administrators determined specifics surrounding student
veterans’ transitions in order to evaluate the situation, and determine best methods for
helping each individual (Ryan et al., 2011).
Helping incoming student veterans ranged from providing information about offcampus housing, helping with course registration, or connecting them to the campus VA
certifying official or disability services personnel. Nevertheless, without awareness of
the underlying issues, faculty and practitioners are unable to provide the optimal
transition experience for incoming veterans.
Campus officials also needed to be cognizant of services disabled student veterans
needed to navigate college (Disabled American Veterans, 2014). On each campus,
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student veterans should have been considered one of the sub-populations requiring
population-specific needs assessment, similar to first-generation students, racially diverse
students, and Pell-eligible students (Branker, 2009). Veterans included in this group of
students who gained the attention of administrators were likely given an extra boost
towards success. Once campuses raised awareness concerning student veterans’ needs,
implementation was key in aiding them through their educational journeys.
Help-Seeking
Although it is easy to make statements about what institutions should do to
prepare to serve student veterans, the responsibility of service to students is multifaceted.
Universities must be equipped to provide aid to students and have faculty and staff who
are willing to function as helpers. Of equal importance, though, is the desire of students
to seek help in times of need. For years, help-seeking, or “engaging in information
acquisition with others” (Nelson-Le Gall, 1981, p. 225) has been researched in various
disciplines with many diverse populations, but there was very little information on helpseeking in the student veteran population (Currier, McDermott & McCormick, 2017).
Much of the research showed people were unwilling to acknowledge the need for
help, and worked to find reasons not to seek help. There were a number of factors that
influenced the help-seeking process. Even when universities supported enrolled student
veterans to the fullest, sometimes the veterans still felt uncomfortable if they had to ask
for help (DiRamio et al., 2015). This discomfort was grounded in life experiences,
psychological traits, gender role expectancies, or any number of other factors (DiRamio
et al., 2015).
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The student veteran population had vastly different experiences in college than
traditional 18-year-old students straight out of high school (Ford, Northrup & Wiley,
2009; DiRamio et al., 2015; DiRamio, 2017; MacDonald, 2018). Throughout the
literature, there were suggestions of ways institutions provided support to the students, as
well as details about how those individuals generally solicited help. Predominantly,
literature supported the notion that peer support, campus support, and support from
student organizations was key to success and continued matriculation of student veterans
(Ely, 2008; DiRamio & Spires, 2009; Summerlot et al., 2009; Livingston et al., 2011;
Marklein, 2012). One study even found it unlikely that student veterans would have
sought academic support often enough to have made a difference (Livingston et al.,
2011).
A few years later, another study resulted in the same findings (Olsen et al., 2014).
Veterans reported three common reasons they chose not to seek the support they needed:
“(1) not wanting to be identified as veterans on campus, (2) having a lack of free time,
and (3) living off campus” (Olsen et al., 2014, p. 105). Each of the reasons cited by
student veterans were circumstances administrators could not control, thus aiding the
population was nearly impossible. Nonetheless, several institutions have created
specialized programs and experiences for their respective student veteran groups.
Three categories were identified as a means of organizing deterrents and
motivating factors of help-seeking, which included: (1) stigma, (2) social network
influence, and (3) gender and sociodemographic characteristics. Each of these is
discussed in further detail in the following pages.
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Stigma
Stigma was likely the most cited deterrent to help-seeking throughout literature.
Researchers have written about stigma related to seeking help for substance abuse
(Ballon, Kirst & Smith, 2004; Dschaak & Juntunen, 2018; Hammarlund, Crapanzano,
Luce, Mulligan & Ward, 2018; Stringer & Baker, 2018), eating disorders (Becker,
Arrindell, Perloe, Fay & Striegel-Moore, 2010; Ali et al., 2017), and other types of
mental health care (Givens & Tjia, 2002; Corrigan, 2004; Britt et al., 2008; Eisenberg,
Downs, Golberstein & Zivin, 2009; Vogel, Wade & Ascheman, 2009; Wade, Post,
Cornish, Vogel & Tucker, 2011; Topkaya, 2014;). Until recently, help-seeking stigma
among soldiers and veterans had not been a widespread topic of interest in scholarly
literature.
In contemporary studies, veteran participants often said they were too
embarrassed to ask for help, or were afraid of the labels others might have imposed on
them (Brown, Creel, Engle, Herrell & Hoge, 2011; Rosen et al., 2011; Blais & Renshaw,
2013; Mittal et al., 2013; Bonar, Bohnert, Walters, Ganoczy, & Valenstein, 2015; Fortney
et al., 2016; Currier et al., 2017; McDermott, Currier, Naylor & Kuhlman, 2017). The
notions that surrounded stigma were dichotomized into self-stigma and public stigma
(Corrigan, 2004). Self-stigma encompassed an individual’s belief about what it meant,
about them as a person, if they sought help; whereas public stigma was associated with
how the potential help-seeker thought others would view them (Corrigan, 2004).
While some researchers tried to provide strategies for reduced help-seeking
stigma among veterans (Greene-Shortridge, Britt & Castro, 2007; Dickstein, Vogt, Handa
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& Litz, 2010), others showed stigma as a non-issue when help was sought (Snyder, Hill
& Derksen, 1972; Kim, Britt, Klocko, Riviere & Adler, 2011). Although not the main
purpose of this study, this research illuminated the implications of stigma on women
student veteran’s help-seeking with faculty.
Social Network Influence
Help-seeking influence also came from within the individual’s social or
professional network (Tinsley, de St. Aubin & Brown, 1982). For instance, soldiers who
thought their unit leaders would think poorly of them were less likely to seek mental
health treatment (Blais & Renshaw, 2014). These findings were similar to the results of a
2009 study that determined level of unit cohesion and officer leadership abilities were
important in determining whether soldiers perceived stigmatization in help-seeking
situations (Wright, Cabrera, Bliese, Adler & Hoge, 2009).
Conversely, some inferred the most influential determinant for veteran helpseeking was relationship status. Several studies showed being married, or in a serious
relationship, was associated with greater instances of veteran help-seeking (Sayer,
Clothier, Spoont & Nelson, 2007; Blais & Renshaw, 2013; Albright et al., 2017).
Meanwhile, an earlier study reported non-veteran students were less likely to have sought
mental health services if they were married (Eisenberg, Golberstein & Gollust, 2007).
Family and peer relationships also played a role in help-seeking. Peer pressure
influenced youth help-seeking decisions in both positive and negative ways (Ballon et al.,
2004). Individuals who chose to surround themselves with peers who partook in negative
behaviors were likely to get involved in those undesired behaviors rather than seeking
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help (Ballon et al., 2004), but those whose peer groups were interested in improving their
situation were likely to follow suit in a positive way (Ballon et al., 2004). Family
involvement and support was also of great importance in decision-making related to
seeking help (Rickwood & Braithwaite, 1994; Ballon et al., 2004).
Gender and Sociodemographic Characteristics
Women were more open, and displayed more positive attitudes, than men
regarding help-seeking (Fischer & Turner, 1970; Rickwood & Braithwaite, 1994;
Boldero & Fallon, 1995; Komiya et al., 2000; Ballon et al., 2004; Eisenberg et al., 2007;
Currier et al., 2017). Socially constructed gender norms assigned to men and women,
throughout life, largely dictated those tendencies and attitudes (Komiya et al., 2000;
Ballon et al., 2004). For example, women found it easier to express their emotions
(Barbee et al., 1993; Ballon et al., 2004), and sought emotional support (Ashton &
Fuehrer, 1993).
Although women were found to be more open, there were scenarios when women
found it extremely difficult to reach out to others. For example, a situation where a
woman’s independence was brought into question was more psychologically intimidating
than an instance which involved fewer revealing circumstances (Wakefield, Hopkins &
Greenwood, 2012), whereas others abided by cultural boundaries, where pride
outweighed the need for help (Chiu, 2004). Women also showed a higher likelihood,
than males, to deny their problems altogether (Amato & Bradshaw, 1985).
Other sociodemographic variables were revealed as determinants of help-seeking
as well. Non-traditional aged women students, in higher education, were more apt to
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have sought help than their younger classmates (Eisenberg et al., 2007) or male students
(Eisenberg et al., 2007; Currier, McDermott & McCormick, 2017). LGBTQ students
were more likely to have sought help than their heterosexual peers (Eisenberg et al.,
2007); and Caucasian students had a greater propensity toward help-seeking than African
Americans, Asians, Asian Americans, Hispanics, and Pacific Islanders (Eisenberg et al.,
2007; Hunt & Eisenberg, 2010; Eisenberg, Hunt, Speer & Zivin, 2011). Furthermore,
while some showed the economically less privileged were less likely to ask for help
(Hunt & Eisenberg, 2010), research on women veterans disclosed no relationship
between income and help-seeking encounters with the Veterans Affairs office (Schuler,
Barclay, Harrison & Larson, 1986).
Help-Seeking Among Student Veterans
Very little research had been conducted on the help-seeking behaviors of student
veterans, with most of what was published being focused on mental health services
(Pietrzak, Johnson, Goldstein, Malley & Southwick, 2009; Sayer et al., 2009; Wright et
al., 2009; Brown et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011; Rosen et al., 2011; Gibbons, Barnett,
Hickling, Herbig-Wall & Watts, 2012; Mittal et al., 2013; Stecker, Shiner, Watts, Jones
& Conner, 2013; Blais & Renshaw, 2014; Vogt, Fox & Di Leone, 2014; Fortney et al.,
2016; LaLonde, 2016; Albright et al., 2017; Currier et al., 2017; Porcari et al., 2017).
Identity development and reintegration to civilian society were the first topics, related to
women student veteran help-seeking, to appear in scholarly literature (Baechtold & De
Sawal, 2009). A few years later, help-seeking attitudes of women student veterans were
investigated, and researchers determined, “helping professionals on campus may… need
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to assist female college student veterans to come “out from the shadows” and guide them
in the process of seeking assistance for both psychological issues and academic matters”
(DiRamio et al., 2015, p. 63).
More recently, in a quantitative study, help-seeking attitudes of student veterans
who had experienced combat were compared with attitudes of those who had not
experienced combat (LaLonde, 2016). The study found student veterans generally had
positive help-seeking attitudes related to academic and psychological needs, and combat
exposure was not a significant determinant of said attitudes (LaLonde, 2016).
Another researcher determined women student veterans’ military experience
negatively influenced their decision-making related to help-seeking (Armstrong, 2017).
Participants with military experience were less likely to seek help. Women student
veterans also sought help most frequently during periods of transition and times of
distress (Armstrong, 2017). Lastly, women student veterans utilized, “tailored support,
traditional support and support from my own” most frequently (Armstrong, 2017, p. 96).
Tailored support referred to services on campus that were in place specifically for student
veterans, such as the veteran student center or VA certifying official (Armstrong, 2017).
Traditional support referred to “faculty, staff and peer supports” (p. 99), and support
from my own referenced support from fellow student veterans (Armstrong, 2017).
Similar to the current study, Armstrong (2017) delved into a small subset of the
student veteran population, and focused on women student veterans who had interacted
with faculty outside the classroom. As previously outlined, studies showed the
importance of faculty-student interaction and others determined faculty were utilized as a
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support system for student veterans. This study tied those findings together and looked
more closely at the phenomenon behind women student veteran’s help-seeking with
faculty.
Conceptual Framework
The phenomenon of interest, in this study, was help-seeking interactions between
women student veterans and faculty members outside the classroom. Research has
shown women are more likely to have sought help than men in the general population
(Fischer & Turner, 1970), and in the college student population (Eisenberg et al., 2007).
However, over the last several years, attention has been drawn to the notion women
student veterans were not likely to seek help in academic environments (DiRamio et al.,
2015; Armstrong, 2017).
Although years of research showed a connection between faculty-student
interaction and academic success, research on help-seeking behaviors of women student
veterans was lacking. With the exception of one peer-reviewed journal article (DiRamio
et al., 2015) and three dissertations (LaLonde, 2016; Armstrong, 2017; Atkinson, 2019),
no literature could be found on help-seeking experiences of women student veterans in
learning environments. This study aimed to continue filling the gap in literature and
provide information to faculty and administrators about the experiences of this unique
population.
Personal experiences, beliefs, gender expectations, and military experience inform
the identity of women student veterans. A conceptual framework representing the
intersection of WSV identity and help-seeking ideation guiding this study is shown in
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Figure 2.1. By exploring the intersection marked by a star, in the figure, the aim of this
study was to help faculty and administrators to better understand the experiences of
WSV, so they can respond accordingly.
Figure 2.1 Conceptual Framework Guiding this Study

Summary
This has been a brief synopsis of some of the issues student veterans face. Other
issues not discussed here include experiences specific to student veterans of various racial
or cultural backgrounds, services provided by postsecondary institutions, specific
challenges for student veterans enrolled in distance education courses, and the recent
interest in non-veteran military-connected students on college campuses.
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With this in mind, it is important to recognize the need to study educational
experiences of student veterans so administrators, faculty and staff can make informed
decisions on their respective campuses. As previously discussed, training is important in
helping create inclusive campus environments where student veterans feel comfortable,
are supported, and are given the opportunity to thrive. The fields of student and
academic affairs are devoted to making the educational experiences of students better,
and more worthwhile. Student veterans are arriving on campuses and should be afforded
the same opportunity to successfully transition and receive support services, as other
students. For this to happen evidence about student veteran experiences needed to be
recorded, to provide more empirical evidence as a baseline for decision-making.
This chapter has provided a review of scholarly literature on topics related to
student veterans, transition experiences, and help-seeking. A conceptual framework for
the research was also included. The next chapter outlines the phenomenological
methodology utilized to gather information from WSV regarding help-seeking
experiences with faculty outside the classroom.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
A qualitative phenomenological design was utilized to study help-seeking
experiences of women student veterans (WSV) outside traditional classroom interactions.
In this chapter, the research design, data collection and analysis procedures, means of
establishing trustworthiness, and the role of the researcher are defined. Upon approval of
the Institutional Review Board (see Appendix A), methods outlined in this chapter were
executed.
The purpose of phenomenological research is to uncover the meaning of a
phenomenon of interest, from the lens of those who have experienced said phenomenon
firsthand (Cohen & Omery, 1994; Englander, 2012). Furthermore, phenomenological
studies are used to delve into the meaning behind ideas and notions brought into
consciousness by the subjects of the study (Cohen & Omery, 1994; Giorgi, 2012).
Over time, philosophers and researchers have proposed numerous
phenomenological traditions and forms of analysis, with no single method being deemed
the ‘right’ way (Patton, 2002), but Husserl and Heidegger are seen as most influential in
establishing the tenets behind phenomenology as a philosophy. Edmund Husserl, often
referred to as the father of phenomenology (McConnell-Henry, Chapman & Francis,
2009; Jackson, Vaughan & Brown, 2018), advanced phenomenology as an alternative to
positivism (McConnell-Henry et al., 2009).
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Husserl’s version of phenomenology is often referred to as eidetic, or descriptive,
and has an epistemological focus (Cohen & Omery, 1994). The purpose of descriptive
phenomenology is to describe experiences of individuals who have lived through a
phenomenon of interest (Cohen & Omery, 1994). Conversely, Martin Heidegger’s
version of phenomenology is usually referred to as interpretive, and provides a
framework for individual’s to interpret what it means to be (McConnell-Henry et al.,
2009). Heidegger was a student of Husserl’s, and believed in a more ontologically
focused type of phenomenology (Cohen & Omery, 1994).
For the purpose of this descriptive phenomenology, Husserl’s approach was
employed using a transcendental lens. Husserl’s lens was discernible by the emphasis
placed on experiences of participants, rather than interpretations of the researcher, as used
in interpretive phenomenology (Adams & van Manen, 2008; Creswell & Poth, 2017).
While some researchers in education have used descriptive techniques (Hunt &
Swiggum, 2007; Olive, 2008; Jones, Hwang & Bustamante, 2015), a playbook for their
application in educational settings could not be identified. Thus, methodologists from the
field of psychology were referenced as this study was conducted.
Research Questions
A single primary research question was addressed through the culmination of
results from four sub-questions that framed the study. The primary research question
was:
(1)

How do women student veterans describe their help-seeking interactions with
faculty outside the classroom?
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The sub-questions were:
(2)

What forms of faculty support do women student veterans recognize as options
for seeking help, outside the classroom?

(3)

What behaviors do women student veterans believe they display when seeking
help from faculty outside the classroom?

(4)

What events, or instances, do women student veterans identify as motivators for
seeking help, from faculty, outside the classroom?

(5)

What strategies do women student veterans believe they utilize when seeking help
from faculty outside the classroom?

Context
The setting of this study was a public research land-grant institution in the
southeastern United States with an undergraduate enrollment of roughly 20,200 and a
graduate enrollment of roughly 5,625 (Interactive Factbook, 2020). Founded as an allmale, white military school in the late 1800s, the university has substantial military ties
(Clemson University, n.d.-a; n.d.-b).
Figure 3.1 shows undergraduate women, at the university, who self-identified as
veterans on their admission application, over the past seven years. With the upward trend
in WSV matriculation, additional research on the population seemed warranted and
appropriate. Student veterans are also more likely to enroll at public colleges and
universities (Student Veterans of America, 2017). That meant the number of WSV given
the opportunity to participate was potentially greater than it would have been in other
locations. In quantitative research, having a larger population to pull from generally
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equates to a greater chance of recruiting a representative sample. But, because
expressions of individuality are a hallmark of descriptive phenomenological methods, the
enrollment trends represented in Figure 3.1 are provided merely as a gauge of growth.
Figure 3.1 Self-Reported Undergraduate WSV Enrollment Trends
Self-Reported Undergraduate WSV Enrollment Trends
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Because of the narrow constraints presented by the research topic, purposeful
sampling (Patton, 2002) was the primary strategy used to recruit participants. Still, I
would be remiss not to acknowledge that having access to facilities and participants, as
an employee of the institution, presented an element of convenience as well. Ultimately,
the military affiliation of the institution, access to the population in question, recent
enrollment trends and the importance of faculty-student interaction outside the classroom
informed the need for and feasibility of this study.
Data Collection
Data collection took place in the fall 2019 and spring 2020 semesters. Prior to
collecting data, copious amounts of planning took place. Procedures were outlined,
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approval was sought from the Institutional Review Board (IRB), security measures
determined, materials gathered, and an organizational plan enacted.
The following pages outline the specifics of the data collection process including
recruitment techniques, data organization and communication with participants.
Nevertheless, materials used during data collection, as well as security measures are also
noteworthy before moving on to the intricacies surrounding interactions with students
and faculty.
Materials
When conducting phenomenological research, the researcher serves as the
instrument utilized to gather data (Starks & Brown Trinidad, 2007). Other tools needed
during the data collection process, included: pen, paper, an organized electronic filing
system, voice recording device, computer, email account (see Appendix B), initial
participant screening tool (see Appendix C), informed consent documentation (see
Appendices D and E), interview protocol (see Appendix F), faculty focus group protocol
(see Appendix G) and electronic faculty survey (see Appendix H).
Security
Stringent efforts were made to ensure the security of information related to the
study, and confidentiality of participants. All email communication with participants was
through the use of university-secured email accounts. Electronic documentation was
encrypted, with password protection, and saved to a USB drive kept by the researcher. A
secondary USB drive with duplicate copies of all information was locked in a safe at my
residence. Any, and all, documentation that could be stored electronically was kept
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electronically, and paper documents were kept in a locked desk drawer in a private office
at the university, at all times.
Collection of Data from Women Student Veterans
Data were collected from women student veterans in two ways. Initially, after the
WSV showed interest in participating in the study, they were asked to complete a brief
online Initial Participant Screening (IPS) questionnaire. The information gathered
through the IPS was used to determine eligibility for participating in the research. Then,
once eligibility had been confirmed, a second set of data were collected from the women
through one-on-one interviews. The processes for gathering this data, along with details
surrounding the practices used to ensure the highest quality, equitable research
undertakings are described in the upcoming pages.
Recruiting women student veterans.
Non-random, purposive sampling techniques (Todres, 2005; Padilla-Diaz, 2015)
were used to identify women student veterans (WSV). The explicit demographics of
individuals sought for the study justified the use of non-random sampling (Todres, 2005).
Meanwhile, the tradition of using purposive sampling in phenomenological research was
of equal importance when determining appropriate sampling methods (Padilla-Diaz,
2015). With this in mind, student veterans who identify as women were recruited for the
study.
The target sample size was ten WSV. Numerous factors were involved in this
decision. First, it has been noted that “[q]ualitative inquiry typically focuses on relatively
small samples, even single cases… selected purposefully to permit inquiry into and
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understanding of a phenomenon in depth” (Patton, 2002, p. 46). In contrast, Englander
(2012) suggested “at least three participants” (p. 21), while a different methodologist
thought fewer subjects were required to reach saturation with rich data (Morse, 2000).
To top it off, Creswell’s 1998 publication was cited, stating phenomenological studies
should include long interviews with up to ten people (Groenewald, 2004). Therefore, in
an effort to conduct quality research, while maintaining a manageable amount of data, ten
WSV were identified.
To initiate the participant selection process, student veterans were targeted, using
email messaging. The Director of Military and Veteran Engagement (DoMaVE) within
the Office of Student Transitions and Family Programs was contacted, using an email, as
shown in Appendix B. The message requested information about the research study be
sent to all self-identified student veterans at the university. These students were given the
opportunity to self-identify during the university admissions process, which would be
vital if they intended to utilize veteran’s education benefits. Concurrently, a recruitment
message was posted on the institution’s Student Veterans Association Facebook page.
Upon receipt of recruitment messaging, interested individuals were instructed to
email the researcher. Once interest was established, another email (see Appendix B) was
sent asking them to electronically submit a small amount of information utilizing the
Initial Participant Screening (IPS) tool, shown in Appendix C. As interested parties were
given instructions for completing the IPS, they were simultaneously provided information
about the study, the opportunity to withdraw, and a copy of informed consent
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documentation (see Appendix D). Interested persons were also notified of confidentiality
standards that would be maintained throughout the study.
As the recruitment plan was executed, it was imperative to track data to ensure
each WSV was treated equally and received the same information. Fourteen students
responded to recruitment emails (see Appendix B) and social media posts, showing
interest in the study, as indicated in Appendix I.
Four of the initial respondents either did not meet the criteria for participation or
failed to follow through after initially showing interest. As shown in Appendix I,
respondents six and seven were contacted multiple times after showing interest in the
study, but neither followed up or completed the Initial Participant Screening (IPS).
Respondent four learned about the study through an advertisement on the Student
Veterans Association Facebook page. She was not enrolled at the research site, and
therefore did not meet the criteria for inclusion. Respondent eight also learned about the
study from Facebook, and while affiliated with the university, she was not currently
enrolled, and therefore did not meet the requirements to participate.
Respondent number three, Ray, was not initially accepted to participate in the
study because she reported no interaction with faculty outside the classroom, on the IPS
(see Appendix C). After some consideration though, a decision was made to inquire
about her reasons for not interacting with faculty. Then, as the interview progressed, she
revealed she had indeed been in contact with faculty outside the classroom; she simply
had not thought of the scenarios when completing the IPS.
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A few days after making the decision to include Ray, Candy (#13) also reported
no interaction with faculty outside the classroom on the IPS. Therefore, while Candy
would have been rejected from the study according to the initial plan, she was also
interviewed. Interestingly, she also had stories of interactions with faculty outside the
classroom that came to light once the interview started.
Initial participant screening.
As part of the data collection process, WSV were asked to complete a short
questionnaire, or Initial Participant Screening (IPS) (see Appendix C), online.
Information gathered through the IPS was used to determine whether interested
individuals met eligibility requirements of the study, as outlined in the recruitment
documents shown in Appendix B. After eligibility had been verified, each interested
individual was emailed, separately, notifying them of their participation acceptance or
denial (see Appendix B). Self-reported background information, from the WSV, are
shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Self-Reported Descriptive Data Collected Through IPS

Pseudonym

Enlistment
Branch

Approximate
Dates of
Service

Date of First
Enrollment in
Higher
Education

DualEnrollment in
High School

Credit Hours
Currently
Taking

Currently in
Online /
Hybrid
Class(es)?

Becky

Navy

2009-2013

October 2017

No

12

Yes

Candy

Army
National
Guard

2013-Present

August 2015

No

13

No

Mary

Navy

2013-2017

January 2018

No

16

No

Nicole

Air Force

2002-2011

June 2017

No

19

No

Purple

Army
Reserves

2014-Present

January 2016

Yes

12

No

Rachel

Navy

2012-2014

August 2014

No

13

No

Ray

Air Force

2013-2019

August 2019

No

12

Yes

Rosa

Army
National
Guard

2017-Present

August 2016

No

18

No

Savannah

Navy

2011-2017

August 2010

Yes

15

Yes

Sue

Army
Reserves

2014-Present

August 2015

No

16

No

The IPS asked for the email address where each WSV wanted to be contacted for
purposes of the study. This allowed the opportunity for participants to dissociate their
participation in the study with their university email address if they so wished. Email
addresses included in the actual data collection records were redacted for privacy
purposes. Table 3.1 also lists pseudonyms chosen by each woman, in place of her given
name, as a means of privacy protection.
To summarize, WSV in this study were enrolled in an average of 14.6 credit hours
during the fall 2019 semester. Three of the ten women indicated they were enrolled in at
least one online or hybrid-format class; while, none were enrolled exclusively in courses
taught in a non-traditional format. Twenty percent reported taking dual-enrollment
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courses while in high school, but there was no mention of any interaction with those
faculties, during one-on-one interviews. Additionally, with the exception of Ray and
Sue, all the WSV had experience with higher education prior to enrolling at the research
site. Additional descriptive data were disclosed during face-to-face interviews with
WSV, as indicated in the next section.
Interviews.
Interviews have been deemed the primary means of collecting data when
conducting phenomenological research (Moustakas, 1994; Priest, 2002; Englander, 2012;
Bevan, 2014; Padilla-Diaz, 2015; Creswell & Poth, 2017). Thus, semi-structured
interviews were conducted with each WSV during the fall 2019 semester. The interview
protocol shown in Appendix E was utilized. Each interview lasted between one and two
hours and took place in a quiet, private conference room.
At the initial face-to-face meeting, WSV were asked to select a pseudonym to
protect their anonymity. Thereafter, WSV were only referred to, or addressed, using said
pseudonym. By having WSV select a pseudonym during the in-person interview, another
layer of confidentiality was implemented because “real” names and pseudonyms were not
matched in any tangible records. The single electronic record holding the pieces of data
linking WSV identities with interview data were password protected from its initial
creation, and remained that way throughout the study.
Semi-structured interviews were great for gaining detailed information, as they
provided the ability to streamline questions and steer interviewees toward researchrelated questions. While the interviewer should never ask leading questions, it is
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acceptable to reword the inquiry if there appears to be some confusion regarding the
information being sought, or the interviewee does not understand what is being asked. In
most instances, being able to gather targeted information is ideal, but bias can be
introduced if interview questions are poorly written or unsatisfactorily expressed
(Schaeffer & Maynard, 2003). Additionally, some interviewees may be so interested in
gaining interviewer approval they will falsify responses, to provide the answers they
believe to be desired (Schaeffer & Maynard, 2003). Misleading information can be
filtered by means of data triangulation; hence the need for gathering data from faculty
members who had experiences, outside the classroom, with WSV.
It should be noted that some of the WSV in the study were active in the military,
while others had been disengaged for years. A handful of the women started working on
their educational goals a couple of years into their service commitments, while others
were disconnected from the military prior to enrolling. In any case, it was evident WSV
in this study had vastly different journeys prior to the fall 2019 semester when data
collection took place. Additional background information regarding the WSV can be
seen in Table 3.2, with some data points duplicating information from Table 3.1 for ease
of reference. This information was freely provided by WSV during the interview portion
of the study.
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Table 3.2 Additional Descriptive Data Divulged by WSV During the Interview Process

Pseudonym

Enlistment
Branch

Date of First
Enrollment in
Higher
Education

Initial
Enrollment at
Research Site

Military
Position

Degree Program

Becky

Navy

October 2017

Spring 2019

Intel Analyst

Food Science /
Nutrition

Candy

Army
National
Guard

August 2015

Fall 2018

Fueler

Pan African Studies

Mary

Navy

January 2018

Fall 2019

Master at Arms

English

Nicole

Air Force

June 2017

Fall 2018

Aircraft
Mechanic

Wildlife & Fisheries
Biology

Purple

Army
Reserves

January 2016

Spring 2018

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal &
Veterinary Sciences

Rachel

Navy

August 2014

Fall 2016

Hospital
Corpsman

Environmental
Engineering

Ray

Air Force

August 2019

Fall 2019

Commander
Support Staff
Administrator

Food Science /
Nutrition

Rosa

Army
National
Guard

August 2016

Fall 2018

Specialist

Packaging Science

Savannah

Navy

August 2010

Spring 2018

Interior
Communications
Electrician

Accounting

Sue

Army
Reserves

August 2015

Fall 2015

Signal

Biological Sciences

The semi-structured interview protocol used during one-on-one meetings with
WSV can be seen in Appendix E. Upon completion of each interview, transcripts were
produced. After an initial review of the interview transcripts, follow-up interviews were
deemed unnecessary. Table 3.3 shows the relationship between research questions,
coping resources outlined by transition theory and interview questions, providing a broad
overview of the interconnectedness within this study.
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Table 3.3 Interview Data Alignment with Research Questions
Schlossberg’s
Transition Theory:
Coping Resource

Interviews
with Women
Student
Veterans –
Question #’s:

How do women student veterans describe
their help-seeking interactions with faculty
outside the classroom?

Support
Self
Situation
Strategy

1, 2, 3, 5, 6,
8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13

What forms of faculty support do women
student veterans recognize as options for
seeking help, outside the classroom?

Support

9, 12

What behaviors do women student veterans
believe they display when seeking help from
faculty outside the classroom?

Self

6, 7, 8

What events, or instances, do women student
veterans identify as motivators for seeking
help, from faculty, outside the classroom?

Situation

2, 3, 4, 11

What strategies do women student veterans
believe they utilize when seeking help from
faculty outside the classroom?

Strategy

5

Research Question

Women student veteran profiles.
Each of the women in this study had very diverse life experiences that led them to
enlist in the military, as well as different journeys that lead them into the world of higher
education. A short profile of each of the women is presented to help with understanding
the vast differences among the ten WSV in this study. Singularly digesting the data
presented in chapter four may lead to beliefs that the WSV were similar, but examining
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their profiles will aid in understanding the extensive breadth of life experiences
represented within this research.
Becky.
After a situation at home prompted her to quit high school and earn a GED, Becky
started her collegiate career at George Mason University. Working full-time while
attending classes seemed like a vicious financial cycle that was going nowhere, so she
withdrew from the university and enlisted in the Navy. After a four-year stint that
included overseas deployment, as an intel analyst, she left the military. Subsequently she
took classes at two other institutions prior to transferring to the research site.
As a non-traditional student, she carries some of the challenges associated with
that status to campus. There have been times when she has had to miss class to go to
work, because she has a mortgage to pay. She also has a hard time relating to her
classmates because she primarily identifies as a veteran; not a woman, a student, or a
young adult. Furthermore, while testing accommodations help lessen the impact her selfdisclosed “genuine learning disabilities” and military related disabilities have on her
grades, she finds sitting in the front row to be the most helpful maneuver she has adopted.
Candy.
Candy started her educational journey as a Bridge student; taking two years of
coursework at the local technical college before transferring to the university as a junior.
Fall 2019 was her third semester of enrollment at the research site, and she was planning
to sign a new six-year contract with the Army National Guard a few days after her
interview. Although she only needs one course to complete her associate degree, she
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spoke numerous times about withdrawing from classes because of military commitments
as well as poor academic performance.
As a first-generation college student, she has little support from her family, and
thinks she is likely the only person that has ever balanced military service, ROTC
commitments, a full-time work schedule, and being a full-time college student. She is a
self-proclaimed procrastinator and excuse maker, who is “getting old and getting tired of
school”. One of her biggest challenges over the past few semesters has been staying
awake during her morning classes following ROTC physical training (PT), so she plans
to adjust her class schedule in the future to allow time for a nap. This should be
resolvable as student veterans receive priority registration and are allowed to sign up for
classes days before other students are given access to the registration system.
Mary.
Mary met her husband while stationed together, in the Navy, in Greece. After
returning home to Michigan, she enrolled at a local community college and earned an
associate degree in Liberal Arts. Later, she moved to the southeast and enrolled at the
research site as a full-time English major, while simultaneously repairing an old family
home. Her husband had planned to stay in Michigan during her first semester to tie up
loose ends and finish out a property lease. However, mid-semester his PTSD symptoms
worsened, and she ended up driving back to Michigan to get him and the rest of their
belongings. Meanwhile, her ailing mother called to let her know of her plan to move into
the family home that she had been repairing.
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While she clearly had a lot going on in her personal life, Mary somehow managed
to stay fully immersed in her studies. She referred to herself as a “nerd” and “teacher’s
pet,” and said she tries to be as involved in student clubs and university-related activities
as possible. But, you will not likely catch her conversing with other women student
veterans because she doesn’t like that they come off as rough, tough, and always trying to
prove something to others; what she referred to as the “John Wayne complex”.
Nicole.
Nicole has been enrolled at institutions of higher education for approximately 15
years. She previously earned an associate degree; but being deployed upward of five
times during her educational endeavors delayed her progress significantly. She recounts,
“I’ve taken English 101 like six times”. Granted, she does attribute some of her repeat
classes and slowed progress to transfer credit issues. Being in the service and being
married to a service member meant regularly relocating with her husband and two
children. With each new residence came a new enrollment, but she never stopped
pursuing her dream.
She is enrolled in the Wildlife and Fisheries Biology program as a full-time
student and has grown accustomed to regular faculty interactions outside the classroom.
Though Nicole sees many of her professors as peers, because they are close in age, she
struggles with the rank structure mindset she adopted while in the Air Force. She hopes
to attend graduate school, and anticipates more personal interactions with faculty stating,
“once I go to grad school it’d be like, you’re not my advisor, we can hang out now”.
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Purple.
After graduating high school early, Purple’s parents signed paperwork authorizing
her to join the Army at the age of 16. Growing up in a military family, she felt she had a
good idea of what she was doing. Now, in the Army Reserves, she goes to Augusta,
Georgia for drill once a month and trains for three weeks each summer. In the summer of
2019, she was able to count her military training as an externship for her Animal and
Veterinary Sciences (AVS) major because she worked with military dogs at a base in
Wisconsin. She has also gained experience with animals by working part-time at a
nearby emergency animal hospital during the school year.
Trying to get her family, friends, and boyfriend to understand the stress associated
with her major has been difficult. She is concerned that if she does not maintain a 4.0
grade point average, she may not be accepted to veterinary school, and her college career
will have been a waste. Unfortunately, after her graduation in May 2020 she will have a
gap year before she is eligible to go to vet school. She applied to three programs that
started in August 2020, but because of an issue with missing transcripts from dualenrollment classes she took in high school, her applications were considered incomplete
and never evaluated.
Rachel.
The interview with Rachel was very concise, and to-the-point, but she did offer
little bits and pieces of her story, intertwined with her answers to the interview questions.
She enlisted in the Navy right out of high school, and was later accepted, as enlisted
personnel, into the Naval Academy under the confines of her existing contract. She
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attended the Academy for two years, until her contract was up, and then transferred to the
research site. Her boyfriend, also a Navy veteran, moved with her and enrolled at the
university. Neither of them knew anyone in the area or had any previous ties with the
institution.
While she considers herself a slow learner, she says she fully understands the
benefits of developing faculty relationships. In fact, she talked about convincing her
boyfriend to approach his professors, and the difference it made for him. She is pursuing
a degree in environmental engineering and understands that doing poorly in one class
could result in another year of schooling because of prerequisites and course sequencing.
Ray.
Ray does not like to let people know she was in the military because she currently
presents herself in, what she considers, an alternative way. She said she does not want
anyone to think her current choices are in any way indicative of the military or what she
was taught in the military. Ray earned a Community College of the Air Force (CCAF)
degree prior to enrolling at the research site, but after six years in the Air Force, she still
does not feel like a veteran because she was in an administrative role and never deployed.
She decided to leave the military because she developed severe anxiety and was unhappy
with the person she saw herself becoming. She also recalled a great deal of identity
confusion when she first left the military but has moved on now and is focused on the
future.
She lives about an hour away from campus and says that has a lot to do with why
she is not more involved with extracurricular activities or interacting with potential
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friends she meets on campus. When her classes have finished each day, she feels
inclined to go home and take care of her responsibilities. She did not elaborate on what
those responsibilities entail, but she did attribute her willingness to participate in this
study to a class cancellation.
Rosa.
Rosa is a 21-year-old member of the Army National Guard. She went to college,
in Virginia, for a year right after high school, followed by 16 weeks of military training
before enrolling at the research site. She does not have a vehicle, so her father drives her
to drill, about three hours away, once a month. She plans to sign a contract through Air
Force ROTC soon, which will override her National Guard commitment, alleviate her
drill responsibilities and resolve her transportation issues.
Rosa has connected with a teaching assistant (TA) in one of her classes, who is
also in the National Guard. He has been able to provide a lot of helpful insight into
navigating the processes and politics of the National Guard and has aided her in working
through some bureaucratic speedbumps. Meanwhile, Rosa does not think her
experiences are similar to those of most WSV because she is not close in age with her
professors. She also does not feel a desire to connect with faculty on a more personal
level, as she believes other WSV do.
Savannah.
Savannah is a first-generation college student and earned an associate degree prior
to enrolling at the university. As a self-proclaimed analyzer, she adopted the mentality
that she should be able to figure things out on her own without asking for help. But,
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when she found herself doing all the work for a group project, she decided it was time to
ask for back up. Savannah was very concise in answering the interview questions and did
not provide much background about herself or her situation, beyond discussing her
interactions with faculty.
Sue.
Sue took a year off between high school and college and completed nine weeks of
basic training and six months of AIT. While studying for final exams her first semester
of college, she got a call from her commanding officer telling her she was being deployed
to Kuwait. After a year and a half of military service, she returned to the university and
is now a junior biological science major. Her previous military experience and
involvement with the university’s ROTC program has given her the experience and
ranking she needs to commission into the Army as a 2nd Lieutenant when she graduates in
May 2021.
Sue had several bad experiences because of revealing her veteran identity and
made the conscious decision not to reveal her military affiliation unless directly asked.
From being verbally attacked in the parking lot by a co-worker who noticed she had a
veteran’s license plate on her vehicle, to being physically pinned in a corner by a stranger
in a gas station when she was wearing her uniform; being a service member has not been
an easy journey for her. More recently, she has been struggling with a non-visible injury
to her shoulder that causes her a great deal of pain on a daily basis, along with moderate
depression. In her daily interactions at the university the younger crowd arouses her
anxiety. She is quite adamant that she does not want to be taught by anyone younger than
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herself, because it comes as a constant reminder that others her age are farther along in
their educational journey than she is.
Collection of Data from Faculty
To aid with triangulation of data and increased credibility, additional qualitative
data were collected from faculty. Initially, the Director of Military and Veteran
Engagement (DoMaVE) was asked if he could provide a list of faculty who had been
involved with WSV outside the classroom. Unfortunately, he was only able to come up
with one name. Therefore, to rectify the situation, a list of 92 faculty names was reverse
engineered.
With his position in the Veterans Center on campus, the DoMaVE was privy to
data that enabled him to determine the names of all students at the university who were
coded as “female” and “student veteran” in the registrar’s database. Then, by pulling
each woman’s registration data, he was able to determine the specific course sections she
had registered for over the previous two academic years. That information, when
matched to historical course offering records, provided faculty names. A list of names
and email addresses were compiled, with duplicate entries removed, which resulted in a
list of 92 faculty who had taught at least one WSV in the two years prior. Regrettably,
this method of faculty selection was not ideal, and consequently, limitations are presented
in chapter five.
Focus group.
Ninety-two faculty were emailed (see Appendix B) to determine their interest and
availability for participation in a focus group discussion on interactions with WSV
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outside the classroom. Participation was voluntary and university policy did not allow
for any type of incentive. Of the 92 faculty that were emailed:


Four responded stating they had not had any interaction with WSV outside the
classroom, to their knowledge,



Five provided availability for participation in the focus group,



Three arrived at the scheduled time and participated in the focus group, and



Eighty did not respond in any way.
Faculty were asked to provide answers to open-ended questions (see Appendix

G), tied directly to those that framed the study. The theoretical underpinnings of the
study were also taken into consideration as part of the faculty focus group. The
relationships between research questions, Schlossberg’s Transition Theory (Schlossberg,
1987, 1990, 2011; Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Schlossberg et al., 1989; Anderson et
al., 2011), and focus group inquiries are shown in Appendix J.
Survey.
The original IRB approval (see Appendix A) called for semi-structured interviews
with WSV and a faculty focus group. Due to the difficulty in recruiting faculty members
for the focus group, an amendment was submitted to the Institutional Review Board (see
Appendix A). This amendment called for an electronic faculty survey, utilizing the
institution’s Qualtrics software. The list of questions from the focus group were adjusted
to fit the online format of the survey (see Appendix H), with each question contributing
to the framework and theoretical backing of the research, as shown in Appendix K.
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The survey link was emailed to the original 92 faculty members with the
exception of four who had responded to the focus group invitation saying they had no
known interaction with WSV and three who participated in the focus group. Six faculty
responded to the online survey, bringing the collective number of faculty participants to
nine. Nine out of 92 faculty responses equated to a 9.78% response rate.
Faculty demographics.
A small amount of demographic information (see Appendix L) was collected
from faculty members who participated in the online survey as well as the focus group.
A variety of individuals from different faculty ranks were included. In addition, diversity
was present in the form of college representation. With the exception of the College of
Education, all academic colleges within the university were represented. Lastly, the
average teaching experience among faculty participants from both modalities was
roughly 14 years.
Data Analysis
As data were collected from students and faculty, the data analysis process began.
There is no single means of analyzing phenomenological data (Patton, 2002). For that
reason, data were analyzed using a combination of techniques from Hycner (1985),
Patton (2002), and Creswell and Poth (2017). The procedures described below aided in
deciphering the intricacies of the study and illustrating a more holistic understanding of
the research.
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Process of Phenomenological Data Analysis
The first step in starting to work with interview data was the transcription of each
recorded interview. This was completed at the conclusion of each interview, and the
transcript was forwarded for member checking as quickly as possible. Alongside the 10
student transcripts and one focus group transcript, faculty survey data were downloaded
from the Qualtrics survey software and combined to form a single dataset.
From the initial point of data collection, data analysis began (Patton, 2002)
making it vital to establish the importance of epoche as an “ongoing analytical process
rather than a single fixed event” (Patton, 2002, p. 485). Epoche, also sometimes referred
to as bracketing, is a term used in phenomenology to delineate the absence of judgment
throughout the entire research process (Cohen & Omery, 1994; Moustakas, 1994; Patton,
2002). It should be noted that, not only did I have to be aware of preconceived notions as
I assessed the data; I also had to make an effort to clear my mind of the everyday thought
processes of the world (Moustakas, 1994; Patton, 2002). Moustakas (1994) said it best
when he stated, “…phenomena are revisited, freshly, naively, in a wide open sense, from
the vantage point of a pure or transcendental ego” (p. 33).
The practice of bracketing required confronting the subject matter in a very literal
way, looking at it “on its own terms” (Patton, 2002, p. 485). The goal was to look at the
data from the interviewee’s worldview, rather than through my own worldview or my
perception of the facts (Hycner, 1985). The conscious mind had to be fully present at all
times to keep the goal of pure, unbiased reflection at the forefront throughout the entire
process of data analysis.
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Phenomenological reduction continued through a series of four additional steps,
including horizonalization, identification of meaning units, clustering units of relevant
meaning and eventually the formation of essential essences (Hycner, 1985; Moustakas,
1994; Patton, 2002). The process is broken down further, into smaller more manageable
steps, in Figure 3.2. Some phases of phenomenological reduction were completed for
each data set, while other processes only applied to the cumulative groups of data.
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Figure 3.2 Process of Phenomenological Data Analysis
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Next, data were horizontalized. During this process, data were spread out, with
every statement having equal value (Moustakas, 1994; Patton, 2002). Data were sifted
and organized, removing repetitive and irrelevant statements (Patton, 2002). This mode
of organization took place with each separate WSV’s data. Faculty focus group data, and
online survey data were processed the same way.
Subsequently, phenomenological reduction involved the identification of meaning
units. These units were extrapolated from the data in a series of four steps: (1) units of
general meaning were identified, (2) units of general meaning relevant to the research
questions were pinpointed, (3) redundancies were eliminated, and (4) units of relevant
meaning were clustered (Hycner, 1985).
Units of general meaning are “those words, phrases, non-verbal or para-linguistic
communications which express a unique and coherent meaning (irrespective of the
research question) clearly differentiated from that which precedes and follows” (Hycner,
1985, p. 282). In the initial step, identifying units of general meaning, “all general
meanings are included, even redundant ones” (Hycner, 1985, p. 282). These meaning
units were easily recorded utilizing the margin alongside each interview transcription
(Hycner, 1985).
Once the units of general meaning had been established for each participant, I was
able to narrow down the data further by isolating units of meaning relevant to the
research questions (Hycner, 1985). During this step, I looked closely at the units of
general meaning to determine whether they could be tied to the research questions
(Hycner, 1985). If it was determined that a statement was related to any of the research
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questions, or if there was any doubt as to its relativity, it was included in the next step of
the data analysis process (Hycner, 1985).
Step three, in identifying meaning units, involved the elimination of redundancies
(Hycner, 1985). This meant exactly what it seemed, “the researcher [was] now ready to
look over the list of units of relevant meaning and eliminate those which [were] clearly
redundant to others previously listed” (Hycner, 1985, p. 286).
Then, to conclude the extrapolation of meaning units, I clustered units of relevant
meaning. During this phase, common themes started to emerge and became apparent
(Hycner, 1985). Some units of general meaning were listed under multiple clusters, and
relevant to several different themes (Hycner, 1985). At this point, I exercised judgment
to determine which clustered units of relevant meaning would be advanced to the next
stage of data analysis (Hycner, 1985).
Themes that emerged during the previous phase of analysis were broken down
further, with each data set evaluated separately. First, I looked for textural themes, and
extracted them from the bulk of the data (Creswell & Poth, 2017). These textural themes
helped pinpoint participant experiences. Once the compilation of information was
constructed from within each data set, a corresponding textural description was composed
(Moustakas, 1994).
Structural themes were treated in the same manner, with descriptions of how the
participant experienced the phenomenon, recorded for each data set (Creswell & Poth,
2017). At the conclusion of this stage of analysis, there was one textural description and
one structural description for each data set. There was also one textural description and
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one structural description for the data set collected from faculty surveys, and another
from the faculty focus group.
After writing textural and structural descriptions for each data set, they were
pooled. All textural descriptions were combined to compose a composite textural
description, and all structural descriptions were combined to compose a composite
structural description (Moustakas, 1994). Then, “the final step… require[d] an
integration of the composite textural and composite structural descriptions, providing a
synthesis of the meanings and essences of the experience” (Moustakas, 1994, p. 144).
Essential essences were ultimately tied to the underlying theoretical framework to
address the overarching research questions. More on this process is covered in the next
chapter.
Addressing Trustworthiness
Numerous strategies were used to address the issue of trustworthiness in this
study. From the initial point of data collection, data analysis also began (Patton, 2002).
Because of the intertwined, simultaneous processes, trustworthiness was at the forefront
of the study from beginning to end. Processes used to ensure the highest levels of
dependability (reliability), credibility (internal validity), and generalizability (external
validity) are expounded upon in the upcoming sections.
Dependability.
Dependability, or reliability, (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Wahyuni, 2012) is
important when conducting any type of research. The terms are often used
interchangeably, but in either case refer to “…the extent to which research findings can
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be replicated” (Merriam, 1998, p. 205). With the subjective nature of qualitative
research, ensuring dependability can be challenging. People’s perceptions and views of
reality are forever changing, making it unlikely that two researchers would achieve the
same results if the study were replicated (Merriam, 1998). Nevertheless, Merriam (1998)
suggested the establishment of dependability through the triangulation of data and
production of organized records.
As noted earlier in this chapter, data were collected through interviews with
WSV, a faculty focus group and an online faculty survey. Comparisons, to look for
commonalities between data types, helped establish dependability within the study
(Patton, 2002). Findings were reinforced by more than one source of evidence,
supporting the notion of accurate conclusions being drawn from the data (Patton, 2002).
Furthermore, after gathering evidence from multiple sources, all the sources seemed to
point to the same conclusions, resulting in the triangulation of data (Creswell, 2009).
Generalizability.
The next basis for establishing trustworthiness in the study was through
generalizability, also referred to as external validity (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Merriam,
1998; Creswell, 2009). This concept is used to determine the degree to which results
from one study can be useful in other situations (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Merriam, 1998;
Creswell, 2009). While generalizability is not the intent of qualitative research, it adds to
“the value of qualitative research… and themes developed in [the] context of a specific
site” (Creswell, 2009, p. 193). In this study, generalizability was achieved through the use
of rich, thick descriptions.
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Rich, thick descriptions.
A characteristic of descriptive phenomenology is the production of rich, thick
descriptions (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Merriam, 1998). Those descriptions are used to
take the consumers of the finalized study to a place of understanding by providing
enough detail so they can literally visualize the events (Patton, 2002). Or, as described
by Guba and Lincoln (1989), the use of thick descriptions lead to “illuminating the stage
on which the evaluation drama is unfolding and providing a vicarious experience of what
it is like to be a major or minor actor there” (p. 260).
Likewise, the use of rich, thick description helped produce generalizable findings.
In principle, there should be “enough description so that readers will be able to determine
how closely their situations match the research situation, and hence, whether findings can
be transferred” (Merriam, 1998, p. 211). In quintessence, when enough information, with
enough detail, is provided to those consuming the results of a study, they are able to
imagine what the experience was like for those experiencing the phenomenon of interest,
in addition to being able to determine whether or not the results of the study are
applicable to their own situation.
Credibility.
The last pillar used to establish trustworthiness is credibility, also known as
internal validity (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Credibility is used to define the degree to
which an investigator is actually measuring what they hoped to measure (Merriam, 1998;
Wahyuni, 2012). The important question here - has the true reality been uncovered by
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the researcher? I ensured the reality I was experiencing was providing a complete and
accurate portrait, by conducting member checks and through analyst triangulation.
Analyst triangulation.
The first means of establishing credibility was through analyst triangulation. This
type of triangulation was accomplished by having more than one researcher involved in
the research process (Patton, 2002). During the study, a qualitatively trained Assistant
Professor analyzed the data to see if we reached the same, or similar, conclusions (Patton,
2002). Without discussing the study, the other analyst reached the same conclusions that
I previously achieved, accomplishing analyst triangulation (Patton, 2002). This allowed
the study to be deemed more rigorous than if no other parties had been involved in the
process of analysis.
Member checking.
Member checking also aided in establishing trustworthiness (Guba & Lincoln,
1989). These checks took place after each interview concluded and interview transcripts
were typed. As defined by numerous researchers (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Merriam,
1998; Creswell, 2009; Spaulding & Falco, 2013) member checking consisted of
presenting data back to the participants and asking whether interpretations seemed
accurate. I contacted participants individually, by email, and asked them to review the
transcribed information for accuracy (see Appendix B). Participants also had the
opportunity to add information if they wanted, if portions of the interview were not
conveyed as clearly or as thoroughly as anticipated.
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One WSV was asked to decipher a statement that was phonetically unclear during
the transcription process, and a different student sent a small revision consisting of
updates to only a couple of words. The other eight women responded, when emailed,
stating the information that was recorded was correct, and provided clearance to proceed.
This type of affirmation is imperative in any qualitative research process, especially when
trying to provide the results in the way they were communicated by participants. This
allows the reader to make their own determination regarding the results of the study,
similar to the opportunity presented by outlining the researcher subjectivity statement.
Subjectivity statement.
The final means of ensuring the trustworthiness of a study is by providing
background on the experiences that led me to the work being presented. By providing a
thorough subjectivity statement, the individuals reading the results of the study are able to
determine the study’s level of credibility (Merriam, 1998). I clearly define all aspects of
myself that could have potentially affected the study’s data collection, analysis, or
reporting (Peshkin, 1988; Patton, 2002). By providing this statement, being transparent,
clearly addressing my theoretical assumptions, epistemological stance, and worldview,
credibility is enhanced (Peshkin, 1988; Patton, 2002). The following statement outlines
my personal experiences and biases to the extent of my ability.
Subjectivity Statement
The allure that made me want to research the student veteran population, and
ways to help them, came from several areas of my life. Having grown up in a small
town, in rural South Carolina, the notion of patriotism was instilled in my beliefs early in
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life. Both my grandfathers served in the US Army, and my maternal grandfather served
in the Second World War. I do not recall a sunny day passing when both of them did not
hang their American flag in the yard. Being taught to have the utmost respect for service
men and women has influenced my views on combat, the sacrifices made by service
members, and appropriate ways to honor their bravery.
In high school, I joined Army ROTC, where I learned about leadership, what it
means to make sacrifices for the good of your team, and the military’s hierarchy. Then,
roughly ten years after graduating high school, while cleaning out a closet at my
grandmother’s house, I found my grandfather’s dog tags from the war. There is no way
to explain the emotion that came over me when I realized what I was holding in my hand.
You see, my grandfather would never talk about his experiences in the war, but any time
combat was mentioned, his facial expressions would change. It was obvious that being in
the Army had made a huge impact on his life.
Unlike my grandfather, I was afforded the opportunity to attend college; and
earned a Bachelor of Science degree in psychology. It was during those years as an
undergraduate that I learned about the power and strength that women possess. Those
lessons did not transpire in the classroom. I learned about drive, perseverance, grit and
determination by working two or three jobs while going to school full-time. I learned
about the importance of relationships and kindness from the amazing women I lived and
learned with. I learned what it means to be stubborn and not want to ask for help, and I
learned the pain of loneliness.
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After all the personal development and lessons learned, I still needed to pursue a
practical career path. I went on to earn a Master of Education degree in Counselor
Education, and later started the Doctor of Philosophy program in Educational
Administration. After working as a student services coordinator for a couple of years, I
was asked to step into a leadership role as the Director of Academic Advising for one of
the five academic colleges at my university. Of course, being young and eager, I pursued
the opportunity head on. Little did I know I would meet a student who would open my
eyes to the difficulties faced by student veterans.
The university conducted mandatory workshops for students who ended their first
semester, or first year, with a grade point ratio less than 2.0. It was during one of these
workshops that I met Daniel. After all the other students had fulfilled their minimal
attendance requirement, they left. Daniel ended up being the last student in the room,
with several academic advisors. Luckily, I was the advisor that stepped up and offered to
talk with him.
I asked all the usual questions that academic advisors would ask and tried to
determine what had caused him to do so poorly with his studies. The prior semester was
his first experience in higher education, but he landed in the workshop because he
struggled to pay attention in his classes. We ended up talking for about an hour that
night. About mid-way through our conversation, Daniel admitted that he consumed too
much alcohol on a daily basis. Eventually, he also revealed that he had returned from
combat in the Middle East only a couple of weeks before matriculating.
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It was not long before he visited me in my office one morning. Because of the
position that Daniel held in the military, pursing mental health counseling would affect
his eligibility to return to service. He explained that his intentions were to complete his
degree, and then return to the Army. At that point, I explained to him that I am not a
licensed counselor, but that if he felt comfortable talking with me about the issues he was
having, I would be more than happy to listen. That was the first of several visits that
Daniel made to my office.
As this young man, probably twenty-three years old, sat in front of me and cried
as he talked about the effects that being in the service had on his mental health, I was
touched. I thought it was wonderful that I had been able to make him feel comfortable
enough with me to open up. More importantly, as I listened to story after gut wrenching
story, I thought to myself, why should student veterans have to go through the run-around
that the university puts them through when they are already dealing with so much
baggage?
It is clear where the paths crossed for me. My passion for working with students,
the deeply embedded sense of patriotism that my family instilled in me from a young age
and an unwavering confidence in the capabilities of women collided. Those three
elements combined, and my interest in researching help-seeking behaviors of WSV came
to life. Furthermore, after delving into the literature, it became evident that very few
studies had been conducted pinpointing the experiences of WSV. Therefore, this study
helped fill a void in educational research while also satisfying my personal interests and
curiosities.
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Nonetheless, my background and beliefs inevitably had an impact on the way this
study was developed and deployed. At the end of this process, I found myself wondering
if the experience I had with Daniel, in my office, influenced the decision to conduct oneon-one interviews with the women. Perhaps the same amount of information could have
been gleaned from survey data or any number of other research designs. Also, because I
am not a veteran myself, I may have missed out on details that the women provided,
because I do not have the requisite knowledge needed to fully understand their stories
from their points of view. Fortunately, by using a descriptive phenomenological design,
the results came directly from the WSV, as provided in the next chapter, through rich,
thick descriptions.
Summary
This qualitative phenomenological study was conducted as a means of
determining the help-seeking behaviors of WSV, with faculty, outside the classroom.
Data were uniformly collected through (1) an online initial participant screening
questionnaire, (b) one-on-one interviews with women student veterans, (c) a faculty focus
group, and (d) online survey data submitted by faculty. As data collection began, data
analysis overlapped to achieve a constant state of analysis and concluded with the
identification of themes and essential essences. Research findings along with
interpretations of the aforementioned themes and essences are presented in chapter four.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
Introduction
This study explored help-seeking experiences of women student veterans (WSV),
with faculty, outside the classroom. Results of this research are meant to provide
information to higher education administrators to support informed decision-making
regarding policies and services offered to WSV on their respective campuses.
Furthermore, while answering the call for further research on the topic, this study also
aids in the overall understanding of faculty-WSV interactions outside the classroom.
The primary research question that framed the study was addressed by focusing
on four feeder sub-questions. The primary research question was:
(1)

How do women student veterans describe their help-seeking interactions with
faculty outside the classroom?

The sub-questions were:
(2)

What forms of faculty support do women student veterans recognize as options
for seeking help, outside the classroom?

(3)

What behaviors do women student veterans believe they display when seeking
help from faculty outside the classroom?

(4)

What events, or instances, do women student veterans identify as motivators for
seeking help, from faculty, outside the classroom?

(5)

What strategies do women student veterans believe they utilize when seeking help
from faculty outside the classroom?
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Data Analysis
As fully described in chapter three, data analysis took place in a series of steps,
including transcription, bracketing, horizonalization, outlining meaning units, forming
meaning unit clusters into themes, and then themes into essences. First, bracketing
required looking at each transcription in a very literal way, while suspending personal
biases and opinions. This process was intrapsychic and did not produce any tangible
evidence. Data became similar to movable puzzle pieces during the horizonalization
phase of analysis.
Horizonalization involved sifting through data, coming up with a way to organize
data, and removing statements that could not be directly tied to one of the research
questions. Repetitive statements were also culled as part of this process. Data points
were then transformed into meaning units whereby each thought was converted into a
statement capable of standing alone. Irrelevant and repetitive meaning units were
pinpointed and removed.
Meaning units from each transcript were then clustered into groups of similar
meaning units, forming themes. This process was completed for each of the ten WSV,
the faculty focus group, as well as the data from the faculty survey. The 12 sets of
themes were then combined and clustered based on similar meanings. These clusters
constituted the final product, commonly referred to as essential essences.
Essential Essences and Themes
During the data analysis phase of this study, themes were created from lists of
meaning units, then clustered to construct essential essences. Then, essential essences
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provided broad answers to the research questions, which were reared out of theory. A
visual, relating each outer layer of the analysis process, is presented in Figure 4.1 with:
(1) essential essences shown on each corner which fed into research questions two
through five, (2) research questions in close proximity to theoretical constructs
symbolized by arrows, and (3) the culmination of the various pieces used to answer the
primary research question.
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Figure 4.1 Research Questions and Essential Essences as Related to Coping Resources Outlined by Transition Theory
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The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to telling the stories of women student
veterans using rich, thick descriptions to relay their recollections. Each section is
presented using a top-down approach, with theory outlined first, followed by essential
essences, then themes. Ultimately, each coping resource outlined in transition theory is
addressed using the inverted pyramid structure shown in Figure 4.2. As the chapter
progresses, Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show additional details regarding the linkages
between essential essences and their derivative themes.
Figure 4.2 Structure Used to Report Research Findings
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Schlossberg’s Support Coping Resource
As discussed in chapter two, support refers to emotional, logistical, financial,
academic or any other type of assistance someone receives during a transition (Anderson
et al., 2011). This support can come from a spouse, family member, community, church,
friend, educational institution, or any number of other sources. Academic support,
individual support and supplemental support were unveiled by WSV as appropriate
reasons for approaching faculty outside the classroom. Figure 4.3 shows a graphic
representation of the essential essences and themes that emerged from the data.
Figure 4.3 Research Findings Related to Schlossberg’s Support Coping Resource
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Essence 1: Academic.
It became evident, as WSV spoke about their experiences, the only context they
were considering when thinking about their out-of-class interactions with faculty, were
office hour visits. Therefore, effort was made to remind them of other instances where
they might have interacted with faculty. For some, these subtle reminders led to stories
of speaking to faculty in the parking lot or interacting at a sporting event. Meanwhile,
some of the women maintained the only interaction they had with faculty outside the
classroom took place inside a faculty member’s office and revolved around current
coursework.
Theme 1: Current coursework.
Seeking help from faculty outside the classroom was often described by WSV as
a way to get assistance with a course they were actively enrolled in at the time helpseeking behavior was initiated. Several women made statements similar to Savannah
when she declared, “I feel like office hours are there for questions about the material”.
The women recounted their experiences seeking clarification of course material, looking
over tests, getting feedback prior to submitting the final version of an assignment,
learning how to calculate grades and asking for additional information on a subject they
found particularly interesting.
Although she was enrolled in her first semester at the research site, Mary already
had several stories to tell about her experiences with faculty outside the classroom. She
started by talking about visiting a faculty member during office hours “…because [she]
was struggling with the subject”. Then, when asked to elaborate, she went on to explain
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she was looking for better understanding of the course content. In particular, she had
questions about one of her reading assignments.
Other WSV had comparable reasons for seeking help outside the classroom.
Becky, Purple, Rosa and Savannah each told of their encounters trying to “…get
clarification of a problem,” or grow their “…knowledge of the subject matter”.
Meanwhile, Nicole and Sue found themselves asking for support when unlearned
prerequisite material trickled into subsequent coursework. For example, Sue recalled
talking with a faculty member in preparation for an upcoming test because she realized
she “…didn’t understand a basic [concept] that was “…compounding into this bigger
issue”. Sue sought clarification on a foundational concept that was affecting her
understanding of other material in the course.
Faculty who participated in the focus group, as well as those who responded to
the online survey confirmed the information provided by the WSV. One professor said
the WSV she worked with had, “…strictly academic questions,” while another faculty
member reported having “…questions about readings and course assignments,” and was
looking for “…advice [on] research papers and writing”. Comments were also made
about WSV having difficulty with course materials and approaching faculty members
with questions at the end of class.
Three additional academic themes emerged during data analysis. Feedback,
course related assistance and advising assistance were viewed as appropriate reasons for
seeking help, from faculty, outside the classroom. The primary reason WSV asked
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faculty for help was to address issues with courses they were taking at the time of their
inquiry.
Theme 2: Feedback.
Stories told by women student veterans focused on encouraging feedback,
negative feedback, offers to provide feedback and absent feedback. For example, after
struggling throughout the semester, and getting help from her professor multiple times,
Nicole was not sure if she had earned high enough grades to pass the class she was
taking. She even debated whether to turn in her final project because she felt certain she
had failed. Nonetheless, when she got word the professor had placed the graded
assignments outside his office door, she was anxious to pick hers up. As she stood in the
hallway outside her professor’s office, she heard “[Nicole], come here”. She was
terrified as she entered his office, but recalled,
I opened it up and I had a hundred and he was like, I loved your book. It was
great. And you know, if I didn't already have two others that I was keeping in my
collection, I would totally ask if I could keep yours. But it's really good.
Pleasantly surprised, she went to her car and cried. With continuous support throughout
the semester, and feedback from the professor, she ultimately earned a “B” in the class.
Nicole worried she would get negative feedback, but her professor offered affirming
feedback instead.
Mary, on the other hand, never had a chance to get a poor grade. She started
visiting her professors, during office hours, from the onset of the semester. As an English
major, she was constantly writing papers, and she decided to take a rough draft to her
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professor to ask for feedback. She received support in the form of constructive feedback
several times, from faculty, simply by asking them to look over her work. Meanwhile,
Mary said one faculty member “blew my mind” when he offered to check the answers on
her study guide, before a test. As it turned out, forming amicable relationships with
faculty really paid off for Mary.
Meanwhile, Candy had an interaction with a professor that proved to be less
fruitful while enrolled in an introductory English course. When she had a couple of
papers returned with bad grades and no solid feedback, she went to the faculty member’s
office hours to inquire about the situation. During her first visit to talk with the professor,
she “…came off like she was busy and she had better things to do”. Candy was given a
website address to review, and told to fix her grammar issues.
Candy read the website several times and asked other people to review her writing
before she turned it in, but still received a failing grade on the second writing assignment.
The professor “…would just put grammar on the top of the paper and hand it back”.
Once again, Candy went to the faculty member’s office hours and was told, “…you need
to look at this website and that’s it”. After the third paper was returned with a failing
grade, Candy got very discouraged and mentally prepared herself to fail the class, but she
kept going to class and turning in assignments because she wanted to improve.
Unfortunately, she was not able to get the support she needed to help her succeed.
She recalled, “I did stop by her office hours several times to talk to her about my papers,
and every time it was the same thing… it was, oh yeah, you need to fix your grammar
and look at the website”. From Candy’s perspective, she was doing everything she could
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think of to help her succeed in the class, but not being able to get the help she needed
from her professor was crushing.
Feedback, as a form of support, was one of the main reasons WSV sought help
from faculty, outside the classroom. Affirmative experiences, like Mary and Nicole had,
seemed to lead WSV to more optimistic views of faculty, the university, and helpseeking. On the other hand, negative feedback experiences, like Candy endured, left the
long-term impression that faculty were not interested in helping students outside the
classroom. In conclusion, WSV narratives aided in pinpointing the significance of each
out-of-class faculty interaction as having the magnitude to impose long-term effects.
Theme 3: Course related assistance.
Women student veterans also had other reasons for help-seeking, such as
accommodations. Becky talked extensively about the formal accommodations she
receives under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), while other WSV discussed
accommodations that were more informal. In some cases, the women referred to
situations where they received requested accommodations, while in other instances
faculty were unwilling to conform.
Both Purple and Sue had medical situations that prompted them to seek help, in
the form of accommodations, from a faculty member. Sue found herself at the university
infirmary trying to get tested for the flu. When she checked in, she was told the visit
would take about an hour; when in actuality, it took about four hours. After sitting in the
waiting room a while Sue decided she should email her professor to let him know she
was not going to be able to take the exam being administered that day. Sue explained,
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I was like, hey, I'm really sorry I didn't expect to take this long. Can I please
come make up the test? Most professors are like, no… just make it up during the
final or whatever… He's like, yeah what day works for you? Just come to my
office hours. You can sit down and take it.
It turned out she was not the only student who needed accommodations for the test.
When she went to her professor’s office to make up the exam, there was another student
there to take the test as well.
Purple had the opposite reaction from her professor when she tried to get
accommodations to take a test later. She initially went to the student health center, but
“they were like, oh no, you’ll be fine”. Later that day, as her temperature climbed to
104.9, she went to the hospital emergency room. Purple explained the faculty responses
she received,
I had an essay test the next day. We have one every Friday… I had another test…
and a quiz. Out of all three of those things, the only professor that was like, that's
a valid excuse not to show up in class… was the professor who had a quiz. The
other two w[ere] like, well you can just take a zero… on an exam!
She seemed quite upset with the response she was given. As a conscientious student
trying to meet the requirements for admission to veterinary school, this was an extremely
upsetting situation. She also reported feeling taken aback by the faculty member’s
unwillingness to accommodate her under such dire circumstances when she was willing
and able to provide documentation regarding her illness.
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With a different set of circumstances, Becky is protected under the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA). She served four years of active duty with the Navy,
followed by another four years in the Reserves. She would have liked to stay on active
duty, but when she married another enlisted soldier, it was not practical. She clarified,
“not all of my accommodations are specifically… derived from my military time…
they're just genuine learning disabilities”. However, knowing more about her
background helps paint a clearer picture.
Stationed at an embassy in Africa, in an area under martial law, was an intense
experience for Becky. She talked briefly about her time there, which is highly relevant
when looking at the entirety of her story and her need for ADA accommodations. Becky
revealed,
My specific job when I was in Intel was an analyst and we basically put together
the puzzle pieces of where to find bad people and sometimes those puzzle pieces
were the bad things they have done. So I've seen some pretty bad things.
Based on the information she provided, it seemed like her military experience was quite
different from the other WSV, but she was working through the challenges associated
with school to the best of her ability.
Knowing her background was useful in figuring out how to decipher some of the
accommodations Becky required. For instance, she recalled an account of a situation she
encountered while taking a riflery course during the summer of 2019. Becky asked her
professor to accommodate her absenteeism, because she said, “…mentally I was having a
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bad day, and didn’t need to be around people. I just needed time”. Later in the interview
she elaborated on the situation, saying:
There was a trigger. Something went wrong in my life. Something as small as
somebody looked at me the wrong way, and now all of a sudden… I just don't
need to be around you people. This is for you, not for me. I'm going to stay
home today.
Fortunately, her teacher was already aware of her veteran status and was very
understanding. Becky did not want her incapacities to affect her grade, or ability to
complete the course, and contacting the professor seemed like the academically
responsible thing to do.
Theme 4: Advising assistance.
WSV also reported some academic situations where they sought advising
assistance from faculty members. Purple came to the university as a transfer student and
found herself seeking help from her chemistry professor. As classes started, she noticed
some of the topics being covered in class were things she had learned at her previous
institution, while other topics she was supposed to already know about were unfamiliar.
She went to her professor’s office to discuss the curriculum overlap with hopes of being
able to narrow down topics she needed to focus on to get herself up to speed on the
course material.
Regrettably, the faculty member was not willing to evaluate the situation with her,
and simply referred her to the chemistry textbook. Purple remembered the situation
saying,
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She told me to read the textbook, which was 3000 pages. She didn't tell me how
to narrow it down. She didn't give me the topics or anything. She was just like,
read the textbook. It has everything you should know. Or you will learn by the
end of the end of the year, you should know everything.
The experience of not getting the curricular assistance she needed was very stressful for
her, she said she felt she was “…being set up to fail,” and lost faith in her ability to
succeed that semester.
Some of the other WSV also had academic situations unrelated to their current
coursework that prompted them to seek help from faculty. Rosa and Candy briefly talked
about stopping by faculty offices, with Candy admitting she had gone to see her faculty
advisor “on a daily basis” at one time. In contrast, a specific course-sequencing question
impelled Rosa to make an appointment with her faculty advisor. She wanted to know if
she was required to take the general introductory chemistry course or if there was a
different class she could use to meet the prerequisite for second semester general
chemistry.
A different scenario played out with Sue when her faculty academic advisor
would not approve the course load she wanted to take in the upcoming semester. She felt
the faculty member should have provided advice about which classes to take rather than
simply telling her he would not approve the list she had prepared. Ultimately, Sue found
the student services coordinator for her department and was able to get her record opened
so she could register for classes. She told the story as,
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I remember going to my first advising appointment and I said this is what I want
to do. I want to major in biology and minor in AVS [animal veterinary sciences].
These are the classes I want to take next semester. He goes, no… don't you want
to like take some electives? If you do this, then all your classes will be like actual
classes… I'm like, no… my AVS classes are my elective classes. It's fine with
me. I know what I'm getting into and he's like, yeah, I'm not going to approve
that. So I went to the College of Forestry and Life Sciences open house and I
found… the advisor… and I was like, advise me because [my advisor] won't, and
I got a new [advisor].
One particularly interesting part to this story is Sue declared feeling much more
comfortable talking with men, a pattern that emerged and is discussed later in this
chapter. Ultimately, she was willing to leave her male faculty advisor and go to a female
staff advisor to get what she wanted.
Becky had a comparable experience with her faculty advisor not providing the
support she sought. As an older, organized and more articulate student, she felt slighted
when talking to her assigned faculty advisor about scheduling courses for the next
semester. She actually had a similar experience with two different faculty advisors,
stating,
…they don't advise me the way that I am seeking sometimes because I'll go to
them with questions written out… and I've had two advisors now that have both
kind of been like… Yeah, that sounds good. Like, no, I came to you, so you tell
me what to do. I want you to treat me like I’m 18 right now.
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Her desire for precise instructions was shared by some of the other WSV in this study,
and will be unraveled further, later in this chapter.
The last situation of this nature came out the narrative from Savannah. She was
enrolled in a class that required a group project be completed over the course of the
semester. Even with a couple of progress checkpoints throughout the semester, which
she said she did the majority of the work for, Savannah found herself becoming more and
more frustrated. She was driven to seek help from the professor when “…group
members were not pulling their weight and [she] ended up doing a lot of the work”.
With only a week until the project was due, Savannah needed to talk with her
professor rather quickly. She felt he was the only person in a position to make a decision
regarding the project and said, “In that instance, I felt very comfortable going to him and
saying, “hey, I have done all this work”. My peers are not contributing to this project.
Something needs to happen from your end to fix the problem.” She emailed him and was
able to set up a meeting in his office later the same day.
During her meeting she focused on presenting facts about the project and her
group member’s behavior, and “he was very responsive to [her]”. Then the faculty
member suggested the next step would be for him to speak with the other group members
and work on figuring out a plan going forward. After he had met with the other students,
he contacted Savannah right away to let her know he decided it would be best for her to
complete the final steps of the project with a different group and provided the new
group’s contact information. In this situation, Savannah sought advice from her professor
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related to an issue with her classmates, asking the faculty member to step in as a mediator
to aid in conflict resolution.
Overall, a reasonable amount of information was gathered regarding academic
support sought by WSV. The women recounted details about help-seeking interactions
with faculty where they asked for advice with finding resources, advising-related issues,
special accommodations, and help with personal and group coursework. The next theme,
individual support, dissects the ways WSV think and feel about asking faculty for: (1)
consideration and guidance based on their unique circumstances, (2) special
accommodations needed because of military commitments, and (3) validation and the
need for precise instructions.
Essence 2: Individual.
Throughout the interview process WSV revealed ways they seek help, from
faculty, based on their individual needs. These individual needs were categorized into
three support-based themes: (1) consideration and guidance, (2) military related and (3)
validation and precise instruction.
Theme 1: Consideration and guidance.
Having faculty members who were considerate and willing to provide guidance
based on the individual needs of each WSV appeared as a theme during interviewing. In
some cases, the women had positive reactions to the ways faculty addressed their needs,
while other instances were viewed less favorably. Furthermore, while some WSV
pinpointed their expectations for faculty support, others were somewhat vague. Rosa, for
example, made it clear in one situation, she was seeking empathy from her professor.
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Meanwhile, one of the other women talked about going to a professor and asking for help
but not really knowing how to start the conversation. With no result in mind, it was up to
the faculty member to propose a solution, which led to an awkward encounter.
Nonetheless, in a majority of the instances outlined by the women, the type of
consideration or guidance being sought was readily apparent.
The week before final exams, Nicole, her husband, their two young children, a
dog and two cats moved into a hotel because a landslide was threatened the stability of
their home. She recalled, “I lived on the top of a cliff, and there was a landslide. We
didn’t lose the house, but we came really close”. When she talked with her professors
about what was going on with her home, she showed them pictures because she felt they
might not believe her. Nicole needed her professors to be considerate of her situation,
and she hoped they would be able to provide the support she needed. She described the
interactions, saying:
So I went in and I just pled my case. I brought my phone with pictures. I was
like, this is what happened, I'm not crazy, you know? And luckily everybody let
me exempt the final except for one guy.
In situations like this, involving nature and other uncontrollable variables, having faculty
members who were considerate, and understanding was vital in helping WSV navigate
the unplanned transition.
In contrast, Becky struggled to tell faculty what she wanted or needed. She did
not like asking for help because it made her feel vulnerable. Unfortunately, without
communicating, it was unlikely she would receive help, but not impossible. In fact, in
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the past she had professors who noticed her having a hard time and reached out to her.
At that point, she would tell them, “…something’s hard, or this isn’t working or I’m
trying but I’m not getting it”, but the faculty member would have to initiate contact or
there would be no contact.
One sociology class, in particular, was difficult for Becky and resulted in her
medically withdrawing. She did not withdraw from all her classes that semester, just the
sociology class. While she failed to mention the topic of the course, she did elaborate on
how she handled the situation, saying, “I got a letter from one of the therapists at [the
student health center], and ultimately she ended up communicating, with my permission,
to that professor, what my problems were with that specific class”. After working
through those situations, Becky started to get a little more comfortable asking for
consideration and guidance based on her unique circumstances.
She said she has a hard time telling professors when she needs something because
they are usually unaware of her age, responsibilities and veteran status. Becky said, “I
look like I'm one of these 19 or 20-year-old students”. Even with her youthful
appearance, her differences far outweigh her similarities when compared with her
classmates. In a very powerful statement, Becky declared it is
…not just being an older student but being… a veteran too. We definitely have
our own challenges… I'm one of your 280 students, but I'm nothing like your 280
students. I understand we're all individuals… but I'm a different kind of different.
I'm not different because of my personality. I'm different because of my
circumstances.
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As a veteran who had deployed to a combat zone, she had assuredly had many life
experiences surpassing those of traditional college students.
Faculty members also reflected on the special needs of WSV, in the focus group
and the online survey. They acknowledged the wide array of circumstances that could be
affecting the women at any given time, with comments like:


“…it's not a homogeneous group… you have somebody who has been
deployed, who's done a couple of tours of duty,… who is older... they have
much different needs than [a] national guard, ROTC-type student.”



“She is a single mother; her son is a toddler. She had problems with both of
them getting sick during the semester. This caused her to turn in homework
late a few times. I was as accommodating as possible.”

By being willing to acknowledge, give consideration and provide guidance regarding the
extenuating circumstances WSV face, faculty are uniquely poised to advocate for these
women. Likewise, faculty members hold a great deal of power when women student
veterans are faced with military related duties that require special processes or disruptions
to enrollments. The next section will discuss faculty support of WSV when military
obligations affect individual educational goals.
Theme 2: Military related.
From paperwork to class absences and late GI Bill funding, faculty members are
more involved in providing military related support to WSV than one might initially
think. For example, when Rachel needed to find a tutor for a class she went to her
professor for help identifying someone. The faculty member was happy to help and got
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Rachel connected with a former student who could tutor her. Meanwhile, she was
required to get a form signed each month by the professor because “…the GI bill will pay
for that tutoring”. Thus, each month the faculty member provided individual, military
related, support to Rachel. The professor later confirmed the details of these encounters
as he participated in the faculty focus group.
In a subsequent interview, Purple recalled asking for faculty support on a few
different military related occasions. As a member of the Army Reserves, she described
missing class for three weeks during summer training as her biggest stressor:
The biggest stressor is when taking summer courses and being in the military,
cause there's a good three-week chunk where I'm not here. And to be a full-time
student, to get my benefits, I have to be taking courses in every term.
One summer she had to drop a class because the professor told her being in class was the
most important thing, and if she could not be there in-person she would not be successful.
This example shows the far-reaching influence faculty members have in steering student
veterans toward their educational goals. Unfortunately, for Purple, she was not able to
get the support she needed in that instance.
Another military related situation caused Purple to seek support from a faculty
member. She was scheduled, by the military, for surgery on a Thursday. Purple is
planning to go to veterinary school and the academic department she is in has a very strict
attendance policy. The department also administers tests every Friday. She informed the
professor who was administering the test that week, about her surgery, and was told she
would have to take a zero. Once again, Purple received no support from her professor.
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Mary, on the other hand, found some of her professors were extremely helpful
when her GI Bill funding came in later than usual. She said professors gave her extra
time on assignments, at the start of the semester, and were very understanding of her
needs. She elaborated, “…for certain school supplies where I haven't had the money to
buy them, they've been really understanding about not penalizing me for not having all
[of them]”. Some professors even allowed her to borrow textbooks for a couple of weeks
at the onset of the semester, until her funding arrived.
Candy was not as lucky. She did not have a positive experience when it came to
her military requirements commingling with her educational endeavors. When it came
time for her to go to training for two weeks during the summer, she went to talk with her
professor to determine what she needed to do to keep up with the coursework. During
their initial meeting, the faculty member told Candy she would need to get back to her
after she had a chance to come up with a plan. Then the professor went to the dean of the
college.
When she reached back out to Candy, she said she could not miss class for two
consecutive weeks. Candy did not understand. She had military orders requiring her to
be at training. At some point Candy called her First Sergeant to try to gain some type of
support that would allow her to continue in the class. Unfortunately, “…they didn’t even
try to fight the situation,” and she ended up withdrawing from the class. During her
interview, years later, she still seemed confused by the situation stating, “that's not
right… why are they making it so hard for me to leave when it's only for two weeks and
most likely, if I'm going to be missing, you shouldn't even be counting this anyways”.
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Candy could not fathom an attendance policy outweighing her required military
obligations. Furthermore, when she asked for help, she did not anticipate feelings of
confusion and betrayal as the result.
Lastly, Rosa told a story about how a faculty member responded when she had a
military related situation come up. As an active member of the National Guard, Rosa has
drill one weekend a month, and based on the normal schedule she would have had time to
complete her assignment during her downtime at drill. Unfortunately, she had an
assignment due on Monday, and her weekend drill exercise was different from normal.
When Monday came and Rosa had not been able to complete her assignment, she
approached her professor and asked if she could possibly give her a bit of leeway. “She
was like, you had all week to do this - and it's still considered late.” Thus, while WSV
did not always achieve the results they wanted after seeking support outside the
classroom, these are a few examples of times they felt it was appropriate to ask for help.
Faculty who participated in the focus group also unveiled situations that women
student veterans had engaged them in over the years. Some of their accounts seemed
uncannily similar to what WSV had recalled during their interviews. Therefore, for
additional privacy protection, only one version of the story is provided.
One such example involved a female faculty member who talked about a WSV
who needed to go to training for three weeks. She was going to be administering a quiz
during the time the student was out, and the student “came to [her] and told [her] the
situation, shared the paperwork, and was really very responsible about asking how she
could make up the work and what did she need to do while she was there”. The faculty
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member seemed impressed by the actions of the WSV and moved forward with helping
her develop a plan to stay on track while she was out for training. This leads to the last
theme in this section, validation and precise instruction.
Theme 3: Validation and precise instruction.
Some WSV found comfort in very precise direction and validation from faculty,
which they attributed to their military background. For instance, Ray, Candy and Becky
noted they preferred to be given guidance when completing academic tasks. In fact,
Becky asserted,
Tell me what you want from me. I think that's the militant side of me because the
military tells you what to do. Like you don't have to go say, I don't know what to
do. I'm concerned. I'm lost. Military says, no, you're not. Here you go, go do this.
Weeds us out. It's easy, you’re taught to follow rules.
For her, being given directions was likened to military experiences, which she found
easier to negotiate.
Similarly, a few WSV made connections between being validated by military
authorities and faculty, or academic authorities. Nicole explained, “It kind of sounds
ridiculous, but sometimes I just need somebody to tell me, like somebody more important
than me to tell me that like, I'm on the right track. This is what you're supposed to be
doing.” Precise directions and validation from authority were greatly appreciated in the
academic context.
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Essence 3: Supplemental.
As WSV were interviewed, they frequently addressed the notion of themselves as
help-seekers, and faculty as help-givers, which aligned with Schlossberg’s support coping
resource (Anderson, Goodman & Schlossberg, 2011). However, the types of help sought
by WSV did not always fall under the academic realm, nor were they continuously asking
for help on an individual level. In some cases, WSV were seeking supplemental support.
Theme 1: Social and extracurricular interactions.
One way women student veterans described their non-academic help-seeking
interactions with faculty outside the classroom was through social or extracurricular
interactions. Mary and Purple spoke about the role of faculty advisors who work with
student organizations on campus. As vice president of an on-campus student group,
Purple explained how she had been discouraged from seeking help, stating, “we have an
advisor… but they're just like, please try not to need me, so it's weird.” Unfortunately,
Purple felt she was only able to seek help from the organizational advisor if there was an
emergency, she and the other student leaders could not handle.
Similarly, Mary joined a student organization on campus in hopes of having an
opportunity to interact more with a faculty member from her academic department who
served as the group’s advisor. Regrettably, after the initial housekeeping required to get
the group up and running, the faculty member seemed uninterested in helping the group.
Mary found herself “kind of disappointed” because she originally felt if she was able to
secure a relationship with the professor, she would have someone in her department to
talk to, moving forward.
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At the other end of the spectrum, Becky had a professor she was taking a class
from who participated in her off-campus kickball league. After interacting in a social
setting, she did not feel comfortable going to the faculty member to ask questions about
coursework. Becky recalled,
On the weekends I saw her doing the exact same thing I was doing in a social
setting. Because I’m 30 and she’s 30, we’re playing kickball together but then
she's teaching me trig on Tuesday mornings. It [was] definitely strange.
The experience was unfortunate for Becky because she could have used help in the class,
if she had been able to work through the anxiety caused by the awkwardness of the
circumstances.
Disappointingly, these examples illustrate situations where faculty members were
not available to provide the support students were seeking, or the student did not feel
comfortable enough to ask for help. Some students sought to develop relationships with
faculty outside of the classroom as participants in a campus organization but were met
with minimalist approaches to organization advising. Luckily, the majority of the data
gathered during this study did not veer in such an undesirable direction. The next theme
outlines ways faculty members supported WSV in finding employment opportunities and
preparing for future endeavors.
Theme 2: Employment and future endeavors.
WSV spoke about reaching out to faculty for internship and research
opportunities, networking, mentorship and as a means of securing support for future
endeavors. In fact, Nicole, Purple, Rachel and Savannah all held the sentiment that
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interacting with faculty outside the classroom is a vital preparative step in setting the
stage to be able to ask for letters of recommendation. In talking about her hopes for
getting into veterinary school, Purple acknowledged the potential for support from
faculty, saying,
…if I had an “A”, or if I'm struggling with the material, I'll go to the professor
anytime, just to talk, so they get to know my face because I’m going to need that
letter of recommendation. So sometimes it's more of a networking situation, not
just academic.
Interestingly, she seemed to feel it was more important for her professors to become
familiar with her face, rather than her name. Perhaps because of the substantial
enrollments at the university she thought faculty might have a difficult time remembering
student names.
In a disparate situation, Nicole spoke about seeking help when she had difficulty
with course material, which unexpectedly led to future opportunities. Initially she was
unsure she would be able to pass the introductory course in her major, but after reaching
out for help, she successfully completed the class. Moreover, Nicole reported, “I actually
did an internship over the summer with [the faculty member] this past summer and now
I’m doing directed research under [the faculty member], as an undergrad”. Her initiative
seemed to pay off, and she was met with opportunities not generally afforded to
undergraduate students.
Mary and Becky also spoke about their out-of-class encounters with faculty
leading to employment opportunities, with one working as an English tutor and the other
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as a babysitter. Furthermore, faculty responses confirmed the WSV’s recollections. One
female faculty member recalled a WSV inquiring about on-campus jobs, to which the
professor was able to connect her with a machine shop supervisor on campus where she
could utilize her welding skills.
These instances show how faculty members serve as catalysts for women student
veterans utilizing the support coping resource outlined in Schlossberg’s transition theory.
Support from faculty, outside the classroom, helps bridge the gap between WSV who are
in a constant state of transition and the educational goals they have set out to achieve.
The other three S’s, as outlined by Scholossberg’s theory, are also highly relatable to the
experiences of WSV in higher education and will be illustrated throughout the remainder
of this chapter.
Schlossberg’s Self Coping Resource
The next coping resource, self, refers to whether an individual believes they are
capable of having a successful transition experience (Anderson et al., 2011). These
beliefs can be based out of previous experiences or the person’s ability to be optimistic
rather than pessimistic in challenging circumstances. For instance, a veteran
experiencing depression and feelings of hopelessness may have a more difficult transition
into higher education than an optimistic comrade who previously experienced a
successful reintegration after being in the workforce for several years.
Figure 4.4 shows the interconnections between each facet of the research
framework, leaning into the essential essences of owning and operating as ways WSV
perceived themselves during help-seeking. The women were asked to be introspective
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and recall how they felt during interactions with faculty outside the classroom. Some of
their responses referred to physical movements or body language that could have easily
been observed by the faculty member they were engaged in conversation with; while
other responses focused on mental and emotional factors that influenced the exchanges.
Figure 4.4 Research Findings Related to Schlossberg’s Self Coping Resource

Essence 1: Owning.
In order for WSV to explain their beliefs about how they behaved during helpseeking interactions with faculty, they needed to own their behavior. As the stories
unraveled, the women shared parts of their identities through the acknowledgement of
fears and feelings. They also vocalized the ways they felt military service had affected
them as individuals.
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Theme 1: Acknowledging feelings and identifying fears.
As WSV discussed their interactions with faculty outside the classroom, they
started unveiling details about the behaviors they believed they were displaying during
those encounters. The longer they talked about the way they experienced help-seeking
interactions with faculty, the more in-depth their explanations became. Talking about
behaviors turned into disclosures about the motivating factors driving those behaviors. In
the end, data analysis provided a clear picture of the emotions and fears behind WSV
taking ownership of their behaviors.
Being nervous, anxious or panicking was part of the help-seeking experience for
the majority of the WSV in the study. There were comments about being nervous to ask
for help from faculty due to: (1) not knowing the course material, (2) a desire to ask for
something out of the ordinary, and (3) being unfamiliar with the professor, feeling shy or
having the inability to maintain a strong physical presence. For example, Rachel
believed she “…was nervous, but that was because [she] really didn't have an
understanding of the subject material”. Subsequently, she said she felt her anxiety was
justified because her professor tended to have an unpleasant demeanor.
In a similar anxiety-filled situation, Nicole tried to make contact with a faculty
member outside the classroom. As a self-proclaimed introvert, she talked about having to
“…psych [her]self up” or “…pep talk on the way over” prior to one-on-one interactions
with faculty. Her issue was not a reflection of her professor so much as herself. Nicole
attributed her nervousness to the hierarchical structure of the university, proclaiming,
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I always get super nervous because I still have that rank structure mindset. I mean,
I've been out since 2011. I've been out almost as long as I was in, and it just
doesn't go away. It's like, I know that you're more important than me, in the
hierarchy of school, and I need your help.
Mary echoed that notion but acknowledged that part of her nervousness came from
knowing faculty members are “…experts in their field, and in control of [her] grade”. In
these situations, WSV demonstrated the emphasis placed on the power structure within
the university, as a factor contributing to the overall help-seeking experience.
WSV also spoke about changes to their physical being, brought on by their
emotional state, when interacting with faculty outside the classroom. One illustration
emanated when Becky reported her nervousness “…comes out as like an awkward laugh,
and [she] also turn[s] bright red”. Purple also mentioned an external display of emotion
but did not go into detail regarding the specifics. Having her professor tell her to calm
down because of her outward display of anxiety made Purple realize she needed to get
more in-tune with her emotions, and try to adjust how she portrays them in front of other
people.
Some of the other women spoke about the anxiety they felt when interacting with
faculty for the first time, outside the classroom. One WSV said “[She] just felt alone,”
and “…a little anxious”, while Rosa spelled out her situation fully, stating, “Sometimes
I’m nervous when I don’t know them, or when I first meet them”. Ray thought,
“…whenever you do have to reach out to a teacher it does make you feel anxious and just
a little scared,” which also aligned with the sentiments of other WSV. Ray also added
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that having to ask a professor to meet at a time other than their posted office hours, made
her feel especially anxious.
A couple of the WSV in the study opened up about feeling a sense of panic when
the need to visit a faculty member arose. It was unclear whether that sense of panic
originated from thoughts about the encounter they needed to have with the professor or
concerns about their ability to succeed in the course. One case in point was very clear
when Mary said panic set in because she began to wonder, “…am I even going to be able
to finish this course?”
Sue also expressed feeling a sense of panic “…about a week before any deadline,
and then all of a sudden [she was] like, crap, you haven’t started this, or you don’t
understand this, and you have a week”. Then, her panic turned into embarrassment. She
described her need to meet with faculty as a deadline was drawing near, saying, “I am
embarrassed that I don't know how this works; and yes, I am concerned because I've
waited this long. I am concerned because I don't know the material”. With the ability to
own her behavior, Sue seemed to feel comfortable talking at length about procrastinating.
More details surrounding this part of her help-seeking experience will be uncovered later
in this chapter.
Meanwhile, the collective group of women student veterans opened up about
feelings of embarrassment, stupidity, confidence, and relief among others. Nicole
captured the intensity of feelings that enveloped her as she considered outreaching to
faculty. She said, “I'm gonna fail, and I'm gonna get kicked out of school, and
everybody's going to hate me”. In a single statement, she communicated the immense
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amount of pressure she puts on herself to succeed. This roughly 45-year-old woman was
looking at her educational experience as a measure of how her husband, children, parents,
friends, and professors would view her from that day forward. Acknowledging her
feelings and taking ownership of her fears gave Nicole the motivation she needed to seek
help. From her perspective, gaining faculty support was her only hope for succeeding
and making her family proud.
Several WSV did not carry a burden nearly that heavy, and actually reported
feeling mostly at ease in the educational environment. One of the women who talked
about her deployment overseas had a somewhat dualistic view as she discussed her
educational endeavors, saying:
In the military, sometimes things are life and death… Turning that paper in is not
life and death. It does not matter. I'm going to wake up tomorrow whether that
paper gets turned in or not. And most likely me turning in that paper is not going
to save a life or kill someone. So, I think that it is an advantage because I am able
to rationalize and prioritize things and understand.
Becky was able to put educational dilemmas into perspective by referencing the life and
death experiences she had encountered while in the military.
In addition to fear and anxiety, WSV also unveiled experiences of feeling,
“…comfortable interacting with faculty,” and “…very relaxed”. As they interacted with
faculty outside the classroom, the women found themselves more cognizant of their
feelings. This study uncovered details about the emotional fuel WSV used to rectify their
behaviors as they interacted with faculty.
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Theme 2: Revealing identity.
While it may be helpful for faculty to initiate contact, if they are aware of a
student’s veteran status, WSV in the study varied in their likelihood and reasoning behind
the decision to disclose said status. Purple and Sue reported having their veteran status
questioned, which made them irritated and uncomfortable. Purple explained,
A lot of times when my professors first meet me they'll just look at me and be
like, well I need proof. I can see that [some of them are] like, I don't believe you.
Since I've been at [the university], the biggest thing is they'll be like, oh ROTC?
Nope, I'm actually in the Army. I'm not TRYING to be in the Army.
Because of her pride, and veteran identity, she found it highly offensive that faculty
automatically thought she was in ROTC.
In the meantime, Mary, Nicole and Ray were hesitant to embrace the veteran
identity, as they considered their experiences in the service to be less-than those of other
servicemembers. It was engrained in them that soldiers who are not in combat are not
real soldiers, and thus their contributions were internally degraded. In Nicole’s words,
“whenever I say I'm a veteran, it's like, oh, thank you for your service. I didn't do
anything. I had a nine to five job, you know… I appreciate the sentiment…, but it's like,
I don't care.” For the most part, WSV were not interested in having faculty recognize
their veteran status. They seemed to find it easier to cope with the transitions they were
experiencing by disassociating with their veteran identity.
Some of the other women made a conscious effort to allow faculty to make
assumptions and run with them. For example, both Ray and Becky mentioned several
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occasions when their youthful appearance had been misleading, and they made no effort
to rectify the situation. Rather than try to convince someone they were older, or they had
other obligations that needed their attention before they could focus on coursework, they
allowed faculty to think they were one of the many 19 or 20-year olds in class. The
women explained that revealing their veteran identity had produced undesirable outcomes
in the past, from disbelief to being asked uncomfortable or offensive questions about their
service.
In other situations, WSV disclosed their veteran status as a last resort. For
example, Candy, Purple and Rosa said the only reason they told faculty members about
their service obligations was if they were going to be absent from class. National Guard
member, Rosa, said, “last year there was a hurricane and I had to tell them I was on alert
or on standby… I don’t tell them normally.” Overall, WSV were of the opinion that
faculty members knowing their veteran status would not help them be more successful in
class, and therefore it was not important to disclose their identity.
From being questioned, to not feeling like a veteran, and making an effort to hide
their military affiliation, WSV seemed to have vastly different experiences related to their
multi-faceted identities. Interestingly, faculty who infiltrated the barriers and were aware
of their veteran status reported perceptions of WSV as quiet and thoughtful, yet
proactive. Using proactive as an adjective to describe a WSV could imply the student in
question had interacted with the faculty member outside the classroom in some way.
Likewise, faculty referring to student veterans as quiet and thoughtful could reflect
respectful behavior in a classroom. In either case, underpinnings of WSV identity
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directly affected their help-seeking experiences with faculty, outside the classroom.
Likewise, military teachings influenced how each of the women presented themselves
when asking faculty for help.
Theme 3: Military teachings.
There was a common thread among WSV concerning feelings of wrongdoing
when seeking assistance. Some of the women thought of faculty like military officers,
going so far as to assert, “…because of the military thing, they’re all off limits like
officers and I’m still enlisted”. Others were able to recognize the impact the military
mindset had on them and made an effort to change.
During her time in the Navy, and enrollment at the Naval Academy, Rachel
internalized thoughts that she did not deserve the attention of authority figures. She
recollected,
The military made me think about authority figures in a way that… I shouldn't
basically bother [them]… like I'm not worthy to talk to anybody of authority. So,
I knew that was a mental block coming in. I looked at my professors as people
that had all this seniority and I shouldn't be bothering them unless it's really
important - and they just didn’t have time for me.
Interestingly, a focus group member who opened up about coming from a military family
voiced her opinion stating, “I think they're made to feel that way when they are actively
serving. So that could be playing into why they aren't seeking out help; they've been
made to feel they're second class citizens in the military”. Feelings of being unwelcome
or unworthy were a recurring theme throughout the data collection, as reasons WSV did
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not reach out for help. In either instance, these beliefs were thought to have originated
from military teachings.
Essence 2: Operating.
Interactions with faculty members, outside the classroom, were also recalled from
a more concrete perspective, by WSV. By describing (1) how they conducted themselves
during exchanges with professors, (2) maintained their composure, (3) took responsibility
for answering their own questions, and (4) showed respect for authority, WSV provided
insights into their beliefs about how they conduct themselves. Inevitably, since the
operating essence emerged from the introspective thoughts of WSV, faculty comments
and survey responses could not be used for confirmation of the women’s comments.
Theme 1: Navigating physical stance.
During the interview process, WSV talked about being cognizant of how they
conducted themselves during face-to-face communication with faculty, including their
body language and posture. They seemed to recall being hyper-aware of their
presentation to faculty during help-seeking interactions outside the classroom. In
particular, Mary, Sue, Purple and Becky referenced their hands. Mary noted, “I never
know what to do with my hands… I feel like they move around too much and then when
I try not to move them, it’s just so awkward”. It was almost as if she was acknowledging
significant discomfort in her own skin, which surfaced throughout her interview.
Becky talked about her initial transition into higher education, after serving in the
Navy. She said, “…the military teaches you to put your hands behind your back.” Yet,
some individuals she corresponded with perceived her to be standoffish, so she made a
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concerted effort to change her posture. She has gotten accustomed to holding a more
relaxed stance, but still occasionally finds herself resorting back to those rigid positions
when she feels defensive.
Becky also spoke about mirroring the posture and behaviors of faculty, along with
a few of the other WSV. For instance, Sue said,
You feed off the energy of the other person. So I go in there and I'm a little
defensive. I'm a little stiff, and then if they react to that with just like, hey come
on in blah, blah, blah… then I immediately relax. It's almost like a fight or flight
thing.
Meanwhile, Nicole, who had been out of the service longer than any other WSV who
participated in the study, seemed to be a little more secure with her self. She commented,
“I don’t really necessarily change my posture or the way I talk or act. I just don’t care
anymore. It’s like, this is what you get.” Hence, while the majority of the women
interviewed were cognizant, and concerned, about the impressions they gave faculty, the
eldest veteran included in the study was less concerned.
Theme 2: Maintaining composure and avoiding awkwardness.
The second theme that emerged from the data focused on the intricacies of the
physical being during interactions, as opposed to the macro-level data presented in the
first theme. Most of the women referred to their physical actions, or reactions, to
nervousness with faculty. Ray said her anxiety kicked in and she started sweating, Sue
admitted scribbling, Becky had trouble controlling her laughter and Nicole struggled to
make eye contact. Each of these occurrences had the potential to make meetings with
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faculty awkward and uncomfortable, but the WSV were in control and capable of
maintaining their composure and continuing to navigate the help-seeking experience.
In contrast, two WSV made especially perplexing statements about their
responses to anxiety-inducing help-seeking exchanges with faculty. Rosa explained she
had a hard time putting words together to explain why she needed help. In addition,
Rachel commented, “When I don't feel comfortable, I have a hard time listening, and so
then when they're explaining things, I'm like, what did you just say”. In both instances,
being uncomfortable with faculty had the power to nullify the entire help-seeking
experience. For example, if Rachel’s anxiety rendered her unable to listen and process
the information she was seeking, the out-of-class interaction would be less effective.
A few of the WSV also talked about techniques they consciously employed to
keep conversations with faculty on target, in hopes of avoiding awkward exchanges.
Purple and Mary both spoke about the importance of having notetaking materials anytime
they were interacting with their professor. Mary relied on notes she prepared beforehand,
stating,
When I’m asking them a question, it will be on a piece of paper. It will either be
the notes I took in class or the study guide or something and that way I don’t have
to be too awkward.
In this case, not only did Mary have something to do with her hands while
communicating, she also created a way of making sure she was able to get all of her
questions answered.
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Meanwhile, Purple relied on notetaking to avoid potential awkwardness by
channeling her attention, commenting, “When I get nervous I do play with my hands…
so I’ll try to be writing, even if I don’t think what they’re saying is important for the test,
I’ll just be writing stuff down so I’m busy.” On the other hand, Savannah said, “I feel
like office hours are there for questions about the material and I don’t have questions, and
if I just walk into the office it’s going to be an awkward interaction”. Fundamentally,
WSV seemed to either: (a) not feel a need for help-seeking, thereby avoiding the
potential for awkward situations, or (b) have a mental picture of how help-seeking
interactions should play out, prior to making contact with the professor, to renounce
potential awkwardness. By preparing beforehand, WSV tried to send an underlying
message letting faculty know they were not interested in wasting time.
This leads into the next theme, respect. The women student veterans who
participated in this study seemed to hold faculty in high regard. Obviously, there were
exceptions, but faculty were customarily upheld and shown the utmost respect by WSV.
Theme 3: Respecting the position.
Showing respect for faculty emerged as a theme within the data. Fascinatingly,
two WSV made comments about faculty getting “the respect they’ve earned”, which
would not usually be noteworthy. Yet, because of the career paths chosen by the women,
and the rank structure utilized by the military, this play on words seemed worthy of
attention. It was as if the WSV were comparing the training and education faculty
members endured as a means of achieving their stature to rising through the ranks in the
military.
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Women student veterans sometimes viewed faculty as their peers and were unsure
of the rules regarding fraternization in the university setting, but respect was innate.
Becky, Mary, Nicole and Rosa each commented on the respect given to faculty. While
Nicole spoke about the hierarchy of the institution, and faculty being “more important
than” students, Rosa was less concerned with structure. She was more attune to the
power faculty are afforded, stating, “They have power over your grades, and they have
power over your future”. Being aware of said power seemed to encourage respect for the
faculty position and positively influence WSV attitudes about asking for help.
The women’s’ aptitude for seeking help outside the classroom was also
influenced by the degree to which they viewed faculty as their peers. Four of the women
interviewed referenced faculty as peers. Becky and Nicole both said they would be
interested in socializing with a few of their professors but felt it would make for a strange
dynamic. Similarly, Candy referenced trying “to get on an even playing field with
[faculty]”, while Rosa was clear that she was not interested in a personal connection with
professors and felt keeping her distance helped facilitate a proper faculty-student
relationship.
Similarly, a handful of WSV touched on their respect for faculty through a
fraternization lens. Mary, for example, commented on her desire to connect with
professors simply because of the age gap between herself and the other students in her
classes but said she would never pursue anything because it seemed inappropriate.
Savannah agreed, talking about fraternizing with faculty being a bad idea, but it had not
stopped several professors from inviting her to go out for coffee or join them in tailgating
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prior to an athletic event. Most women in the study respected the faculty members
enough to keep their distance and ensured there was never any behavior that could be
questioned.
Respect for faculty was demonstrated by WSV through action, as well as inaction.
Although the women oftentimes viewed their professors as peers, they did not want to
cross any boundaries that would potentially create unprofessional exchanges. They
associated their inaction with respect, likening the situation to those encountered in the
military where policy indicated relations with individuals of higher ranking as
inappropriate. Conversely, the women showed respect for faculty by addressing them
using proper titles, respecting their time by making appointments rather than showing up
to their offices unannounced and creating clear lines of communication when they needed
to miss class for military purposes. Some might even argue that WSV were showing
respect for faculty by trying to handle their own issues rather than asking for help, as
detailed under the final operating theme.
Theme 4: Possession of the problem.
Women student veterans are not likely to seek help (DiRamio et al., 2015;
Armstrong, 2017), but that does not necessarily equate to not needing help. However,
several WSV in this study proclaimed that was the case, confirming the reason behind
their lack of help-seeking was actually because they did not find it necessary. Savannah
talked about her experiences, stating, “it feels weird for me to go to office hours cause if I
don't have something to talk about, like why would I go?” A couple of the other WSV
made similar comments; like Rosa’s assertion that, “I actually didn't think I needed
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help… [because I] felt like the course was very self-explanatory”. Mary also believed,
“…there's no reason for me to go in there”. One of the faculty who participated in the
focus group confirmed the student’s statements, maintaining, “I have a [WSV] in my
class right now, and [she] does not ask for help”. Moreover, while not every course will
warrant help-seeking, positive outcomes from out-of-class faculty-student interaction are
always up for grabs.
There were also comments from WSV about being able to figure things out for
themselves. Rather than looking to a faculty member for guidance, Savannah articulated:
I'm an analyzer, so I feel like if I don't figure it out on my own, I don't deserve the
grade that I get. I feel like a syllabus is my SOP [standard operating procedure].
That's my guideline to what I'm supposed to be doing.
Rachel also revealed, “I thought they would never know who I was and it would never
matter anyways. So I was like, I'll just figure it out on my own”. Ultimately, these
women acknowledged their need for help but wanted to maintain possession of their
problems, without asking for help from faculty.
These examples put Schlossberg’s self coping resource into a more user-friendly
context. By owning and operating, WSV are able to find the resources they need in order
to move through transitions associated with the student experience. Determining the
proper conduct for help-seeking situations, the amount of personal information they are
willing to share, and their view of faculty roles allows WSV to internalize each helpseeking encounter separately. Overall, WSV help-seeking situations are in a constant
state of flux because the self is ever-evolving.
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Schlossberg’s Situation Coping Resource
Situation refers to internal and external happenings that are taking place at the
time of a transition (Anderson et al., 2011). This could include positive or negative
feelings about the transition, an event that sparked the onset of the transition, or other
things in a person’s life that are producing stress simultaneously. For example, a student
veteran may view deployment during the academic year as stressful, but if the same
individual was working through the recent death of a parent, cancer diagnosis of a
spouse, and a fire at their residence, deployment might produce an overwhelming
inability to cope.
Women student veterans were asked questions to identify events that motivated
them to ask faculty members for help. Three essential essences were derived from the
data, as shown in Figure 4.5. In the end, findings showed WSV were more likely to seek
help from faculty if they: (1) anticipated a warm, welcoming environment, (2) felt they
had something to gain as a result of the interaction, and (3) had a genuine desire to
succeed or make progress toward a goal.
Figure 4.5 Research Findings Related to Schlossberg’s Situation Coping Resource
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Essence 1: Welcoming.
Women student veterans noted the importance of feeling welcomed by faculty, as
a motivating factor leading them to ask for help outside the classroom. The perception of
feeling welcome was achieved as a result of comments made by faculty during classes,
faculty demeanor, attitude and availability. In other words, if faculty are seen as
approachable, WSV are more inclined to seek help from them outside the classroom.
Theme: Approachable faculty.
WSV were motivated to seek help from faculty outside the classroom when they
felt faculty members viewed out-of-class interactions in a positive way. Rachel stated,
“the fact that he was like… my office is here on campus, I want you to come” was pivotal
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in her help-seeking decision. In a different statement, possibly regarding the same
professor, Rachel summed up her thoughts, saying:
A lot of teachers really want students to come to their office hours, and he was…
really good about vocalizing that in class. He was like, I get paid to teach you,
please come to my office hours. And that really encouraged me to go.
Similarly, Mary was encouraged to seek help when a faculty member told her, “…this is
the time we've set aside. This is our job.” These examples show the level of influence
approachable faculty members have when WSV decide whether to initiate help-seeking
behaviors.
Other WSV also shared testimonies about the availability and approachability of
faculty outside the formal classroom environment. One woman noted her professor
pointed out his contact information in the syllabus the first day of class. She felt that
level of openness equated to willingness to work with students one-on-one. Nonetheless,
the frequency of reports of faculty telling WSV, “come to my office hours if you have
any questions,” “email me if you have questions,” “feel free to come and see me
whenever you need anything” and “if you just want to call me up and have a question, do
it” was indicative of faculty member’s inclination to support students.
Alongside faculty availability and verbalized invitations, faculty demeanor during
class sessions also had an impact on whether WSV approached them. For example, Ray
commented on her feelings about approaching a professor, stating “…he's a very relaxed
teacher, which I do appreciate because it made me feel less nervous than I probably
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would have.” When professors presented themselves in a friendly and relaxed way,
WSV reported feeling more comfortable going to them for help outside of class.
In addition, Purple acknowledged the way her professor approached learning in
the classroom and how “…she made me realize [it] can be fun”. As a result of the faculty
member’s teaching style, Purple said “…it made it easier to talk to her… and she’s
approachable”. She went on to talk about visiting the aforementioned professor on a
regular basis, even during semesters when she was not enrolled in a course she taught.
Having a personable professor who used teaching methods that were not lecture-heavy
and who provided a welcoming office environment to students, made Purple feel the
faculty member had a genuine desire to help her.
Another WSV also mentioned things that led her to believe faculty had sincere
intentions of providing support. When Nicole registered for classes, the only
introductory chemistry class with seats available was an online section. When she
struggled in the class, she decided to ask the professor for help. Luckily, her professor
was also teaching several in-person sections of the same class. Nicole recalled, “…he’s
like, you can come to class whenever you want. There’s always extra seats because
nobody shows up to every class”. From that point forward, she attended his in-person
lectures while continuing to submit assignments through the online portal. Furthermore,
Nicole talked about continuing to seek help from the professor throughout the semester
and thinking the faculty member “…was really nice”.
Nicole also spoke about the faculty members in her major stating, “I feel like the
forestry and wildlife… professors are just super nice, and they genuinely care and really
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want the best for their students”. She also talked about several professors who told her,
“…try this, this, this and this, and if it doesn’t work, come back and we’ll try something
else”. An Air Force veteran, in her first semester at the university when interviewed, had
a similar recollection related to seeking help during office hours. Ray noted, “…she says,
talk to me if you need me to open a time up, or a different time. She's very
accommodating”. Purple also talked about approachable faculty saying, “a lot of
professors, when they’re not intimidating you in class… once you learn them outside of
class, they’re really approachable”. Thus, several of the women had examples of ways
faculty made them feel welcome and opened themselves up to providing assistance,
leaving it up to the WSV to initiate contact.
Unfortunately, women student veterans also cited interaction with faculty as one
of the reasons they avoid help-seeking. Most of the women interviewed said they
avoided faculty interaction because they had a bad experience in the past or they did not
want to bother faculty members. There were also some very ambiguous statements made
by WSV indicating they had not reached out for help from faculty, but with no suggestion
regarding the reasoning behind their decision. For example, when asked if there had ever
been a time when she felt she should have connected with a faculty member outside the
classroom, but decided not to, Rachel responded, “yeah, almost every single class I’ve
taken”. Rosa also admitted she “didn’t even go” to talk to her chemistry professor when
she was having a hard time with the course material.
Meanwhile, Sue and Purple recalled situations when faculty were not very
personable when approached. Sue said a male professor she was hoping to get help from
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gave off a vibe that he had better things to do than help her, which caused her to move
along without getting what she needed. Purple also talked about a time when she tried to
start a conversation with a professor but “she was not really having it,” or she was being
“shut down”. Understandably, when WSV were met with these types of reactions, they
assumed getting help or forming any type of relationship with the faculty member was
out of the question.
In almost every story outlining a negative experience from the past, with a faculty
member, WSV spoke about feeling personally attacked in some way. During the second
class meeting, one of Ray’s professors called her out on something in front of the entire
class. She said, “I don’t feel comfortable talking to my lab professor because she made
me feel stupid”. In a similar experience, Purple recalled, “… she treats you like you are
insignificant and stupid. Like, why aren't you understanding this material? She was
dancing around helping [me], so it got to the point where I just gave up.” These displays
of perceived supremacy by faculty left the women feeling dejected; which in turn,
extinguished all chances of them asking those faculty members for help.
Some of the WSV in the study indicated their reluctance to ask faculty for help
came as a result of their consideration for the faculty member’s workload. Words like
bother, interrupt and inconvenience were used, with frequent comments like:


“I really shouldn’t bother him.”



“I don’t want to put them out, or inconvenience them.”



“…students kind of feel like they’re bothering their professors when they go
to their office hours.”
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“…it’s just bothersome to a faculty member.”



“I always feel like I’m interrupting…”



“I shouldn’t be bothering them unless it’s really important.”



“…always interrupting important research.”

Mary also commented on the disarray of some faculty members’ offices saying the
unkempt space was a deterrent. Consequently, the inference can be made that faculty
who do not exude an approachable persona or maintain a welcoming office environment
can inadvertently dissuade WSV from seeking help.
Sue also had reservations about meeting with faculty. She thought going to office
hours to ask for help with course material was like asking the professor to reteach the
material they had already covered in the classroom. Best described in her own words,
Sue said,
I don't like using their office hours as a personal tutoring service cause I know
that's not what they want to do. They'll tell you, come to my office hours if you
have any questions. Email me if you have questions. No professor wants to… just
basically reteach the class that he taught.
One of the faculty members who responded to the online survey confirmed what Sue had
previously stated during her interview, writing, “She seemed to think that coming to
office hours would be using me as a tutor”. While faculty members can make efforts to
support the student veteran population, sometimes these students come with narratives
already engrained. It is important for faculty to make an effort to welcome WSV, and
regularly express their desire to work with them outside the classroom.
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Essence 2: Gaining.
Data from the second essential essence outlined WSV help-seeking interactions,
with faculty, as an avenue for gaining (1) individual attention and (2) relationships.
While the interest in individual attention signified a desire to impact the present, WSV
who showed interest in gaining relationships were usually concerned with the future.
Nonetheless, WSV believed they would gain something from interacting with faculty
members outside the classroom.
Theme 1: Individual attention.
Data analysis showed several different explanations for why WSV were interested
in getting individual attention from faculty; and remarkably, no two women pinpointed
the same reason. For example, animal veterinary science major, Purple, went to speak
with one of her professors to inquire about tips and tricks to help her memorize the
metabolic pathways of different mammals. She said the advice she received made it
much easier to study and gave her confidence in her ability to do well on an upcoming
test.
Mary, on the other hand, asked for individual help because she did not want to
cause a diversion, during class, by asking questions. She believed, “…it wouldn't really
be productive to ask that in the classroom”. Meanwhile, other WSV said they desired
individual attention because of their introverted personality or personal preference.
Of the ten women interviewed, Sue seemed to have the strongest feelings about
getting individual attention from faculty. She was adamant that faculty members were
the only ones who could truly help her learn. Intriguingly, getting help from anyone with
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fewer years of life experience, and working in groups, were the issues she cited. She
declared,
I don't like being told what to do by [a] 19-year-old kid that thinks he knows
everything… I don't like it. I feel more comfortable going to a professor one-onone. I feel like I can ask better questions that way.
Asking better questions was not the only reason Sue wanted individual attention from her
professors. She also disclosed the uncomfortable, incompetent and overwhelming
feelings she felt when she tried to work with her younger peers in the past. Sue fully
acknowledged those exchanges reminded her how far along she could have been if she
enrolled straight out of high school instead of going into the military. Essentially, Sue
sought individual attention from faculty because she did not feel comfortable getting help
from anyone else.
To summarize, WSV wanted individual attention from faculty for various reasons,
including: (1) consideration of others, (2) not jeopardizing valuable in-class time, (3)
gaining extra information or an academic advantage and (3) personal preference.
Theme 2: Relationships.
Establishing relationships with faculty was also a priority for the women who
participated in the study. As indicated by the overarching essence, WSV were interested
in relationships with their professors as a way of gaining. Nicole and Purple each spoke
fondly of faculty they formed relationships with outside the classroom, while navigating
the daily complexities of student life. Purple initially approached her professor to ask for
help preparing for an upcoming test, but revealed,
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It got to the point, after the first [and] second semesters, [if] there was a course
that I needed, and I saw that she was teaching it, I was like, I’m taking that
course, because I loved her so much.
That situation culminated with Purple gaining several positive class experiences as a
result of the relationship she cultivated with the faculty member. Furthermore, Purple
said the semesters when she was not able to take a course with that particular professor;
she made an effort to stop by her office regularly just to catch up.
In a similar experience, Nicole approached her faculty advisor for help with
something small that resulted in a connection that ultimately led to a relationship. She
said, “I go and talk to my advisor all the time just about whatever, and I think that [other
students] kind of associate me with her a little bit, but I’m totally okay with it. I think
she’s great.” Nicole made it clear she recognized the value of building relationships with
faculty outside the classroom and acknowledged that she sometimes received perks
because of those connections.
Essence 3: Succeeding.
The last of the essential essences extracted from the situation coping resource
involved success. Women student veterans identified succeeding as a motivating factor
that led them to seek help from faculty, outside the classroom. The women felt they
could achieve success by engaging with faculty as a means of being proactive, being
reactive or addressing issues that arose as a result of their own procrastination.
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Theme 1: Being proactive.
At the beginning of the semester when a faculty member tells the class 75 percent
of the students enrolled will not pass, Purple said she knows it is time to be proactive and
stay on top of the material. She was adamant about getting to office hours with the
professor teaching her organic chemistry class following that dreaded in-class
announcement. “Sometimes the professors give us helpful tips…” Purple said, referring
to the benefits of visiting faculty during office hours. Nicole agreed, talking about one of
her professors giving her “…study tips and stuff like YouTube videos I could watch”
when she visited early in the semester. These women believe being proactive will help
them be successful in school.
Being proactive paid off for Mary when she “…wanted to make sure [she] got the
best grade possible”. She recalled asking English professors to critique her writing, and
them being more than willing, which surprised her. Getting feedback before turning in
assignments paid off, just as Mary had hoped. She seemed excited to report her
proactivity was adequately reflected in her final grades. Mary found the help she
received from faculty outside the classroom to be “extremely helpful”.
Meanwhile, Candy seemed to be grappling with the idea of being proactive. The
concepts of goal setting, making lists, keeping a daily calendar and staying more
organized were brought up as ideas for becoming more proactive, by Candy. She also
thought “it could” help her be more successful in her classes if she would talk with
professors before her grade was irreparable.
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As with some of the other WSV, she viewed faculty interaction as a way of taking
initiative. But, unlike some of the other women, she seemed to have a hard time with the
follow-through after leaving the faculty member’s office. While she would make the
effort to ask for help and viewed proactively reaching out to faculty as a way to help her
succeed, not following up on the instructions she received from her professor nullified the
entire experience.
Theme 2: Being reactive.
In contrast to the proactive approach taken by some WSV, several others opened
up about help-seeking as a kneejerk reaction. One of the most prevalent reasons WSV
sought help outside the classroom was if they were going through course materials on
their own and realized they did not understand something. Purple summed it up when
she stated, “…it's not until I'm sitting down working on my study guides or rewriting my
notes... when I do that it's like, this wasn’t completely defined. I need help.” A few of
the women also made statements like, “…unless it’s something that I’m really struggling
with” or “…it’s not until something drastic happens” when referring to the situation they
need to be in before they will make time to ask for help.
Some of the other WSV cited reactions to specific issues as the reason behind
their help-seeking. For example, when Becky realized her adjustment was not going as
smoothly as she hoped, she decided to seek help during office hours. She explained,
…when I first got to [the university],… I did not take advantage of office hours
right away. I had this belief of I'll settle in, or this is just an adjustment period.
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I'll figure it out. I'll finally get it. And then once I realized I’m not going to get it,
that's when I started to seek help… from some of my professors.
Another situation that prompted a woman student veteran to seek help from a faculty
member outside the classroom was when Sue got sick in the middle of the semester. She
shed light on the situation with remarks about “…getting over a hump,” and elaborated
saying, “I fell way behind for a little while and now I'm finally like, you should catch up,
because the semester’s almost over.” In order to catch up she had to make a concerted
effort to communicate with her professors.
Asking for a second chance on an assignment and getting paperwork signed were
a couple of the other motivators WSV referenced as reasons for reaching out to faculty
members. Still, the most widely discussed reasons for approaching faculty outside the
classroom were grades and getting individualized attention regarding course related
issues. When Nicole failed her first online chemistry test, she emailed her professor to
ask, “What do I do? What can I study? Do you have any extra stuff?” She received a
response back telling her she was welcome to sit in on his in-person section of the class
anytime she wanted because there were always extra seats. She was thrilled and took him
up on his offer.
Candy also had a situation, involving bad grades, which prompted her to reach out
to her professor for help. After repeatedly earning low marks on assignments as well as
the first test, she knew she had “to do something to fix this, otherwise [she was] going to
fail th[e] class”. She contacted the faculty member teaching the class and asked if she
could sit down with him one-on-one to determine her best course of action moving
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forward. Women student veterans were motivated to seek help, as a reactionary
response, out of concern for their grades.
Theme 3: Procrastinating.
When WSV spoke about seeking help outside the classroom, the decision to take
action was usually triggered by some other event. Procrastination was one of those
events, and it was easily grouped into three stages: (1) owning the behavior, (2) asking
for assistance, and (3) addressing ridicule.
Admitting she had a procrastination problem was not an issue for Candy. She
was very open about “…getting tired of school,” and doing as little schoolwork as
possible. At one point during the interview she pointed out, “I will sit there and argue
with myself in my head like, do I need to get up? I don't know, it's horrible. The
procrastination is bad.” Candy was also critical of herself, explaining:
I feel as if I'm a little lazy too. I could do so much more. I know I could because
when I'm sitting and doing nothing… I'm like, you can be doing something right
now. And I'm like, I could, but do I really want to?
Mary also confessed, “there was some times where I thought I really need to get help and
just didn't do it. And I don't know why. Maybe cause I'm lazy… or I don't want to admit I
need help”. And while laziness is probably a legitimate issue for some WSV, there are a
myriad of other events that could lead to procrastination.
Sue would definitely win the award for biggest procrastinator among the women
interviewed. She unapologetically described her procrastinating ways, owned her
behavior, asked for help, and dealt with the negative comments from faculty when she
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approached them at the last minute. She seemed optimistic in a way when she said, “in
my brain… I’m like, a week is plenty of time. I’ll get it done, it’s fine”. Nonetheless,
she said she would end up in a faculty member’s office asking for help almost every time
an assignment was due, or a test was looming. She did not appear to have a problem
asking for help, and she would try to beat faculty to the punch by admitting her faults
before they had the chance to pinpoint them.
The second sub-theme was asking for help. In one instance, a WSV and one of
her classmates were reviewing a practice test just minutes before the actual test was being
administered. Both students realized they had misunderstood one of the concepts they
were about to be tested on, so they simply picked up the phone and called their professor
in his office. Fortunately, the students were able to get the help they needed at the last
minute, but the WSV acknowledged she could have likely avoided a lot of stress if she
had prepared in advance.
Some faculty members were not shy about ridiculing the women for their
procrastination. When interviewed, WSV said they would either: (1) be apologetic and
show appreciation for the professor’s time, (2) acknowledge their wrongdoing before the
faculty member had a chance to express any displeasure, or (3) sit back and take the
lashing they had coming to them.
Sue, the most vocal procrastinator out of all the WSV interviewed, recalled
getting frustrated when she asked for help and her professor was not willing to work with
her without first getting his opinion of her lackadaisical behavior off his chest. She
wanted to “…focus on the here and now. Don’t remind me that I should have been here
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six weeks ago. I know that.” Having to listen to all the reasons why she should not have
procrastinated just irritated Sue because it felt like a waste of the precious little time she
had left before her deadline or test. Essentially, Sue felt motivated to seek help from her
professor, outside the classroom, to help her get up to speed after significant bouts of
procrastination.
To summarize, WSV identified welcoming, gaining and succeeding as situations
that motivated them to seek help, from faculty, outside the classroom. The women said
on occasion they felt inclined to seek help simply because their professor made them feel
welcome, and had left a friendly, approachable impression. WSV also reported visiting
with faculty when they felt they had something to gain, in the form of individual attention
or a professional relationship. Lastly, the women were motivated to pursue interactions
with faculty when they thought it could help them become more successful students.
Next, strategies used by women student veterans, during help-seeking encounters, are
unveiled.
Schlossberg’s Strategy Coping Resource
Strategies are activities, events, actions or inactions an individual takes part in as
a means of getting through a transition (Anderson et al., 2011). For example, a strategy
student veterans could use to help with the stress of transitioning is continuing to exercise
on a daily basis. Exercise is thought to release endorphins, which help reduce stress.
Thus, by exercising, the student veteran will have employed a strategy to cope with the
stress of their transition.
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Three essential essences were extracted from the data in correlation to WSV
beliefs on strategies used for help-seeking, as shown in Figure 4.6. The women
interviewed revealed their preference around the gender and age of faculty members they
interact with in a help-seeking context. They also disclosed information about the timing
of their interactions with faculty, and the planning that takes place beforehand. Finally,
the strategies behind WSV communication and persistence, with faculty, are unpacked.
Figure 4.6 Research Findings Related to Schlossberg’s Strategy Coping Resource

Essence 1: Preferring.
The first to complete the interview process, using the interview protocol shown in
Appendix E, was Savannah. At the end of her interview, as she had started to gather her
belongings, she said she had been waiting for one particular question, but was surprised it
was never asked. When asked to explain, she said she was expecting to be asked whether
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she felt more comfortable approaching men or women faculty members. That was all it
took to prompt the question, and although it was never officially added to the interview
protocol, the other nine WSV were asked the same question to maintain consistency.
Furthermore, in the process of voicing their opinions about gender preference, WSV also
divulged their preferences related to age of faculty members.
Theme 1: Gender.
Savannah said she felt more comfortable approaching male professors and found
it “easier” than talking to female professors. She explained that she had become
accustomed to interacting with men on a regular basis during her time in the military.
She also explained that the women she encountered in the service, who were in higherlevel positions, were not easy to talk to. Savannah attributed it to their having to display
a tough exterior in order to compete with their equally qualified male counterparts for
leadership positions.
As interviewing progressed, one by one WSV voiced their opinions regarding
their preferences related to faculty gender. While none of the WSV said they preferred
women, what they revealed was definitely thought provoking. Candy, Rachel, Ray and
Rosa indicated no preference regarding the gender of the faculty members.
Rosa thought she probably had a preference, but said, “I just don’t know what it
is”. Perhaps if she had more time to think on the topic, she would have been able to
provide a more concrete response. Likewise, Rachel indicated, “I don’t think that I have
any gender difference feelings”. It did not make a difference to Candy, and Ray said she
would talk to anyone that would listen.
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Meanwhile, there were some very strong opinions from four of the women who
said they prefer men as faculty members. One WSV admitted, “I actually try to schedule
with male professors and not female professors”. Student veterans receive priority
registration so it should not be difficult for her to enroll primarily in classes taught by
men. Men with faculty appointments also make up approximately 65 percent of the
university’s faculty (Interactive Factbook, 2020).
Both Becky and Savannah equated their preference for male faculty to what they
had become comfortable with while serving in the military. Nicole’s response was a bit
more generic as she excluded her military service from the equation, simply stating, “I
think it's just because I have more experience with males in authority”. Nicole’s remarks
about faculty expectations of students was interesting. She said, “I feel a lot more
comfortable approaching a male because… I automatically assume… they think that I'm
not as good as the next person. So, I don't have anything to prove cause I'm a girl to begin
with”. Oddly enough, Nicole was counting on being the object of a gender stereotype,
while simultaneously pigeonholing all male faculty members into their own category.
Ultimately, it seemed that Nicole’s help-seeking strategy included invoking some degree
of sexism, or male gender preference.
Sue also made an interesting comment about women faculty being catty, and
feeling less comfortable with them, while illuminating her aversion for people younger
than herself:
I actually feel more comfortable in the presence of a male than I do a female,
because… we get catty… and I also feel like going to a female professor and
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being like… I don’t want to talk to anybody younger than me, and they’d be like,
what the hell is wrong with you? Whereas going to a male professor and me being
like, I don’t want to talk to anybody younger than me, he'll probably be like, oh
yeah, I get that. I don't want to do it either.
From her statement, Sue seemed to be making several assertions: (1) she believes women
faculty can be catty; (2) she believes women faculty misunderstand her; (3) she believes
male faculty understand her; and (4) she believes she has something in common with
male faculty members.
Clearly, there are underlying beliefs and thoughts influencing her views on
gender. Sue’s strategy for seeking help outside the classroom was trifold. First, she
wanted to select a faculty member that would understand her, or at the very least, not
question her choices. She would prefer to work with a male faculty member but did not
indicate a specific strategy for achieving that goal. Secondly, she strategized ways to get
help from someone older than her. Lastly, her strategy included avoiding help-seeking
with women faculty members.
Circling back, Becky and Savannah had also voiced a strong preference for
working with men. One reported feeling less vulnerable in the presence of men, while
the other recounted women in higher-level positions were “not easy to talk to”. In the
latter scenario, the unapproachable nature of women in senior positions was attributed to
“having to put on a tough exterior in order to compete with their male counterparts, who
were equally qualified, for leadership positions”. Nicole also made a comment about the
tendency of women in the Air Force to come off as overly harsh and disagreeable.
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WSV also talked about their beliefs that female professors “…are very hardcore
and by the book”. Several WSV made comments about trying to downplay the difficulty
they were having with coursework when seeking help from women faculty. Becky
explained,
…when I talk to a female professor, I try to mask that lack of understanding… to
show I only have a little bit of trouble, not a lot of trouble. But with a male
professor, I’m like, I'm having a lot of trouble.
She also discussed feeling like she needed to adjust the way she presented herself when
talking with female professors, testifying, “…the persona that I have when I go to them,
is this like air of independence almost like a strong, independent woman”. Becky’s
strategy for seeking help, from faculty, outside the classroom was to show no signs of
weakness or vulnerability in instances when she needed help from a woman faculty
member. Like several of the other WSV who were interviewed, Becky had a clear
gender preference.
Collectively, the WSV in this study talked about the convergence of the gender
construct with age. In some cases, this equated to an inability to separate age from
gender, even when they were not part of the topic at hand. WSV referred to
“…approaching older men,” talking to “…older male professors,” and “…females my
age” numerous times during the interview process.
Theme 2: Age.
Age was presented, by one WSV, as more important than gender when faculty
preference was questioned. Mary explained, “I think there's definitely a difference
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between age rather than gender. I feel more inclined to go to older professors for their
office hours, and I don't know why. I think I'm just ageist.” Nevertheless, she was not
alone in voicing her preference.
The women seemed to take two stances regarding their contempt for working with
younger individuals, especially faculty. Several of the women talked about feeling
judged, with Rachel proclaiming, “The younger professors that I've had… seem a little
judgmental and not as kind. In class [they have] literally talked down to someone raising
their hand for a question.” While agreeing with Rachel’s statement, a few WSV
interjected their aversion for the feelings that arose because of interactions with younger
professors. Sue said, “I don't like younger people teaching me because I feel behind, and
I don't like it”. Likewise, Becky asserted, “I feel like they could be looking at me
thinking, why aren't you like me? I'm a successful professor at [the university], or I
graduated [from the university],” invoking feelings of embarrassment and discomfort. In
any case, WSV were vocal about their preference for older faculty, over younger faculty.
Not only were there statements about the struggles of working with younger
faculty; stories about operating alongside faculty members close in age were also
articulated. As described by one WSV:
… the professors that I somehow visualize as my peers – I wonder if… the
professor ever looks at me and goes, well, she's not doing well or she can't do it,
or she needs this because she's older or because she's been a veteran or whatever
other demographic I'm categorized in.
Apparently, age plays a big role in the comfort level of WSV working with faculty.
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On the other hand, WSV not only addressed their negative feelings around
working with younger or same age faculty, they also expressed strong sentiments about
liking older professors. Nicole left no room for imagination when she declared, “I would
be infinitely more comfortable approaching a [faculty member], especially if they're
above 50 because it's like most of my higher ranking people that I'd had to talk to before
in the military were usually much older than me.” What made her statement even more
interesting was the fact she had been out of the military the longest of any WSV in the
study, yet she still held on to those convictions.
In addition to preferring older male faculty members, to the extent that some were
willing to design their entire course schedule to ensure a majority male would be teaching
them, WSV reported utilizing other strategies when seeking help from faculty outside the
classroom. Preparing for help-seeking interactions with faculty was also important for
the women student veterans in this study.
Essence 2: Preparing.
Preparing was another strategy used by WSV when seeking help from faculty
outside the classroom. In preparing to seek help, WSV reported timing and planning as
factors affecting their decisions. For the purpose of this study, preparing included action
taken before contact was made with a faculty member.
Theme 1: Timing.
Two facets were found as contributors to the timing theme: (1) point in the
semester when the interaction with faculty took place, and (2) specific events that
triggered WSV to seek help. For instance, Rachel recalled seeking help as early as the
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first week of classes because she wanted to get a jump on securing a personal tutor. Mary
also got an early start, visiting faculty “two weeks after the semester had started”. A
faculty member made a similar statement during the focus group, noting a WSV had
asked for help, “even before any assignments were due”. It was evident the WSV in this
study had a strategy in place that allowed them to prepare for whatever was coming their
way.
Two women spoke about seeking help around the middle of the semester. Rosa
visited one of her accounting professors “when [she] didn’t have anything else to do,”
explaining the beginning and end of the semester were always hectic. Likewise, Ray
reached out to a professor “right after fall break”. As part of a research group, she had
been able to collect bacteria samples while classes were out, making it necessary to
contact the professor so she could gain access to the lab facilities before her samples
spoiled.
Furthermore, in a last stitch effort to improve her final course grade, Nicole asked
for help from faculty near the end of the semester. After she transferred to the research
site as an upperclassman in her major, she developed significant concerns about her
ability to succeed in her chosen field. Her distress was magnified because she “had never
done so poorly before in any class and this was… [her] first major class” at what she
referred to as “big boy school”. Nicole later mentioned her most recent educational
experience had been at the local technical college, where she had not needed to ask for
assistance because the coursework was not as difficult. In her case, the timing theme
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appeared twice. She reached out for help at the end of the semester and her efforts were
based on a specific time-related trigger, doing poorly in her first major class.
One of the faculty survey respondents also experienced WSV help-seeking toward
the end of the semester, writing,
One student this past semester… e-mailed me two times, quite late in the semester
(more than a month after she stopped attending, i.e., by the time her F in the class
was pretty locked in), asking to come to/schedule office hours. I tried to be very
welcoming, but she never came.
With this information, it can be concluded that the women student veterans in this study,
who were interested in seeking help, may have done so at any point in the semester.
The next factor contributing to the timing theme became apparent when several
WSV said they had experienced some type of event that triggered a help-seeking
reaction. For the most part, the event they identified was test related. Purple recounted
her experience as preparatory in nature saying she sought help from faculty “…way
before the first test cause unless I’ve had that professor before, I don’t know what they
think is important, [and I need to] try to figure out what type of tester [they are]”. In
similar fashion, Mary revealed her tendency to pursue faculty after receiving study guides
for upcoming tests, saying, “…you look at them and you’re like, what in the world is this
saying”. Ultimately, the timing of these help-seeking interactions with faculty, outside
the classroom, were triggered by upcoming tests and fueled by a desire to do well.
Contradictorily, a couple other WSV disclosed a tendency to wait, before asking faculty
for help, until after grades from the test had been distributed.
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In addition, WSV explained some time-related hurdles they faced that kept them
from seeking help. Most commonly, WSV reported not seeking help because of their
course schedules. Because they generally commute to campus and try to schedule their
classes as close together as possible, pre-scheduled office hours often do not work. One
woman said, “…a lot of their office hours aren’t even practical”, while others reported
their professors having offices off the main campus, where they would need to drive to
reach them. Savannah recollected, “I had classes during his office hours, so I emailed
him to set up a time outside of his office hours.” Luckily, each WSV who mentioned
needing to establish an appointment with their professor, when office hours did not work
with their schedule, were able to get the help they needed at a different time and were
very appreciative of faculty member’s willingness to work with their schedules.
Theme 2: Planning.
Planning and efficiency were important to the WSV in this study. Therefore,
faculty willingness to plan a time to meet with WSV outside regularly scheduled office
hours was a big deal to those students who wanted to seek help. The women spoke
positively about being able to meet with their professor one-on-one during a scheduled
timeslot because they were not wasting time waiting for other students to ask questions.
They did not want to waste their time, or the faculty member’s time, when they
got into the office. Pre-planning for office visits was a topic of discussion for several
WSV. Candy talked about advanced mental planning prior to meeting with a faculty
member, stating, “I try to get myself relaxed so I can talk to them”. Nicole also spoke
about this type of mental planning, but she was referring to building in extra time so she
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could be sure to have 10-20 minutes to gather her thoughts prior to interacting with a
faculty member.
In a more concrete way of planning, Mary talked about writing out questions to
ask her professor when she went to his office. She said she knew if she showed up
without a plan they would go off on some tangent and she would leave without ever
having her questions answered. Purple also planned and prepared ahead of time, saying
she would, “…go through and put in red what I need to ask them, cause I know I’m
gonna have a scattered mind when I get in there.” Planning, prior to help-seeking, was
viewed very positively, by women student veterans, as a means of managing time and
maintaining efficiency during their interactions.
Essence 3: Communicating.
Communication comes in numerous forms and modes of delivery. The women
student veterans at the research site spoke about using email and face-to-face meetings as
their most frequent strategies. Communication is not only an essential essence of the
help-seeking phenomenon, it is also a strategy utilized by WSV to engage in help-seeking
behaviors. In the upcoming pages, communication is unraveled through the exploration
of two themes: (1) means of connecting and (2) persistence.
Theme 1: Means of connecting.
There are numerous ways for women student veterans to establish communication
with faculty outside the classroom. Electronic mail, or email, might be the first mode of
communication that comes to mind for many people in academia, and the women in this
study were no exception. While some WSV admitted emailing faculty on a regular basis,
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others said they rely on email as a backup when they are unable to reach faculty using
their initial method of contact. For example, it can be used as a way of reminding faculty
of a conversation that already took place, like when Rachel “…had to send [the
professor] a reminder email and then [the professor] wrote me back”. She used it as a
way of following up on a conversation that had taken place the previous week. Email can
also be used simply because of personal preference, or as a way for one party to respond
to an inquiry that was initiated by phone, conversation in the hallway, or any number of
other ways.
Ray had an experience with a faculty member that involved a couple of these
scenarios. She tried to contact the faculty member leading her creative inquiry research
team to gain admittance to a laboratory where she could access microscopes to test
samples she had collected in the field. She initially emailed to ask for a time to use the
lab, but after a few days passed with no response, she decided to follow-up with a phone
call. After leaving a voicemail, she received an email response from the faculty member
telling her she was “…supposed to email”. During the interview, Ray expressed how
frustrated she became with the situation, stating “…but I did [email him]”. She went on
to say that although she was irritated by the response she received, she did not reply in a
way that could be seen as disrespectful.
Candy also remembered a time when she “…was emailing [a faculty member]
and she would not get back to [her]”. Nonetheless, Candy revealed she had started
emailing faculty more lately; remarking, “I don’t know why I haven’t done it in the past
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because we have the emails for everybody”. On the contrary, several WSV opened up
about using email as a first step to establish a face-to-face meeting with faculty.
After having an experience where she waited to meet with faculty for a couple of
hours before determining she was not going to be able to stay any longer, Sue now
“…prefer[s] to save a slot” by emailing to establish an appointment. Sue even conferred
how she had emailed a faculty member during a class lecture to let him know, “I don’t
understand what you’re saying to me right now, I’m gonna [need to] come see you later”.
Three other WSV also spoke about their experiences using email as a first line of
communication with faculty.
Like Sue, Purple expressed her preference for letting faculty know she is planning
to stop by during office hours, especially “if it’s a professor that’s hard to catch up with”.
In a slightly different situation, Savannah opened up about how she had “…emailed [her
professor] to set up a time outside of his office hours” to talk about a time-sensitive issue
she was having with a group project. She was able to get in touch with the faculty
member and got to speak with him one-on-one within a 24-hour period.
Lastly, Nicole brought up email replies from faculty. She recalled them
responding to her emails in one of three ways. They either provided a time when they
could meet, asked what she needed, or requested she send a list of times that would work
with her schedule. All three situations allowed her the opportunity to seek help from
faculty, as desired. Thus, in her experience, faculty responsiveness was paramount in
determining a time to meet with faculty to get the help she needed.
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Interestingly, two WSV reported their use of office hours as a strategy for
confirming the information that was being communicated. With a fondness for speaking
in person, Becky thinks one-on-one interaction “mitigates lying”. She did not specify
which party would be less likely to spill untruths, but it seems unlikely that she would be
concerned about herself lying. Furthermore, Becky collected intel from locals while
stationed overseas, during her time in the military, which could support the notion that
she is seasoned and skilled at reading people.
Rachel also spoke about a time when she went out of her way to speak to a faculty
member during office hours. When she and her boyfriend left the Navy, they moved to
the area with neither of them having any friends or family nearby. When her boyfriend
had an emergency and could not be left alone, Rachel had an issue. She explained,
I felt really nervous going to talk to [the faculty member] because in general he
wasn't that nice. He was the kind of professor that gave the understanding at the
beginning of the semester that there's no reason you should miss a test… So I
made a point, instead of emailing him, to go talk to him, hoping he would see that
I was telling the truth.
Rachel felt certain she would be able to catch her professor during his posted office
hours, which also played into her decision to seek out face-to-face contact.
In-person communication was also a determinant for WSV asking for help after
class, rather than by email. Some of the women preferred trying to grab a faculty
member’s attention right when they had finished teaching because it meant they would
not have to make a special effort to visit them during office hours. Sue, on the other
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hand, found that following her professor to his office after class was the only way she
was able to get the help she needed. After waiting outside his office, “wast[ing] two
hours waiting for a turn” during office hours, she decided to take a different approach.
Becky also had a unique strategy when it came to grabbing the attention of a
faculty member after class. Because of her ADA accommodations she always sat in the
front row, so it was “pretty easy for [her] to get to the professors” as class wrapped up.
While the location of her seat may have helped, her strategy was to get to the professor
before her courage dissipated. In her words, “…if I decide I want to talk to them, I’m
gonna talk to them. Normally I don’t have enough time to change my mind before I
decide to do it.” Meanwhile, one of the other WSV said she preferred not to talk with
faculty after class because they seemed distraught with all the students swarming them,
and she did not want to add additional pressure.
Along the same lines, while talking about the strategies used to seek help, from
faculty, outside the classroom, WSV also revealed a few details about things they dislike.
For example, Purple, Rachel, Savannah and Sue each voiced their distaste for visiting
faculty during office hours. This is not to say these women never went to office hours,
but they did make at least one declaration clearly stating their aversion. Office hours
were described as uncomfortable, impractical and a waste of time. WSV also talked
candidly about being disgruntled after going to office hours and being unable to
physically locate their professor.
Likewise, a few women voiced their hesitance toward emailing faculty. The
issues of (1) not knowing if the faculty member received the email and (2) not receiving a
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response from faculty were frustrating for several WSV. One woman went so far as,
“you’re not going to get an email from me unless you tell me that’s what you want,”
because she felt that strongly about email as a means of communicating with faculty.
Fortunately, there are benefits to unveiling these antipathies.
The women inadvertently included the aforementioned dislikes as they spoke
about the strategies they utilized when seeking help. While they do not directly answer
the research question at hand, they do seem to have some degree of applicability to the
overall understanding of the WSV help-seeking experience. For instance, by making
faculty aware that WSV were annoyed when they showed up for office hours and were
unable to locate them, professors might be persuaded to start notifying students if they
are not going to be available during regularly scheduled office hours. Nevertheless, if
faculty are not made aware that there is an issue, they are not afforded an opportunity to
address the problem, and it will likely continue. The last theme that was uncovered in
relation to communication strategies was persisting.
Theme 2: Persisting.
Persisting means, “to go on resolutely or stubbornly in spite of opposition”
(Merriam-Webster, n.d.). Essentially, persistence equates to the old adage of what Becky
referred to as “the squeaky wheel gets the grease”. In other words, sometimes the women
found it necessary to contact faculty multiple times before they were able to solicit a
response.
WSV spoke about instances when they had to exercise persistence in order to get
a response to their help-seeking initiatives. Some of the women referenced generic
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attempts to reach faculty on multiple occasions regarding the same issue, making
statements about “…bugging them until I get an answer that will help,” or “…if it is
important, I'm going to talk to [them]”. Meanwhile, others pinpointed email as a source
of frustration which they thought was impeding the help-seeking process.
WSV reported faculty telling them to email if they had a question, but felt it was
unlikely they would receive a response. For instance, Sue stated,
Usually I'll give them until the end of the day and if they don't email me, I just
email them again like… hey, I emailed you, did you get it? After two emails, I
just leave it alone because I'm not going to blow up your inbox. At that point I
know you're getting my email. I know you were either not reading it or you've
read it and you've chosen not to respond, so I'm just not gonna bother.
Unfortunately, email does not always function properly, but Sue assumed her professor
had been in the office and checked email, when in reality they could have been in classes
and meetings all day. Luckily, when she said, “I’m just not gonna bother,” she did not
literally mean she planned to abort the mission. It meant she stopped trying to reach the
faculty member by email and planned to seek help in a different way.
WSV reported using several strategies to get the help they needed. At times, as
they spoke about the distance, they were willing to go for answers to their questions;
trying everything possible to get someone to listen. All they wanted was help.
Conclusion
Although results of this study reiterated what previous studies found regarding the
reluctance of women student veterans to ask for help, many additional details were
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uncovered that can be added to the scholarly literature. A brief summary of results is
presented in Table 4.1. These findings can be used to inform faculty and administrators
of the needs of women student veterans, and aid in supporting programming and policy
changes on college and university campuses. Suggestions for future research are
included in the next chapter, alongside limitations of this study.
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Table 4.1 Summary of Results
Schlossberg’s
Coping Resource

Essential
Essence

Support

Academic

WSV believe they seek help from faculty, outside the classroom, most often concerning current coursework.

Individual

WSV believe they seek individual support from faculty for: (1) help with military related academic concerns, (2) consideration and guidance and (3)
validation and precise instruction

Forms of faculty
support WSV
recognize as
options for seeking
help outside the
classroom

Self
Behaviors WSV
believe they display
when seeking help

Situation
Events or instances
WSV identify as
motivators for
seeking help

Strategies
Strategies WSV
believe they utilize
when seeking help

Supplemental

Owning

Operating

Welcoming
Gaining

Summary of Findings

WSV believe they seek help from faculty as a means of networking and gaining support for future endeavors, but found them unavailable or
unapproachable in extracurricular and social settings.
WSV believe, during help-seeking, they: (1) are influenced by the hyper-masculine culture they were taught in the military, (2) experience increased
levels of stress and anxiety, and (3) struggle to decide whether they should disclose their veteran identity.
WSV believe, during help-seeking, they behave in ways that: (1) exhibit physical composure, (2) avoid awkward feelings and situations, and (3)
demonstrate the utmost respect for faculty. Meanwhile, they also believe they avoid help-seeking when they do not have issues requiring faculty
assistance.
WSV believe they are more likely to seek help from faculty members who they perceive as welcoming and approachable.
WSV believe help-seeking interactions with faculty aid in the cultivation of personal relationships while providing the individual attention they prefer.

Succeeding

WSV believe being proactive, being reactive, and responding to procrastination are appropriate reasons for seeking help. WSV also believe help-seeking
interactions that address those actions will help them be successful students.

Preferring

WSV believe they prefer older, male faculty members over young faculty members or female faculty members. WSV are also willing to adjust their
course schedule to take classes from faculty with whom they have developed rapport.

Preparing

WSV believe their tendency to prepare prior to interactions with faculty, includes mental and tactile preparation.

Communicating

WSV believe they utilize email and office hours for help-seeking, but getting the attention of faculty sometimes requires persistence.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
Introduction
As the number of women student veterans (WSV) on college and university
campuses has increased (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, n.d.-b), the need to serve
those women, and support them on their way to graduation, has become exponentially
more apparent. Yet, no matter how much support is available, research has shown WSV
are unlikely to seek help (DiRamio, Jarvis, Iverson, Seher & Anderson, 2015).
Meanwhile, decades of research by Pascarella and Terenzini (1977, 1978, 1979),
Pascarella (1980), Astin (1993) and Cox et al. (2010) have shown positive correlations
between faculty-student interaction outside the classroom and academic success.
Therefore, this research aimed to examine the beliefs WSV held about help-seeking
interactions with faculty, outside the classroom. Results of the study, as shown in chapter
four, were achieved through the exploration of four sub-questions that ultimately
answered one primary research question.
The primary research question was:
(1)

How do women student veterans describe their help-seeking interactions
with faculty outside the classroom?

The sub-questions were:
(2)

What forms of faculty support do women student veterans recognize as
options for seeking help, outside the classroom?

(3)

What behaviors do women student veterans believe they display when
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seeking help from faculty outside the classroom?
(4)

What events, or instances, do women student veterans identify as
motivators for seeking help, from faculty, outside the classroom?

(5)

What strategies do women student veterans believe they utilize when
seeking help from faculty outside the classroom?

Ten WSV were interviewed in order to gain information about their unique
circumstances and experiences, using descriptive phenomenological methodology. In
addition, nine faculty members participated in either (a) a focus group, or (b) an online
survey, as a means of data triangulation. Phenomenological reduction techniques were
employed to analyze each individual’s data set. Meaning units were drawn from each
participant’s data and subsequently combined to form themes. Those themes were then
pooled to uncover essential essences.
Findings from the study are outlined in this chapter, in comparison with
previously published scholarly literature in the field of higher education. Limitations of
the study are acknowledged, implications presented and recommendations for future
research made. Results are also related to Schlossberg’s resources for coping with
transitions (Schlossberg, 1987, 1990, 2011; Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Anderson et
al., 2011), as well as the conceptual framework presented in chapter two.
Findings Compared to Literature
Studies have found the majority of women student veterans have significantly
different experiences than their 18-21-year-old classmates (Ford, Northrup & Wiley,
2009; DiRamio et al., 2015; DiRamio, 2017; MacDonald, 2018). The women in this
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study agreed, oftentimes voicing comparisons of their journey to that of fellow students.
Feeling alone on campus as non-traditional students, missing class due to PTSD triggers,
being deployed and working through scheduling issues caused by military commitments
were examples of differences given by WSV in this study.
Nonetheless, faculty and administrators may feel inclined to lump WSV into
countless categories alongside their classmates based on assumptions or lack of
knowledge. However, various life circumstances and experiences cause women student
veterans to view higher education from a different lens than other college students.
These differences include ways they interact with faculty and their means of helpseeking.
Results are addressed in relation to each of the four areas outlined in
Schlossberg’s Transition Theory: Support, Self, Situation and Strategy (Schlossberg,
1987, 1990, 2011; Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988; Schlossberg, Lynch & Chickering,
1989; Anderson et al., 2011).
Support
Literature on support services offered to student veterans on college campuses is
not hard to find. Unfortunately, the same is not true for literature on support services
used, especially by women student veterans. Nonetheless, a few studies touched on the
topic, and this research adds to the literature.
Women student veterans recognized academic support, individual support and
supplemental support as options for seeking help, with faculty, outside the classroom.
Academic support, or help with current coursework, was the most frequently utilized
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form of help-seeking outside the classroom. These findings echoed a generalization
about all students, wherein researchers concluded, “…the few interactions that take place
outside of the classroom between students and faculty tend to be brief, and centered on
specific, course-related issues” (Cotton & Wilson, 2006, p. 508).
Likewise, when motives for communicating with faculty were studied,
“…students reported communicating most frequently for the functional motive” which
was defined as communication about coursework and assignments (Martin, Myers &
Mottet, 1999). Similar sentiments were reported concerning college women (Cohen,
2018), but this research is the first to demonstrate its applicability to women student
veterans.
Another form of faculty support recognized by women student veterans was
individual support. This essential essence was made up of (1) help with military related
academic concerns, (2) consideration and guidance and (3) validation and precise
instruction. General veteran students’ literature, not specific to WSV, covered the need
for precise instructions, stating, “…he needs to see something done properly first and
then he can emulate it successfully, a key hallmark of military instructional methods”
(Jones, 2013, p. 10). This statement fully supports comments made during this study; the
women expressed not only a desire, but a need, for very specific instructions on
assignments and projects. If faculty did not readily offer such directives, WSV would
make an effort to connect with them outside of class.
Faculty were occasionally called on to help WSV with military related issues that
crossed over into the academic realm. For instance, Rachel spoke about asking one of
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her professors to sign a tutoring reimbursement form each month. That, of course, is a
minute example compared to the assistance and accommodations some WSV require.
Candy talked about being out for three weeks, during the summer term, for training and
trying to work through the logistics with her professor. Regrettably, Candy’s efforts were
fruitless, and she had to withdraw from the course. Student veterans have different
experiences and may require individual consideration and guidance, particularly in
situations involving unplanned deployment (Mangan, 2009).
Lastly, WSV described times when they needed other types of support, described
as supplemental in this study. This category included instances when WSV made efforts
to network and establish a support system. This supplemental support was convenient
when Purple learned, the day before a deadline that the faculty member who agreed to
write her letter of recommendation was not going to be able to follow through. She made
a call to a professor she had previously taken a class with, asked for a favor, and
submitted the letter on time. Luckily, she had an established connection and was able to
address the situation quickly.
Self
The next coping mechanism, self, was portrayed by WSV through owning and
operating behaviors. WSV thought they displayed these behaviors when seeking help
from faculty, outside the classroom. Foremost, women student veterans believed they
displayed remnants of the hyper-masculine culture they encountered when they served in
the military. Literature on WSV help-seeking confirmed, “…experiences and norms of
male-dominant military service do shape women’s attitudes toward seeking help”
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(DiRamio et al., 2015, p. 49). This ideology was further endorsed through the results of a
doctoral dissertation that stated, “the dominant masculine perspective imbedded in the
military can only serve to direct the perceptions of the women student veterans who
served within this environment” (Armstrong, 2017, p. 120). Furthermore, portions of
Student Veterans and Service Members in Higher Education validated the importance of
masculinity in the military while acknowledging the cultural differences between the
higher education environment and the military environment (Arminio, Grabosky & Lang,
2015).
Another tenet of the owning essence was WSV’s internal debate on whether to
disclose their veteran identity. This was consistent with Livingston et al.’s (2011) finding
which showed student veterans kept their military service to themselves, and if they
decided to disclose it was only to a handful of individuals. The women in this study did
not achieve consensus on the subject. In a powerful statement, Becky proclaimed, “my
identity as a veteran, supersed[es] my identity as a female”. Ray, on the other hand, who
did not want anyone to know about her time in the Air Force said, “I can finally be
myself and I want to be crazy and weird. I don't want to people to think that's what the
military was. I don't want them to associate my personality with the military.”
Ultimately, for participants in the study, disclosure of military experience was dependent
upon personal preference.
Student veterans who choose not to identify themselves can affect the
opportunities afforded to other enrolled vets. For example, when “not wanting to be
identified as veterans on campus” resulted in “low participation in support programs,”
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future programming was affected (Olsen, Badger & McCuddy, 2014). Furthermore, not
being able to identify student veterans puts administrators, faculty members and future
cohorts of veterans at a disadvantage because lack of knowledge jeopardizes the ability to
provide a superior transition experience (Sander, 2012; Griffin & Gilbert, 2015).
Inaccurate data on the veteran population at a university can also affect funding, space
allocation and an individual’s opportunity to participate in student veteran research.
Situation
Studies have shown WSV were unlikely to ask for help when presented with nonlife-threatening situations (Baechtold & De Sawal, 2009; Patton et al., 2016), or were not
experiencing a significant level of anguish (Cramer, 1999; Armstrong, 2017; Currier,
McDermott & McCormick, 2017). A few of the women in this study agreed with Becky
when she stated, “When you're in the military, sometimes things are life and death…
turning that paper in is not life and death. It does not matter.” Other researchers
examined student veteran behavior as an extension of learned military etiquette noting,
WSV were discouraged from asking questions while serving (DiRamio et al., 2015;
Herbert, 1998; Vacchi, 2012). While fully acknowledging the results of those earlier
studies, this study did not investigate whether WSV asked for help. This study addressed
WSV thoughts about why they asked for help.
Fundamentally, previous studies attended to why WSV do not ask for help.
Results from Armstrong (2017) did not align with the current study regarding why WSV
engaged in help-seeking behaviors. Armstrong (2017) found, “…women student
veterans have varying reasons for seeking help and when they do it is typically done to
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seek information or obtain a key service” (p. 119). Meanwhile this study focused on
gathering information about the internal dialogue surrounding instances when WSV
thought help-seeking was appropriate.
In the current study, responses to why women student veterans sought help
resulted in the essences of welcoming, gaining and succeeding. WSV talked about
seeking help when they felt welcomed by the professor, or the professor displayed a
positive attitude and friendly demeanor. Next, WSV sought help when they were
interested in gaining something from a faculty member; namely, individual attention and
mentor / mentee-type relationships. Lastly, WSV asked faculty members for help as a
way of ensuring their success, by being proactive, reactive or addressing situations
created by their own procrastination.
There were two key differences between the studies. First, the principal purpose
of the two studies were disparate. This study described WSV help-seeking while
Armstrong (2017) interpreted whether WSV military service impacted the likelihood of
help-seeking. Secondly, there was a three-fold difference in enrollments between the two
institutions where research was conducted; yet sample sizes were n=9 and n=10,
respectively.
Strategy
The final coping resource identified by Schlossberg is strategy. Women student
veterans in this study utilized preferring, preparing and communicating strategies as they
interacted with faculty outside the classroom. To begin, WSV reported a preference for
working with older, men faculty members, instead of young faculty members or women
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faculty members. Academic literature on student veterans supports this finding with
attention given to the fact that WSV likely became accustomed to working closely with
men and reinventing their femininity may be challenging (Ryan et al., 2011).
Interestingly, results from a different study showed, “female instructors… have less
frequent interaction with students outside of class… than do their male counterparts”
(Cox et al., 2010, p. 785). When combined, these findings interlock and justify WSV’s
preference for working with older male faculty outside the classroom.
On the other hand, high rates of military sexual trauma (MST) have left large
numbers of women veterans with feelings of “mistrust and anger” (DiRamio, Ackerman
& Mitchell, 2008, p. 96) toward men. With “sexual assault reporting increase[ing] by 50
percent between FY2012 and FY2013” (Disabled American Veterans, 2014, p. 23), it
would be interesting to determine whether WSV truly prefer working with older male
professors, or if they feel they have no other choice because women professors are not
available as often.
Next, WSV spoke about being prepared prior to planned interactions with faculty.
Preparation included anxiety reducing exercises, positive self-talk, and pep talks from a
family member or friend. Having notes prepared and questions written down was also
important because it ensured all questions were answered. The women also explained
their preparation helped keep the meeting on track and guaranteed they were not wasting
their time or the professor’s time. Unfortunately, no literature on pre-meeting preparation
by WSV, adult learners or non-traditional students could be identified for comparison.
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The final help-seeking strategy utilized by WSV when interacting with faculty
outside the classroom was communication. Email and office hour visits were the
preferred means of contacting faculty. One study supported the findings proclaiming,
“Women have higher odds of more frequently seeking out faculty by email and for help
regarding grades, assignments, and careers” (Cohen, 2018, p. 123). Another reason
students preferred email was “…because it allows them to engage in a private dialog, and
gives them ample time to construct a question” (Kitsantas & Chow, 2007, p. 392). In this
digital age, it does not come as a shock that WSV show preference for help-seeking via
email, but as discussed in the next section, there are limitations with any research.
Limitations
While the results of this study adequately answered the research questions, there
were limitations, as with every research endeavor. The identification and selection of
participants proved to be challenging, which came as no surprise. There were also a
couple of issues that came up during the data collection phase, which highlighted areas of
possible confusion for WSV. Furthermore, the timing of the data collection was not ideal
as it overlapped Military Appreciation Week’s multitude of activities on campus, as well
as final exams. Unfortunately, a backlog of research proposals delayed the Institutional
Review Board’s approval, pushing data collection to the end of the semester.
Likely the most concerning limitation was being able to find women student
veterans who were interested in participating. This further confirmed Sander’s (2012)
statement that WSV do not want to be identified. During the interview process, WSV
explained feeling their service was not “real,” and their voice should not count. Those
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sentiments may have accounted for a lack of interest from other WSV. Women could
have also been left off the recruitment emails from the Director of Military and Veteran
Engagement if they did not self-identify as veterans when they applied for admission to
the university.
Potential participants may have been hesitant to get involved if they thought
sensitive or triggering questions would be included during the interview. Regrettably,
there was nothing in the recruitment materials indicating the absence of such questions.
This simple oversight could easily be addressed if the study were ever duplicated. Lastly,
one of the WSV who participated, Mary, brought to light some WSV she talked with
thought they had already been involved in the study or it was a continuation of
Atkinson’s (2019) research from the previous semester. While it may have been
awkward to address in the student recruitment materials, it could have effortlessly been
fixed.
Identifying faculty members who had worked with WSV outside the classroom
was another challenge, for several reasons. First, there was no way to ensure all faculty
would receive a recruitment email. University regulations do not permit mass
recruitment messages, and while consideration was given to asking Associate Deans to
distribute the message that was not a foolproof method either. If the Associate Deans
even opened the email, there was no way of guaranteeing they would forward it to the
faculty who reported to their office. In the end, there did not seem to be a way to recruit
faculty that would provide the same level of opportunity, for inclusion in the study,
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across the university. Therefore, alternate methods had to be actuated, as described in
chapter three.
The revised plan for enlisting faculty participation had a different issue, similar to
the problem of identifying WSV described a couple of paragraphs back. After going
through the student list to determine which faculty had taught WSV within the previous
two years, there was still no way of ensuring all potential WSV were on the list. Women
student veterans may have not reported their veteran status if they had previously
exhausted their educational benefits, or for any number of other personal reasons.
Without self-identifying, the WSV would not be tagged with the “student veteran”
attribute in the registrar’s database, and affiliated faculty would not have received
information about participation in the study.
Three other limitations were identified. First, as a novice researcher, there were
hiccups and things that could have gone more smoothly. Simply put, perfecting the art of
research is difficult and takes experience. Next, it became apparent roughly mid-way
through interviewing the WSV there could be some confusion over what constitutes
faculty versus staff. Nevertheless, when the difference was specified for subsequent
interviewees, they seemed slightly offended. The last limitation was a lack of
representation from all branches of the military. The Marines, Coast Guard, and newly
formed Space Force were not included in the research sample.
Implications for Practice
One objective of this study was to identify WSV perceptions of their help-seeking
experiences with faculty, outside the classroom, and use that information to make
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recommendations for change. Due to the narrow research focus, most implications for
practice are only applicable to faculty. The three categories for consideration and
practical application by faculty included being flexible, being willing and being
compassionate.
Be Flexible
Throughout the interview process, the ideal of flexibility appeared repeatedly.
WSV live under vastly different circumstances than their 18-21-year-old classmates.
They bring different priorities, obligations, routines and knowledge to the table; and in
return, need a bit of flexibility from faculty. For example, allowing WSV to set up a
specific time to meet outside of class, was the only way several of the women in this
study were able to have one-on-one interaction with their professors.
Due to their responsibilities, outside the university, WSV said they prefer to
schedule classes one after the next so they can leave campus when they have finished for
the day. As a result, they tend to have very little downtime, and reported being in class
during most professor’s office hours. As a whole, the women were not fond of drop-in
office hours either as several of them had to wait for long periods, in the past, before they
were able to speak with their professor.
Another option faculty could offer student veterans is virtual office hours. The
ability to connect online would provide individuals who reside long distances from
campus with additional options for getting the help they need. Furthermore, based on
allowances made recently to accommodate for the coronavirus pandemic, faculty have
been required to adjust and get accustomed to using more technology for teaching. These
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types of technological modifications and advancements create endless possibilities for
student veterans, including the flexibility to seek help from faculty or maintain
enrollment when unexpectedly deployed mid-semester.
Be Willing
Faculty have a multitude of opportunities to exhibit servant leadership and give
students the help they need. The key is being willing and taking the extra step to make
others aware of that willingness. In other words, something as simple as making an
announcement in class inviting students to visit office hours can encourage WSV to ask
for help. This is something that should become common practice for faculty because
WSV could be enrolled in any class without anyone being the wiser. Also, WSV were
more likely to ask faculty for help if the faculty member had willingly offered their time.
Another subtle way of showing support and willingness to work with women
student veterans is by attending Green Zone training and subsequently displaying the
decal indicating awareness of veteran issues and concerns. Faculty could also include a
statement in course syllabi declaring willingness and flexibility to work with student
veterans. This type of statement might appeal to WSV based on the increased likelihood
to seek help from welcoming and approachable faculty, and also provides an opportunity
to self-disclose their veteran status if they choose.
Alongside these minute changes, behavior toward WSV when working with them
one-on-one is extremely important. They need to know faculty are interested in helping,
and are willing to take time out of their busy schedules to talk through any questions or
concerns they may have. As one WSV said, just because she seemed confident and
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prepared did not equate to her having no questions. When WSV are hesitant to selfidentify this becomes an issue, meaning faculty behavior with all students would need to
be held to the highest possible standards.
Be Compassionate
Student veterans were susceptible to depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress
disorder, and several other conditions (DiRamio & Spires, 2009; Brown et al., 2011;
Barry et al., 2012; Carlson, Stromwall & Lietz, 2013; Disabled American Veterans, 2014;
Bonar et al., 2015; Fortney et al., 2016; Currier, McDermott & McCormick, 2017) that
made daily tasks seem daunting. Therefore, it is extremely important that everyone in the
higher education community, especially faculty, show compassion. Calling veterans out
in class, asking them politically charged questions, or pressuring them to talk about their
time in the military is both uncompassionate and unnecessary. This faculty behavior
applies to interactions outside the classroom as well, particularly if a veteran starts
opening up about their experiences. Green Zone training can help faculty learn when it is
okay to say something to a student veteran versus when it is best to listen and be
supportive.
Recommendations for Future Research
While this study adds to the scholarly literature about women student veterans,
numerous other topics can be researched to continue the knowledge acquisition needed to
fully support WSV. To begin, several variations of the current study could be helpful.
For instance, completing the data analysis phase using interpretive phenomenological
methods, rather than descriptive methods could help uncover new information. Where
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descriptive phenomenology helps reveal WSV beliefs behind the phenomenon of interest,
interpretive phenomenology adds a layer of analysis revealing how the researcher
interpreted data.
Likewise, adjustments could be made to the current study to introduce new
variables into the research, like:


How do first generation women student veterans describe their help-seeking
interactions with faculty outside the classroom? Or,



How do women student veterans identifying as lesbians describe their helpseeking interactions with male faculty members outside the classroom?

Descriptors and variables can be mixed and matched to create an endless list of possible
research questions, but those variations only become relevant when a problem exists that
warrants attention.
This study revealed how WSV described help-seeking interactions with faculty
outside the classroom. Therefore, research should be conducted to build a bridge between
the issues identified herein and effective actions for getting WSV to interact with faculty
outside of class. Ideally, different interventions could be implemented and evaluated to
determine best practices.
One such issue that arose during the data collection phase of this study was a
strong opposition to working with younger classmates. A couple of the women said they
would prefer to work one-on-one with faculty as opposed to working with a younger
classmate or tutor. An example of a research question based out of this knowledge is,
how do undergraduate women student veterans describe their group project experiences
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with classmates aged 18 to 21 years old? Results of said study could be used to work
with WSV during their transition to college, helping them acknowledge the unavoidable
discomforts of working in groups with younger classmates and providing them with
knowledge and tools to cope with the inevitable.
The inclination of WSV to visit faculty outside the classroom when they felt the
faculty member had displayed welcoming and approachable behaviors in class was also
uncovered during the current study. Unfortunately, very few details clarifying how WSV
defined welcoming and approachable were uncovered. Therefore, additional research to
aid in pinpointing operational definitions is needed.
Another unexpected result of this study was the unveiling of a vast array of
opinions on whether WSV were comfortable disclosing their veteran identity to faculty.
More research should be conducted on the topic to determine where the majority of WSV
stand regarding the decision. Then, perhaps guidelines and suggestions could be
developed that would help alleviate the unnecessary stress WSV endure when having to
weigh the pros and cons of self-disclosing. For instance, it would be helpful to know
whether WSV feel more apt to let their guard down in the presence of faculty who are
unaware of their veteran status, versus those who are aware.
Additional studies should also be developed to expound upon the results of this
study. For instance, since the majority of WSV in this study preferred help-seeking
communications with men, an interpretive phenomenological study should be conducted
to delve into WSV interactions with women faculty members. By adjusting the
methodology slightly, the researcher and WSV would be able to co-construct the stories
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being told while also making meaning of those experiences through the interpretive
process. For example, the research question might read, how do women student veterans
describe their one-on-one interactions with women faculty members. Then, as results
were published, women faculty members would be armed with information enabling
them to adapt and implement purposeful change. Lastly, this study should be duplicated
at different size universities, to determine if the same results are achieved irrespective of
WSV population and sample sizes.
Ideally, practitioners would be able to use the culmination of evidence from this,
and future studies, to support policy and procedural changes. With proper support, WSV
would have a higher likelihood of becoming successful students, leading to higher
retention rates, graduation rates and student satisfaction. These outcomes have the
potential to enhance positive results for universities, goal attainment for women student
veterans, intrinsic satisfaction for faculty and productive citizens for society.
Summary and Conclusion
This study delved into the help-seeking interactions of women student veterans,
with faculty, outside the classroom. Interviews with ten WSV, a faculty focus group and
online faculty survey were used to gather data. Descriptive phenomenological data
analysis was used to evaluate twelve sets of data, resulting in themes, which fit into
overarching essential essences. Theoretical alignment, essential essences and a synopsis
of results, can be found in Table 4.1.
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Schlossberg’s Transition Theory served as a foundation, where coping resources
aligned with research sub-questions two, three, four and five. Each of the sub-questions,
in turn, served as feeders for answering the primary research question.
The primary research question was:
(1)

How do women student veterans describe their help-seeking interactions
with faculty outside the classroom?

The sub-questions were:
(2)

What forms of faculty support do women student veterans recognize as
options for seeking help, outside the classroom?

(3)

What behaviors do women student veterans believe they display when
seeking help from faculty outside the classroom?

(4)

What events, or instances, do women student veterans identify as
motivators for seeking help, from faculty, outside the classroom?

(5)

What strategies do women student veterans believe they utilize when
seeking help from faculty outside the classroom?

By informing professionals of the results of this study, services can be adapted to
fit the needs of women student veterans in higher education, but prior to drawing
comprehensive conclusions, it would be a good idea to replicate this study. Any number
of variables (e.g. size of the institution, geographic location, etc.) can be altered to create
new data. Most importantly, the results of this study should be taken into consideration
when faculty and administrators make decisions affecting women student veterans.
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Appendix A
IRB Approval for Study
Dear Dr. Wagner,
The Clemson University Office of Research Compliance reviewed the protocol titled
“Women Student Veteran's Help- Seeking Behaviors with Faculty, Outside the
Classroom: A Descriptive Phenomenological Study” and a determination was made
on May 1, 2019 that the proposed activities involving human participants qualify as
Exempt under category 2 in accordance with federal regulations 45 CFR 46.104(d),
http://media.clemson.edu/research/compliance/irb/new_exempt_categories.pdf.
No further action, amendments, or IRB oversight of the protocol is required except in the
following situations:
1. Substantial changes made to the protocol that could potentially change the review
level. Researchers who modify the study purpose, study sample, or research
methods and instruments in ways not covered by the exempt categories will need
to submit an expedited or full board review application.
2. Occurrence of unanticipated problem or adverse event; any unanticipated
problems involving risk to subjects, complications, and/or adverse events
must be reported to the Office of Research Compliance immediately.
3. Change in Principal Investigator (PI)
All research involving human participants must maintain an ethically appropriate
standard, which serves to protect the rights and welfare of the participants. This involves
obtaining informed consent and maintaining confidentiality of data. Research related
records should be retained for a minimum of three (3) years after completion of the study.
The Clemson University IRB is committed to facilitating ethical research and protecting
the rights of human subjects. Please contact us if you have any questions and use the IRB
number and title when referencing the study in future correspondence.
Nalinee Patin, CIP
IRB Administrator
OFFICE OF RESEARCH COMPLIANCE
Clemson University, Division of Research
391 College Avenue, Suite 406, Clemson, SC 29631, USA
P: 864-656-0636
npatin@clemson.edu
www.clemson.edu/research
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Appendix B
Recruitment Email Communications
Recruitment Email to Director of Military and Veteran Engagement
Mr. Beck,
Under the supervision of Dr. Rachel Wagner, Assistant Professor of Educational and
Organizational Leadership Development, at Clemson, I am conducting a research study
on the help-seeking behaviors of women student veterans. Your assistance in distributing
the email message below to the entire student veteran population on campus would be
greatly appreciated. In addition, can you please post the information to the Student
Veterans Association Facebook page?
Thank you for your time and assistance.
Jessica R. Pelfrey
Ph.D. Candidate, Educational Leadership
College of Education
IRB2019-124

Dear student veteran,
Do you meet all of the criteria below?






Woman willing to share your experiences
Previously served in a branch of the United States military
Currently enrolled
Full-time student (undergraduate = 12+ credit hours / graduate = 9+ credit hours)
Taking at least one class in a standard classroom (rather than online, hybrid, etc.)

In an effort to provide educators with information about the experiences of women
student veterans, I am trying to gather information about those experiences. I am looking
for individuals who are willing to be interviewed for approximately an hour, in exchange
for a $25 Amazon gift card.
If you meet the criteria above, and are willing to talk openly about your experiences,
while having your voice recorded, please email me at pelfrey@clemson.edu to make the
appropriate arrangements.
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Please note: Prior to the publication of any information gathered during this process,
participant identification will be removed or replaced with a pseudonym.
Your time and assistance are greatly appreciated.
Jessica R. Pelfrey
Ph.D. Candidate, Educational Leadership
College of Education
IRB2019-124

Response to Interested WSV’s Initial Email Correspondence
Dear Student Veteran,
Thank you for your interest in participating in my research study. Under the supervision
of Dr. Rachel Wagner, Assistant Professor of Educational and Organizational Leadership
Development, at Clemson, I am studying the help-seeking behaviors of women student
veterans.
The next steps in the process are:
1. Read the attached informed consent document with information about the purpose of
the study, potential risks and benefits, confidentiality, and what you will need to do as
a participant. If, after reading this information, you are interested in participating,
proceed to step 2.
2. To determine your eligibility for the study, I need to gather some basic preliminary
information from you. Please go to
https://clemson.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_4UVMDesZSG5VgBT and complete
the short survey.
3. I will email you within 72 hours to let you know if you have been chosen to
participate.
Your time and assistance are greatly appreciated.
Jessica R. Pelfrey
Ph.D. Candidate, Educational Leadership
College of Education
IRB2019-124
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ACCEPT:

Email Message to WSV upon Receipt of Initial Screening Information

Dear Student Veteran,
Thank you for your interest in participating in my research study. Based on the criteria
for participation in the study, I have determined that you meet the requirements for
moving forward.
The next step in the process will be determining a time when you and I can meet to
discuss your help-seeking experiences as a college student. Please respond to this email
with three one-hour time slots when you are available to meet. I will secure a meeting
room in Riggs Hall.
Once again, I appreciate your time and willingness to participate. I look forward to
hearing back from you soon. Thanks!
Jessica R. Pelfrey
Ph.D. Candidate, Educational Leadership
College of Education
IRB2019-124

Email to WSV to Confirm Meeting Time / Location
Dear Student Veteran,
Thank you for responding with your availability. Your interview has been scheduled for
DATE at TIME in LOCATION. Please let me know if this time no longer works with
your schedule.
NOTE: Participation in this educational research study is voluntary. If, at any time, you
wish to withdraw, you may do so. Your privacy and confidentiality of records will be
maintained throughout the study. Your selected pseudonym will be used during data
collection, reporting, and any/all subsequent publications resulting from the study. For
more information, please refer to the attached Informed Consent documentation.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I look forward to talking with
you soon.
Jessica R. Pelfrey
Ph.D. Candidate, Educational Leadership
College of Education
IRB2019-124
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Email to WSV after Interview
Dear Student Veteran,
Thank you again for taking time to interview with me today.
Within the next 2-3 days, you will receive another email from me with a copy of the
interview transcription. Upon receipt of that email, please read the information and
respond in one of three ways:
1. Confirm that the information is correct, and you do not wish to add any additional
comments or change anything
2. Respond to the email with notes, clarifications, or comments regarding the interview
transcription
3. Respond to the email to establish a time to meet and discuss your questions, concerns,
clarifications, etc.
I will be in touch shortly. Have a great day!
Jessica R. Pelfrey
Ph.D. Candidate, Educational Leadership
College of Education
IRB2019-124

Email to WSV – Member Checking
Dear [PSEUDONYM],
The transcription from your interview is attached. Please respond by [5 DAYS LATER]
to let me know how you would like to proceed. You may choose to:
1. Confirm that the information is correct, and you do not wish to add any additional
comments or change anything
2. Respond to the email with notes, clarifications, or comments regarding the interview
transcription
3. Respond to the email to establish a time to meet and discuss your questions, concerns,
clarifications, etc.
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Thank you once again for supporting my educational endeavors by participating in this
study.
Jessica R. Pelfrey
Ph.D. Candidate, Educational Leadership
College of Education
IRB2019-124

REJECT:

Email Message to Potential Participant upon Receipt of Initial
Screening Information

Dear [FIRST NAME],
Thank you for your interest in participating in my research study. Unfortunately, based
on the criteria for the study I have determined that you DO NOT meet the requirements
for moving forward. Once again, I appreciate your time and willingness to participate.
Thank you,
Jessica R. Pelfrey
Ph.D. Candidate, Educational Leadership
College of Education
IRB2019-124

Faculty Recruitment Email Communications
Good evening –
Under the supervision of Dr. Rachel Wagner, Assistant Professor of Educational and
Organizational Leadership Development, at Clemson, I am conducting a research study
on the help-seeking behaviors of women student veterans. You are receiving this email
because you either (1) currently have a woman student veteran enrolled in one of your
courses, or (2) have had a woman student veteran in one of your courses recently.
If you are willing to participate in a short focus group to discuss your interactions with
women student veterans outside the classroom, please click “Fill Out in Google Forms”
below to let me know your availability. Once I have received 5-10 names in a single
timeslot, I will contact you by email to confirm the focus group time and location.
Thank you for your consideration of this request, and continued support of our student
veterans.
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FILL OUT IN GOOGLE FORMS
Help-Seeking Behaviors of Women Student Veterans Outside the Classroom
Focus Group Availability
Name *
Email *
Monday / Wednesday / Friday Availability
10:10-11:00 11:15-12:05 12:20-1:10 1:25pm-2:15 2:30-3:20
Mon, Nov 25th
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Wed, Nov 27th
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Mon, Dec 2nd
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Fri, Dec 6th
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Tuesday / Thursday Availability
11:00-12:15
12:30-1:45
2:00-3:15
3:30-4:45
Tues, Nov 26th
[]
[]
[]
[]
Tues, Dec 3rd
[]
[]
[]
[]
Thurs, Dec 5th
[]
[]
[]
[]
Dr. Rachel Wagner
Assistant Professor
Educational & Organizational Leadership Development
College of Education, Clemson University
IRB2019-124
Jessica R. Pelfrey, M.Ed.
Ph.D. Candidate
Educational Leadership
College of Education, Clemson University

Good afternoon Thank you for responding to my previous email, with your availability. I have determined
that Tuesday, December 3rd from 2:00-3:15pm will work for a handful of folks. I would
like to go ahead and get this date and time on your calendar, and will be sending an
Outlook meeting invite momentarily.
I greatly appreciate your willingness to participate in this study. Have a great weekend!
Jessica R. Pelfrey, M.Ed.
Ph.D. Candidate
Educational Leadership
College of Education, Clemson University
IRB2019-124
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Appendix C
Initial Participant Screening
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Appendix D
Informed Consent – Women Student Veterans

Information about Being in a Research Study
Clemson University
Women Student Veteran's Help-Seeking Behaviors with Faculty, Outside the
Classroom: A Descriptive Phenomenological Study
Student Interviews
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Voluntary Consent: Dr. Rachel L. Wagner and Jessica R. Pelfrey, M.Ed. from the
College of Education at Clemson University are inviting you to volunteer for a research
study to fulfill part of the requirements needed for the Ph.D. in Educational Leadership.
You may choose not to take part and you may choose to stop taking part at any time. You
will not be punished in any way if you decide not to be in the study or to stop taking part
in the study.
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary and the only alternative is to not
participate.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this phenomenological study is to understand the helpseeking interactions of women student veterans, with faculty, outside the classroom.
Results of this research will: (1) be submitted to a dissertation committee, as part of the
requirements for obtaining a doctoral degree in Educational Leadership, (2) help inform
professionals in higher education of the issues and needs of women student veterans, (3)
aid in the overall understanding of faculty-student interaction outside the classroom, with
women student veterans, and (4) heed the call for further research on the topic.
Activities and Procedures: If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be
asked to do the following:

Participate in a tape-recorded interview in which you will be asked questions
about your help-seeking experiences with faculty outside the classroom.

Following the interview, you will be sent a copy of the interview transcript which
you will need to look over for any clarifications that you wish to address and/or to
provide consent to proceed with the data analysis stage of the study.

If deemed necessary by you (the participant) or the researcher, you may be asked
to participate in a follow-up interview as a means of clarifying information.
Participation Time: It will take you about an hour to be in this study.
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Risks and Discomforts: This project is not intended to provoke any physical or
emotional discomfort. However, participants may choose to share sensitive and
confidential information during the interview process. All efforts will be made to ensure
confidentiality.
Possible Benefits: You may not benefit directly for taking part in this study; however,
information obtained will be used to improve the educational experience of women
student veterans in the future.
EXCLUSION/INCLUSION REQUIREMENTS
Female student veterans (1) willing to share your experiences, (2) previously served in a
branch of the United States military, (3) currently enrolled, (4) full-time student, and (5)
taking at least one class in a standard classroom (rather than online, hybrid, etc.).
MANDATORY REPORTING
As responsible employees under Clemson University Title IX policies, faculty members
are required to report incidents of discrimination based on sex, sexual harassment, or
sexual violence involving a member of the Clemson University community. Nothing you
say in this study will be associated with your name at any point in the process unless you
disclose information that may be reportable under Clemson’s policies.
INCENTIVES
As an incentive for contributing to this research study participants will receive a $25
Amazon gift card.
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
The interview will be tape-recorded. Confidentiality will be maintained by using a
pseudonym instead of your name when transcribing the interview. Interview recordings
and pseudonym keys will be kept in a separate, secure location, away from interview
transcripts.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional
publications, or educational presentations.
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as
required by law. Electronic files relating to the study will be encrypted and in a secure
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location at all times. Identifiable information collected during the study will be retained
for approximately 3 years but will not be used or distributed for future research studies.
COUNSELING INFORMATION
In the event that you experience a negative reaction from participating in this study,
notify the research team immediately. Should you need to connect with someone,
consider the following confidential resources:

Clemson University students may access psychological care through Counseling
and Psychological Services at Redfern Health Center, call (864) 656-2451.

Mental Health America of Greenville County’s CRISIS line: 864) 271-8888.
Free, 24/7 crisis phone line.

Crisis Chat: http://www.crisischat.org/, free chat line available 2PM to 2AM, 7
days/week.

Crisis Text Line: Text “START” to 741-741, service is free through most major
phone service carriers and available 24/7.

Contact a mental health professional of your choice, at your own expense.
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please
contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636
or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area, please use the
ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be able to answer
some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson IRB if the
research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than the
research staff.
If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact:
Rachel L. Wagner, Ed.D.
864-656-5111
rwagne3@clemson.edu
406 Tillman Hall
Clemson, SC 29634
CONSENT
By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information written
above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing to take part in
this research. You do not give up any legal rights by taking part in this research study.
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Appendix E
Informed Consent – Faculty Focus Group

Information about Being in a Research Study
Clemson University
Women Student Veteran's Help-Seeking Behaviors with Faculty, Outside the
Classroom: A Descriptive Phenomenological Study
Faculty Focus Group
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Voluntary Consent: Dr. Rachel L. Wagner and Jessica R. Pelfrey, M.Ed. from the
College of Education at Clemson University are inviting you to volunteer for a research
study to fulfill part of the requirements needed for the Ph.D. in Educational Leadership.
You may choose not to take part and you may choose to stop taking part at any time. You
will not be punished in any way if you decide not to be in the study or to stop taking part
in the study.
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary and the only alternative is to not
participate.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this phenomenological study is to understand the helpseeking interactions of women student veterans, with faculty, outside the classroom.
Results of this research will: (1) be submitted to a dissertation committee, as part of the
requirements for obtaining a doctoral degree in Educational Leadership, (2) help inform
professionals in higher education of the issues and needs of women student veterans, (3)
aid in the overall understanding of faculty-student interaction outside the classroom, with
women student veterans, and (4) heed the call for further research on the topic.
Activities and Procedures: Your part in the study will be to participate in a faculty focus
group. Some of the information shared during the group discussion may be personal, we
ask that you respect others in the group and keep the information shared confidential.
Please do not share any information that may be sensitive or make you uncomfortable.
You may refuse to answer or leave the discussion at any time if you become
uncomfortable.
Participation Time: It will take you about an hour to be in this study.
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Risks and Discomforts: This project is not intended to provoke any physical or
emotional discomfort. However, participants may choose to share sensitive and
confidential information during the interview process. All efforts will be made to ensure
confidentiality.
Possible Benefits: You may not benefit directly for taking part in this study; however,
information obtained will be used to improve the educational experience of women
student veterans in the future.
MANDATORY REPORTING
As responsible employees under Clemson University Title IX policies, faculty members
are required to report incidents of discrimination based on sex, sexual harassment, or
sexual violence involving a member of the Clemson University community. Nothing you
say in this study will be associated with your name at any point in the process unless you
disclose information that may be reportable under Clemson’s policies.
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
The focus group session will be tape-recorded. Confidentiality will be maintained by
using a pseudonym instead of your name when transcribing the recordings. Recordings
and pseudonym keys will be kept in a separate, secure location, away from transcripts.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional
publications, or educational presentations.
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as
required by law. Electronic files relating to the study will be encrypted and in a secure
location at all times. Identifiable information collected during the study will be retained
for approximately 3 years but will not be used or distributed for future research studies.
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please
contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636
or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area, please use the
ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be able to answer
some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson IRB if the
research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than the
research staff.
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If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact:
Rachel L. Wagner, Ph.D.
864-656-5111
rwagne3@clemson.edu
406 Tillman Hall
Clemson, SC 29634
CONSENT
By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information
written above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing
to take part in this research. You do not give up any legal rights by taking part in
this research study.
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Appendix F
Interview Protocol
Before we get started, I would like to give you some information. I am conducting a
research study on women student veterans, looking at help-seeking experiences with
faculty outside the classroom. This interview will be audio recorded. If, at any time, you
wish to make a statement that you would prefer not be recorded, please let me know, and
we can pause the recording. Any, and all, personal identification will be removed or
replaced with a pseudonym prior to the publication of any research findings. For your
records, I would like to provide a printed copy of the Informed Consent document that
outlines the purpose of this study, expectations moving forward, and information about
withdrawing from the study. I will give you a moment to look over it. *PAUSE*
Are you ready to begin?
For the record, please state the pseudonym you would like to use, in place of your name.
Okay, thank you.
Before we move forward, I would like to verify the information provided in your initial
screening.
o

When did you first enroll at the university?

o

Did you have any experience with institutions of higher education prior to
your current enrollment? If so, please explain.

o

How many credit hours are you currently enrolled in?

o

Are all of your courses offered on campus (versus online, hybrid, etc.)?

o

What is your military affiliation and approximate dates of service?

During the next portion, I would like to ask about your experiences with faculty, outside
the classroom.
1.

Can you please describe, in as much detail as possible, a time when you
sought help from a university faculty member outside the classroom?

2.

You may have already told me, but to ensure I am getting the correct information
down, would you mind restating… What made you think you needed to seek help
from that faculty member?
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3.

Can you tell me about the timing of your interaction with the faculty member?
For example, did this happen 3 days after you started your first semester? Was it
during final exams?

4.

What else was happening during the time you’re describing? Or, what other
stressors were present in your life at the time? This could be anything from a sick
child at home to fighting with a roommate…

5.

What strategies did you utilize to get help from the faculty member? For
instance, visiting during office hours. You can have more than one answer.

6.

Please explain a little bit about how you felt during your interaction with the
faculty member.

7.

Did your interaction, need for interaction, or desire to interact with the faculty
member make you feel any differently about yourself or your abilities? Please
explain.

8.

What do you recall about your posture or other physical actions during the
encounter?

9.

Looking at the big picture, what form, or forms, of support do you feel you were
seeking from the faculty member?

Can you describe another instance when you sought help from a faculty member?
**back to Q1**
10.

What other experiences have you had with faculty, outside of class, since you
enrolled?

11.

Has there ever been an instance where you felt you should connect with a faculty
member outside of class, but decided not to? Please explain.
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12.

Have you talked with a family member, friend, roommate, etc. about any of your
help-seeking experiences? If so, can you describe those conversations?

13.

Is there anything we have discussed that you would like to elaborate on, or any
additional information you would like to share?

14.

Why did you want to participate in this research study?

15.

How easy, or hard, was this interview process?

16.

Do you know of any other women student veterans who might be interested in
participating?

Before we wrap up, do you have any questions?
Thank you very much for your time and participation. In a few days I will send you a
transcript of this interview. Once you receive the transcript, via email, I ask that you
read over it and make any notes or clarifications you wish to make. If you feel that your
experiences have been represented appropriately, please email me back providing your
consent to proceed with the data analysis stage of the study.
You will receive an email shortly containing a $25 Amazon gift card.
Thank you, again, for assisting with my dissertation research. I hope you have a great
day!
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Appendix G
Focus Group Protocol
Before we get started, I would like to give you some information. I am conducting a
research study on women student veterans, looking at help-seeking experiences with
faculty outside the classroom. This focus group will be audio recorded. If, at any time,
you wish to make a statement that you would prefer not be recorded, please let me know,
and we can pause the recording. No personal identifiers will be included in the
publication of research findings. For your records, I would like to provide a printed copy
of the Informed Consent document that outlines the purpose of this study, benefits and
risks of participation, and information about withdrawing from the study. I will give you
a moment to look over it. *PAUSE*
Are you ready to begin?
1.

Can each of you please tell me about your experiences with women student
veterans outside the classroom?
Who would like to start?

2.

What forms of support have women student veterans sought from you outside the
classroom?

3.

What behaviors do women student veterans display when seeking help from
faculty outside the classroom?

4.

From your perspective, what strategies have women student veterans utilized
most frequently when seeking help from you outside the classroom? Please
explain in terms of frequency and the approach they used.

5.

What events, or instances, caused the women student veterans to seek help from
you outside the classroom setting?

6.

Is there anything else I should know about your experiences with women student
veterans outside the classroom?
Before we conclude, do you have any questions?

Thank you very much for your time and participation, and for assisting with my
dissertation research. I hope you have a great day!
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Appendix H
Faculty Survey
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Appendix I
Women Student Veterans who Showed Interest in Participating in the Study

Respondent
#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Participant
Pseudonym

Nicole

Savannah

Ray

---

Mary

---

---

---

Rachel

Becky

Purple

Sue

Candy

Rosa

Informed Consent &
IPS Link Emailed

10-16-19

10-16-19

10-16-19

10-16-19

10-17-19

10-18-19
10-21-19
10-24-19
11-3-19

10-18-19
10-21-19
10-24-19
11-3-19

10-19-19

10-24-19

10-24-19

11-7-19
11-13-19

11-7-19

11-11-19

11-12-19

IPS Completed

10-16-19

10-16-19

10-16-19

10-17-19

10-17-19

10-24-19

10-28-19

11-17-19

11-7-19

11-12-19

11-12-19

Accept / Reject
Email to Interested
Participant

Accept

Accept

Reject
10-16-19

Reject
Accept

Accept

10-16-19

10-16-19

Accept
11-6-19

Interview Date /
Time

10-24-19
3:15pm

10-21-19
3:00pm

11-11-19
10:30am

Informed Consent
Provided

10-24-19

10-21-19

11-11-19

Preferred Email
(Removed for
Privacy Protection)

Reject –
not at
research
site

Reject –
not
currently
enrolled

Accept

Accept
Accept

Accept

Accept

10-24-19
10-28-19
11-3-19

10-28-19

11-18-19

11-7-19

10-24-19
11:00am

11-20-19
11:15am

10-31-19
2:00pm

11-20-19
2:00pm

11-11-19
1:30pm

11-18-19
4:00pm

11-15-19
3:10pm

10-24-19

11-20-19

10-31-19

11-20-19

11-11-19

11-18-19

11-15-19

10-17-19
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11-12-19

11-12-19

Thank You Email to
Participant After
Interview

10-24-19

10-21-19

11-11-19

10-24-19

11-20-19

10-31-19

11-20-19

11-11-19

11-18-19

11-15-19

Gift Card Emailed

10-24-19

10-21-19

11-11-19

10-24-19

11-20-19

10-31-19

11-20-19

11-11-19

11-18-19

11-15-19

Interview
Transcription
Completed

10-26-19

10-21-19

11-16-19

10-26-19

11-23-19

11-7-19

11-29-19

11-13-19

11-22-19

11-17-19

Member Checking
Email Sent

10-27-19

10-22-19
10-29-19

11-16-19

10-26-19
10-31-19
11-8-19
11-15-19

11-23-19

11-7-19

11-29-19

11-13-19

11-22-19

11-17-19

Response Received Member Checking

Received
10-27-19

Received
10-29-19

Received
11-16-19

Received
11-17-19

Received
11-23-19

Received
11-13-19

Received
12-4-19

Received
11-20-19

Received
11-27-19

Received
11-18-19
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Appendix J
Focus Group Data Alignment with Research Questions

Research Question

Schlossberg’s
Transition Theory:
Coping Resource

Faculty
Focus Group
– Question
#’s:

(1) How do women student veterans describe
their help-seeking interactions with
faculty outside the classroom?

Support
Self
Situation
Strategy

N/A

(2) What forms of faculty support do women
student veterans recognize as options for
seeking help, outside the classroom?

Support

2

Self

3

(4) What events, or instances, do women
student veterans identify as motivators
for seeking help, from faculty, outside the
classroom?

Situation

5

(5) What strategies do women student
veterans believe they utilize when
seeking help from faculty outside the
classroom?

Strategy

4

(3) What behaviors do women student
veterans believe they display when
seeking help from faculty outside the
classroom?
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Appendix K
Survey Data Alignment with Research Questions

Research Question

Schlossberg’s
Transition Theory:
Coping Resource

Faculty
Survey –
Question #’s:

(1) How do women student veterans describe
their help-seeking interactions with
faculty outside the classroom?

Support
Self
Situation
Strategy

N/A

(2) What forms of faculty support do women
student veterans recognize as options for
seeking help, outside the classroom?

Support

5

Self

6

(4) What events, or instances, do women
student veterans identify as motivators
for seeking help, from faculty, outside the
classroom?

Situation

7

(5) What strategies do women student
veterans believe they utilize when
seeking help from faculty outside the
classroom?

Strategy

8

(3) What behaviors do women student
veterans believe they display when
seeking help from faculty outside the
classroom?
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Appendix L
Faculty Demographics

Rank of Faculty Participants
Other

1

Lecturer

2

Assistant Professor

1

Associate Professor

2

Professor

3

College Affiliation of Faculty Participants
College 1

3

College 2

1

College 3

1

College 4

1

College 5

0

College 6

2

College 7

1

Faculty Participant Years of Teaching Experience
30

Focus Group

14
1.5

29
16
9
9

Survey
8
7
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